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FOREWORD 
The Test, Edit, and List ORB3A Tape program (TELOR3), was prepared 
by Computer Sciences Corporation under Contract Number NAS 5-11790. It 
is a completely revised version of the Test,_Edit, and List ORB3A Tape 
program produced by International Business Machines Corporation in March 
1969, under Contract Number NAS 5-10022. 
The present document supersedes the original. 
Isabella J. Cole 
Monitor, Goddard Space Flight Center 
Task Assignment No. 72, Subtask H 




This report documents the S/360 TELORS Program which tests, edits, and 
lists the information on an ORBSA tape. The documentation includes narrative 
descriptions (including flowcharts) of the main driver routine and the sub­
routines of the TELOR3 Program, a User's Guide, cross reference charts 
pertaining to the source program, and a compiled listing of the source program. 
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The purpose of the TELORS Program (Test, Edit, and List ORBSA Tape) 
is to validate and/or edit the single precision floating point data on a 7-track, 
binary QRB3A tape (see Reference 1). To accomplish this purpose TELOR3 
provides the five options which are listed below: 
I. 	 Ascending Node Report Option - Processing in this option lists the times 
of ascending node crossing numbers (pass numbers) present on an 
input, binary ORB3A tape and computes and lists the time period between 
successive pass numbers (ascending'hodes). 
2. 	 Change Pass Numbers and Report Option - Processing in this option creates 
an output,binary ORB3A tape identical to the input,binary ORB3A tape, 
except that the output OIRB3A tape contains altered pass numbers (altered 
ascending node crossing numbers). This option also produces an ascending 
node report based on the output ORB3A tape. 
3. 	 Select Time Period Option - Processing in this option selects a user 
specified period of data present on the input, binary ORB3A tape and 
writes this period on an output, binary ORB3A tape, together with a 
revised title record containing the start and end times of the selected 
Perod. 
4. 	 Sunlight Report Option - Processing in this option lists the times of 
satellite entrance into and exit from sunlight present on an inp ut, binary 
O B3A tape. 
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5. Check Record Option - This option is used to check binary ORBSA tapes 
which experienced abnormal run termination when being generated. 
Certain words in each record of the input ORB3A tape are checked for 
absolute errors, such as, a percent value exceeding 100 percent. In 
addition, selected words are checked for errors peculiar to ORB3A 
data, such as, a word not being equal to a standard ORB3A value. 
Each record is also checked for a read error and for an end-of-file 
indicator. The first input ORB3A record to fail any one of the above 
checks while being processed in this option, causes an outputbinary 
ORB3A tape to be generated with the period of data extending through the 
next-to-the-last record-before the-check-fail record. In addition, the 
output ORB3A tape has a revised title record containing thenew end time 
of the satellite data. 
Only one option can be executed 	for any job submittal. 
The S/360 TELORS Program has been compiled under FORTRAN IV, level H, 
optimization level of zero on the IBM 360/95 using Release 19. 
The following sections of this report present detailed subroutine descriptions 
for the main driver routine and the processing subroutines which form the 
TELOR3 Program. Each description includes: (1) the purpose of the subroutine; 
(2) the method of the subroutine; 	 (3) subroutine usage; (4) subprograms called; 
(5) a flowchart; and (6) subroutine restrictions. 
In addition, this report contains 	three appendices which are described below: 
Appendix A: 	 A User's Guide including a sample run printout 
for each of the five TELOR3 options. 
Appendix Bt 	 Source program cross reference charts dis­
playing: (1) subroutine COMMON bloek usage; 
(2) input/output units vs internal statement 
numbers (]SN) for each subroutine; and (3) calls 
to subroutines vs ISN numbers for each 
subroutine. 




SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION-- MAIN DRrVER 
Subroutine-Namn: and -PrograiA Ntmber MAI , Number G00409 
Programmers Name Robert K. Schlessinger 
Date May 7, 1971 
2.1 PURPOSE 
>lVAINserves as the.executive or Sulervisoiy routine.for four of the 
five options in'the S/360 TELOR3 Program. The remaining option, 
specifically, the Change Pass lumbers and Report option, is per­
formed by logic contained within MAIN. 
2". 2: IMETHOD 
The MAIN-routine first reads injthe title record of the-TELOR3 input 
tape and verifies whether or not the input is a binary .OB3A tape. 
If not, an error message is printed out, and execution is terminated. 
If the input is a binary ORB3A tape, MAIN reads ah option card 
specifying the input ORB3A tape-number and which one of the five 
possible TELbR3 options is-tobe-pirformed. The five possible 
TELOR& options are: the Ascendbug Node Rbeort Option-(subroutine 
ASCEND);-the Change Pass Numbers and Report-Option (MAIN routine); 
the Select Time Period Option (Subroutifie SELECT);-the Sunlight Report 
Option"(subroutine SUNTJGT); and the Chck Recoid Option (sub­
routine CHIREC}. A validity checkis made on the option 
selector read from the card. If the selector is invalid, an ertor 
messageis printed out and 'execution is terminated. If the option 
selector is valid, processing, continues and MAIN converts the 
input ORB3A tape start and end times in seconds-of-day (contained 
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in the title record), to start and end times in hours, minutes, and 
seconds. A title page is printed out displaying the program title 
(TELORS), the option selected, satellite ID, input ORB3A tape 
number, and input ORB3A tape start and end times in hours, minutes, 
and seconds. MAIN is then ready to supervise the .execution of the 
specific option chosen. The following paragraphs describe how 
MAIN controls the program flow for each of the five possible options. 
If the Sunlight Report Option, the Select Time Period 
Option, or the Check Record Option has been specified, MAIN calls 
-the appropriate subroutine. The desired processing is performed by 
the subroutine. Control is then returned to MAIN, and the program 
-
comes to a stop. 
If the Ascending Node Report Option has been selected, MAIN prints 
out the column headings for this report option. MAIN then enters a 
loop which reads an input ORB3A tape record into an array called 
READIN, and checks the record to iee whether it is a data record or 
a sentinel record. 
When a data record is encountered, MAIN checks for the existance 
of an ascending node data item by examining the third word in the 
12th data-item (the special typedata item) for the absence or 
presence of a 999. When 999 is absent, an ascending node data 
item exists in the data record. In this case, MAIN calls subroutine 
ASCEND to isolate that item and use it to produce and store one 
line of information for the BCD output of the Ascending Node Report. 
Program control is then returned to MAIN which executes 
instructions to print the ascending node line of information just 
stored by ASCEND. MAIN then returns to the beginning of the 
loop andanother input recordis read into array READIN. 
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If 998 is present in the 3rd word of the 12th data item, it indicates 
to MAIN that no ascending node item exists in this data record and 
MAIN retirns tW the bdginnihg of the loop to process the next data 
record.
 
Whena:sentinel'record is encouitered, a message is printed on 
the Ascending.Node Report btating that 4fnormal termination of the 
Ascending Node Report Option has b&curred.: 
If the Change Pass Numbers and Report Option has been selected, 
MAIN creates an output, binary ORB3A tape which is -aduplicate 
of the input, binary ORB3A tape, with the exception that the output 
tape contains altered pass numbers (i. e., altered ascending node 
crossing numbers). The Pass Number Option also produces an 
ascending node report, based on the output ORB3A tape. The input 
option card read by MAIN supplies a number (stored in variable 
VALUE) which is one less than the desired value for the pass number 
of the first ascending node data item to be written on the output ORB3A 
tape. After the option card has been read, column headings for the 
Ascending Node Report based on the output ORB3A tape are printed 
out. Next, the TITLE array (containing the title record from the 
input ORB3A tape) is written out as the title record on the output 
ORBSA tape. MAIN then enters a loop which performs the 
following steps: 
1. 	 Reads an input ORB3A record into the READIN array. 
2.' 	 Checks the record (array READIN) to determine whether 
it is a sentinel, or a data record. 
3. 	 If it is a sentinel record, a loop exit occurs, the proper number 
of sentinel type records are written on the output ORB3A tape, 
-an end-of-fileis written on the output-ORB3A, and a message is 
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printed in the Ascending Node Report stating that a normal 
termination of the Change Pass Numbers and Report 
Option has occurred. 
4. 	 If it is a data record, the pass number of each satellite 
data item in the record (array READIN ) is changed and 
the content of READIN is then written out on the output 
ORB3A tape. 
5. If the record just written out contains an ascending node 
data item, subroutine ASCEND is called to produce and store 
one line of information for the output of the Ascending Node 
Report. Control then returns to MAIN which prints the line 
of information in the Ascending Node Report, and MAIN 
returns to the beginning of the loop. 
6. 	 If the record just written out does not contain an ascending 
node data item, MAIN returns to the beginning of the loop. 
The pass numbers in Step 4 above are changed in the following way. 
Each data item in array READIN is examined for the presence of an 
ascending node type indicator and the pass number of every data item 
is replaced by the content of VALUE until an ascending node data item 
is encountered. When an ascehding node data item is encountered, 
VALUE is incremented by one and the result replaces the pass number 
of the ascending node data item, and the pass numbers of all sub­
sequent satellite data items in the READIN array, until another 
ascending node data item is encountered. 
2.3 USAGE 
This seQtion presents information defining the interfaces of the Main 
Driver 	Routine (MAIN), of program TELOR3, with referenced 
external storage areas, and with other subprograms. 
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2.3.1- Calling Sequence 
MAIN is the Main Driver Routine for program TELOR3 and, therefore 
has.no associated calling sequence. 
2.3.2 COMMON Areas 
A single, unlabeled COMMON area is used in the TELOR3 Program. 
The statement defining this COMMON area is: 
COMMON TITLE (256), READIN (256), PERIOD, ISAVE(6), 
ISET 
The arguments are defined in the following table: 
Argument Dimension -	 Description 
TITLE 256 	 Array containing an ORB3A title record. 
READIN 256 	 Array containing an ORBSA data 
record. 
PERIOD 1 	 Time interval between successive 
ascending nodes in minutes (set in 
subroutine ASCEND). The seventh 
data element in each line of the 
Ascending Node Report output. 
ISAVE 6 	 Array used to store six of the seven 
data elements comprising one line of 
the Ascending Node Report output 
(set in subroutine ASCEND). 
ISAVE(1) Pass Number 
ISAVE (2) Year-month-day 
ISAVE(3) Day-of-year Pass Number 
ISAVE(4) Hour-of-day time of occurrence 
ISAVE (5) Minute-of-hour 
ISAVE (6) Second-of-minute 
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Argument Dimension 	 Description 
ISET 1 	 Flag parameter used in subroutine 
ASCEND to specie'y the equation to be 
used in calculating the time interval 
(PERIOD) between successive ascending 
nodes (set in MAIN) 
= 0; 	 PERIOD=0, (for first ascending 
node encountered only) 
= 1; 	 PERIOD=time elapsed from 
preceding ascending.node 
encountered. 
2.3.3 External Data Sets 
Program TELOR3 interfaces with two external data sets: 
1. 	 The input, ibinary ORE3A tape for all options 
2. 	 The output, binary ORESA tape for the following 
options: 
-Change pass numbers and report option 
-Select time period option 
-Check record option 
These tapes are read or written, as appropriate by subroutine 
RWTAP4. Detailed description of the content and format of these 
tapes is included in the subroutine description for RWTAP4. 
2.4 SUBPROGRAMS CALLED 
-This section identifies the subprograms (subroutines and functions) 
called from MAIN. The CAtL statement for each call to each sub­
program is given, followed by a definition of the calling sequence 
arguments. Where multiple calls to the same program are made 
from 	MAIN, the calls are presented in the order in which they appear 
in the-source listing. 
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2.4.1 Subroutines Called 
1. Subroutine ASCEND - This subroutine is called to isolate 
ascending node data items and store data for the Ascending 
Node Report. The calling sequence is: 
CALL ASCEND 
There are no arguments in the calling sequence. 
2. Subroutine SUNLGT - This subroutine is called to isolate 
sunlight entrance or exit data items and report them. The 
calling sequence is: 
CALL SUNLOT 
3. Subroutine SELECT - This subroutine is called to execute 
the Select Time Period Option. 
The calling sequence is: 
CALL SELECT 
There are no arguments in the calling sequence. 
4. Subroutine CHKREC - This subroutine is called to execute 
the Check Record Option. The calling sequence is: 
CALL CHKREC 
There are no arguments in the calling sequence. 
5. Subroutine RWTAP4 - This subroutine is called to read the 
input ORB3A tape~or write the output ORBSA tape. RWTAP4 
has three entry points: 
RTAPE4 - Called to read the input ORB3A tape 
WTAPE4 - Called to write title or data records on 
the output ORB3A tape. 
WSNEOF- Called to write sentinel records and an 
end-of-file on the output ORB3A tape. 
9 
The calling sequences used in MAIN are listed below: 
CALL RTAPE4 (TITLE, IERR) 
CALL WTAPE4 (TITLE) 
CALL RTAPF (READIN, IERR) 
CALL WTAPE4 (READIN) 
CALL WSNEOF (READIN, TITLE, IWORD) 
The arguments appearing in these calling sequences are defined 
below: 
IER: 	 An error indicator returned by subroutine 
RWTAP4 reflecting unusual conditions 
encountered in reading the input ORB3A tape. 
=0; No unusual conditions 
=1; End-of-file encountered 
=4; Permanent read error encountered. 
Data are returned to calling program, 
but their validity is questionable. 
IWORD: An indicator used to control branching in 
W.NEOF processing. 
=1; WSNEOF writes one sentinel item 
record, two sentinel records, and an
 
end-of-file on the output ORB3A tape.
 
=2;WSNEOF writes two sentinel records and
 
an ead-of-file on output ORESA tape. 
READIN: 	 A 256 word array used to store each data record 
read from the input ORflSA tape; ad data or 
sentinel item records ready to be written on the 
output ORB3A tape. 
TITLE: 	 A 256 word array used to store the title record 
read from the input OR33A tape; and to store the 
title record td sentinel record6 ready to be written 
on the output ORB3A tape. 
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2.4.2 	 Functions Called 
The routine 	MAIN calls the IBM system function FLOAT (IVAR) 
several times to convert the integer argument variable, represented 
by IVAR, to 	a real variable without round off. The calling sequences 









The arguments appearing in these calling sequences are defined 
below: 
READ1- Start time hour for satellite data on the input 
ORf3SA tape 
IREAD2: End time hour for satellite data on the input 
ORB3A tape 
IREAD3: 	 Start time minute-of-hour for satellite 
data on the input ORBA tape 
IREAD4: 	 End time minute-of-hour for satellite data 
on the input ORB3A tape. 
2.5 	 FLOWCHART 
The flowchart for routine MAIN appears in Figure 1. 
2.6 	 RESTRICTION 
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Figure I (sheet 3 of 3). Flowchart for MAIN Routine of the S/360 TELOR3 Program 
SECTION 3 
SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION -- ISOLATE ASCENDING NODE (ASCEND) 
Subroutine Name and Program Number ASCEND, Number G00409 
Programmer's Name Robert K. Schlessinger 
Date May 7, 1971 
3.1 PURPOSE 
Subroutine ASCEND isolates the satellite data item in an 
ORB3A data record which is of the ascending node type, and 
uses data from this ascending node item to produce and store 
one line of information for the DCD output of the Ascending 
Node Report. 
3.2 METHOD -
Subroutine ASCEND isolates the data item in an ORB3A data 
record which is of the ascending node type, To accomplish 
this isolation, ASCEND examines the type indicator (first word) 
of each of the eleven satellite data items in the data record. 
The record is stored in the READIN array. When the first 
word of a data item contains a type indicator equal to 2, the 
ascending node data iten has been found. The time of occurrence 
of this ascending node is converted from seconds-of-day to hours, 
minutes, and seconds. The pass number, the year-month-day of occur­
rence, day-of-year, and the conveited time of the ascending node 
are then stored in an array called ISAVE. Finally, theperiod of 
time, in minutes, between this ascending node and the last previous 
ascending node, is calculated and stored in variable PERIOD. 
If this is the first ascending node to be found, PERIOD is set to 
zero. ISAVE and PERIOD then contain the necessary data for one 
line of information for the output Ascending Node Report. Control 





3.3 	 USAGE 
This section presents information defining the interfaces of 
subroutine 	ASCEND with referenced external storage areas, 
and other subprograms. 
3.3.1 	 Calling Sequence 




There are no arguments in the calling sequence. 
3.3.2 	 COMMON Areas 
Subroutine ASCEND makes use of information stored in the 
unlabeled COMMON area used in Program TELOR3. This 
COMMON area is defined in the subroutine description for the 
routine, MAIN (ection 2. 3.2). 
3.3.3 	 External Data Sets 
None 
3.4 	 SUBPROGRAMS CALLED 
This section identifies the subroutines and functions called from 
ASCEND. Calling sequences used are presented, followed by 
definitions of the arguments appearing in the calling sequences. 
3.4.1 	 Subroutines Called 
None 
3.4.2 	 Functions Called 
Subroifftine ASCEND make use of two IBM system functions: FLOAT 
and MOD. 
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1. 	 Function FLOAT (VAR) - This function is used to convert 
the integer argument variable (represented by IVAR) to a 
real variable without round off. The calling sequences 
appearing in ASCEND are: 
FLOAT (SAVE (4)) 
FLOAT (ISAVE (5)) 
The arguments appearing in these calling sequences are 
defined below: 
ISAVE(4): Hour-of-day in which an ascending node 
occurs 
]SAVE(5): Minute-of-hour in which an ascending 
node occurs
 
2. 	 Function MOD (IVAR, N) - The value of this function is 
the integer remainder after dividing the first argument 





where IYEAR is the year associated with satellite 
data on the input ORB3A tape. The MOD function is used 
in determining whether ,the~year represented by IYEAR 
is a leap year. 
3.5 FLOWCHART 
The flowchart for subroutine ASCEND appears in Figure 2. 
3.6 RESTRICTION 
The coding of subroutine ASCEND presumes that no more than one 
ascending node data item will appear in a single data record on the 
input ORB3A tape. 
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Figure 2 (sheet I of 1). Flowchart for Subroutine ASCEND of the 5/360 TELOR3 Program 
SECTION 4 
SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION -- SELECTITIME PERIOD (SELECT) 
Subroutine Name and Program Number: SELECT, Number 000409 
Programmer's Name: Robert K. Schlessinger 
Date: May 7, 1971 
4.1 PURPOSE 
Subroutine SELECT is used to select any period of data present on an 
input,binary ORBSA tape, and write this period on an output,binary 
ORB3A tape together with a revised title record containing the start 
and end times of the selected period. 
4.2 METHOD 
Backspacing and/or rewinding a 7-track,binary, input ORB3A tape 
is not allowed when using the special purpose FORTRAN library 
subroutine, DBFOR, which is required for reading this input tape with 
the S/360 series of computers (see subroutine description for RWTAP4). 
The capability is desired in suiroutine SELECT for backspacing and/or 
rewinding an input ORB3A tape. To provide this capability, subroutine 
SELECT copies, onto a disk, the input ORB3A data records up through 
the first sentinel record or through the sentinel item record whichever 
the case may be. (The ORB3A title record has been previously read 
into the TITLE array by MAIN and TITLE is available to SELECT when 
needed.) The disk is then rewound, variables are initialized, and the 
requested period start and end times wear-month-day, hours-minutes) 
are read from the Select Period Input Card. The hours and minutes 
of the requested period start and end times are converted into requested 
start and end seconds-of-day. The requested time period is printed out 
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(year-month-day, seconds of day), and subroutin6 SELECTbnt rs 
a search-for-start-time loop which performs the following steps. 
1. 	 Reads a record from the disk into the READIN array, increments 
the record counter (IRECItD) by one, and examines READIN(1) 
for the presence of 9's (99999999.). 
2. 	 If 9's are present, a sentinel record or a sentinel item record 
has been encountered which indicates the requested start time 
cannot be found on the input ORB3A tape. An error message stating 
this c6ndition is printed out. Control is then returned to 
MAIN, and the program comes to a stop. 
3. 	 If 9's are not present, the year-month-day of the first satellite data 
item in the record (READIN(2)) is compared with the requested 
start year-month-day (ST). 
4. 	 If READIN(2j is equal to ST, a flag (IDATE) is set to one, which 
indicates'that the requested start year-month-day has been found. 
A comparison is then made between the seconds-of-day of the 
first satellite data item in the record (READIN(4)) and the 
requested start seconds-of-day (SSEC). 
5. 	 If READIN(4) is less than SSEC, the requested period start 
time has not been found, SELECT returns to the beginning of the 
search-for-start-time loop, and another record is read from the 
disk into the READIN array. 
6. 	 If READIN(4) is equal to SSEC, the requested start time has been 
found, and corresponds to the first satellite data item in the record 
currently stored in READIN. An exit from the search-for-start­
time loop occurs, the present value in the record counter (IRECRD) is 
saved in variable ISTREC, and the time of occurrence of the 
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first satellite data item in READIN (READIN(2), READIN(3), 
READIN(4))is stored in the satellite data start-time positions 
in the TITLE array (TITLE(4), TTLE(5), TITLE(6)). 
Thus the actual satellite data start time contained in TITLE 
is exactly equal to the requested period start time. A 
search-for-end-time loop now begins according to step 10. 
7. 	 If READIN(4) is greater than SSEC, a test is made to determine 
whether or not READIN contains the first data record (IRECRD 
equal one). If IRECED is equal to one, the requested period 
start time is earlier thanthe time of the first satellite data item 
on the input ORB3A tape and, therefore, can not be found. 
Execution then proceeds according to step 2 above. If IRECRD 
is not equal to one, the,-.requested period start time has been 
found but exists in the record just before the one presently 
stored in READIN, and processing proceeds to step 8. 
S. 	 Since the requested period start time exists in the record just 
before the one presently stored in READIN (the requested start 
time could be in any satellite data item other than the first one 
in the previous record), the disk is backspaced one record, the 
present value in the record counter (IRECRD) is decremented by 
one and saved in the variable ISTREC, and the previous record 
under 	consideration is read from the disk into READIN. The time 
of occurrence of the first satellite data item in READIN (READIN(2), 
READIN(3), READIN(4)) is stored in the satellite data start time 
positions in the TITLE array (TITLE (4), TITLE (5), TITLE (6)). 
Thus, the actual satellite data start time contained in TITLE 
is somewhat earlier than the requested start time. One record 
is read from the disk for positioning to the beginning of the record 
which has got yet been read from the disk. A search-for-end-time loop 
now begins according to step 10. 
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9. 	 If READIN(2) is not equal to ST (as opposed to step 4 above), 
the flag IDATE is tested for the presence of a one. If DATE 
'contains a one, the requested start year-month-day has been 
found in the record just before the one presently stored in 
READIN and therefore, the requested period start time also 
exists in this previous record. Execution then proceeds according 
to step 8 above. If IMATE does not contain a one, the requested 
start year-month-day has not as yet been found in the first satellite 
data item of any record including the one presently stored in READIN. 
SELECT returns to the beginning of the search-for-start-time loop 
and another record is read from the disk into the READIN array. 
10. 	 A search-for-end~time loop begins after: the requested period start time 
-has been found, the no.of thedatarecordon the disk containing 
the requested period start-time -hasbeen stored in ISTREC, and the 
- TITLE array has been changed to reflect the satellite data 
start time of the period of data to be written on the output ORB3A 
tape. A repord is read from the disk into the READIN array, 
the record counter (IRECRD) is incremented by one, and RXADIN(1), 
is examined for the presence, of 9's. 
11. 	 If 9's are-not present; the year-month-day of the first satellite 
data item in the record (READIN(2))is compared with the 
requested end year -month-day (EN). - If 9!s are found, processing 
branches to step 24. 
­
12. 	 If READIN(2) is equal to EN, a fiag (LDATt) is set to one 
(LDATE has been previously set to zero during SELECT 
initialization) which indicates the requested end year-month-day 
hhs been found, and a comparison is made between the seconds-of­
day of the first satellite data itehf in the izecord (READIN(4)) and 
the requested end seconds-of-day (ESEC). For READIN(2) not 
equal to EN, proceed to step 19. 
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13. 	 If READIN(4) is less than ESEC, the requested period 
end time has not been found, SELECT returns to the beginning 
of the search-for-end-time loop (step 10), and another record 
is read from the disk into the READIN array. 
If READIN(4) is equal to ESEC, the requested period end time
 
has been found and corresponds to the first satellite data item
 
in the record currently stored inREADIN. An exit from the search­
for-end-time loop occurs, the present value in the record counter
 
(IRECRD) is saved in a variable named IENREC, and the time
 
of occurrence of the last-satellite data item in READIN (READIN(212),
 
READIN(213), READIN(214))is stored in the satellite data end
 
time positions in the TITLE array(TITLE(7), TITLE (8), TITLE(9)).
 
Thus, the actual satellite data end time contained in TITLE is
 
somewhat later than the requested end time. A read and copy operation
 
now begins according to step 25.
 
15. 	 If READIN(4) is greater than ESEC, the requested period end 
time has been found, but falls either within the record just before the 
one presently stored in READIN or falls between the last satellite 
data item in the previous record under consideration and the first 
satellite data item in the record presently stored in READIN. 
In order to ascertain which of these two possibilities is the case, 
SELECT proceeds as in step 16 below. 
16. 	 Since the requested period end time may be 'itin the record 
just before the one presently stored in READIN (the requested 
end time could be in any satellite data item other than the first 
one in this previous record), the disk is backspaced one record and the 
previous record is read from the disk into READIN. A comparison 
is made between the seconds-of-day of the last satellite 
data item in READIN (READIN(214)) and the requested end seconds­
of-day (ESEC). 
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17. If READIN(214) is greater than or equal-to, ESEC, the requested 
end time does exist within this-previous record. The present value 
in the record counter (IRECED), decremented by one is saved in 
variable IENREC and the time-of-occurrence of the last satellite data 
item in READIS (READEI(212), READIN(213), -READIN(214)) is 
stored in the satellite data end time positions in the TITLE array 
(TITLE 	 (7), TITLE (8), TITLE (9)). Thus, the actual satellite 
data end 	time contained in TITLE is either equal to or somewhat 
larger than the requested period end time. A read and 
copy operation now begins, according to step 25. 
18. 	 If READIN(214) is less than ESEC, the'requested period end time 
does not exist within the previous record. Instead, the requested 
period end time falls between the last satellite data item in tis 
previous record and the first satellite data item in the next record 
on the disk (ther ecord stored in READIN before backspacing). This 
next record is read from the disk into READIN, the present 
value in the record counter (IRECRD) is saved in the variable 
IENREC, and the time-of-occurrence of the-last satellite data 
item in READIN (READII'{(212), READIN(213), READIN(214)) is 
stored in the satellite data end time positions in the TITLE 
array (TITLE(7), TITLE(8), TITLE(9)). Thus, the actual satellite 
data end time contained in TITLE is larger than the requested 
period end time. A read and copy operation now begins according 
to step 25. 
19. 	 If READIN(2) is not equal to EN (as opposed to step 12 above), 
the flag LDATE is tested for thepresence of a one. 
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20. 	 If LDATE contains a one, the requested end year-month-day has been 
found in the record just before the one presently stored in READIN, 
the disk is backspaced one record, and this previous record is read 
from the disk into READIN. A comparison is made between the 
year-month-day of the last satellite data item in READIN 
(READIN(212)), and the requested end year-month-day (EN). 
21. 	 If READIN(212) is not equal to EN, this previous record contains 
both the requested end year-month-day (at least in the first 
satellite data item from an earlier check) and a later end year­
month-day (at least in the last satellite data item from the current 
check). Therefore, the requested period end time exists in this 
previous record. The present value in the record counter 
(IRECRD), decremented by one, is saved in the variable IENREC, 
and the time-of-occurrence of the last satellite data item in READIN 
(READIN(212), READIN(213), READIN(214))is stored in the satellite 
data end time positions in the TITLE array (TITLE(7), TITLE(8), 
TITLE(9)). Thus, the actual satellite data end time contained in 
TITLE is somewhat larger than the requested period end time. A 
read and copy operation now begins according to step 25, 
22. 	 If READIN(212) is equal to EN, this previous record contains the 
requested end year-month-day in all eleven satellite data items. 
A comparison is made between the seconds-of-day of the last 
satellite data item in the previous record (READIN(214)), and the 
requested end seconds-6f-day (ESEC). If READIN(214) is greater 
than or equal to ESEC, execution proceeds according to step 17 
above. If READIN(214) is less than ESEC, execution proceeds 
according to step 18 above. 
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23. 	 If LDATE does not contain a one (as opposed to step 20 above), 
the requested end year-month-day has not as yet been found in 
the first satellite data item of any record including the-one presently 
stored in READIN. SELECT returns to the beginning of the 
search-for-end-time loop, another record is read from the disk 
into the READIN array, the record counter (IRECRD)is incremented 
by one, and READIN(1) is examined for the presence of 9's. 
24. 	 If 9's are present (as opposed to step 11) a sentinel record, 
or a sentinel item record, has been encountered. The final data 
record on the disk (corresponds to the final data record on the 
input ORBSA tape) is then obtained by backspacing the disk one 
record and reading ' record from the disk into READIN. The 
present value in the record counter (IRECRD), decremented by 
one, is saved in the variable IENREC, and the following test is 
made to determine whether or'not this final data record (READIN) 
contains eleven valid satellite data items. The first word of each of 
the eleven satellitedata items is checked for the presence of 9's. 
If 9's are not found, this record has eleven valid data items, and the 
variable named IFILL is left unchanged (IFILL is initialized to 
eleven). If 9's are found, this record'has less than eleven valid 
data items, IFILL is set to zero, and the location of the last valid 
data item in the record is'saved. If the end time of the last valid 
satelifte data item is grea ter than or-e4ual to the requested 
period 	end time, a read-and copy operatibonnow begins according to 
step 25. If the end time is less than the requested end time, an 
errbr message is' printed -stating thatz the requested period end time 
is greater than the last timie on the input-tape; but an output ORB3A 
tape will be generated anyway., A-i ead and-copy operation begins 
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according to step 25. Since SELECT has reached the final 
data record, the 6riginl (present) satellite data' end time contained 
in the TITLE array is not changed and therefore, becomes the 
actual satellite data end time on the output OB3A tape to be generated. 
25. 	 The read and copy operation is as follows. The disk is rewound 
and the TITLE array is written as the title record on the output 
ORB3A tape. Data records are then read from the disk and copied onto 
the output ORB3A tape for those records on the disk having record 
numbers between ISThEC and IENREC inclusive. 
26. 	 Sentinel type records are prepared and written on the output ORBSA tape 
in the following manner. A sentinel record is prepared by placing 
9's in the first word of the TITLE array. 
If the last data record written on the output ORB3A has eleven 
valid data items (IFILL=11), a sentinel item record is prepared 
(9's are placed in the first 21 words of the last data record stored in 
the READIN array). A call is made to WSNEOF (an entry point 
to subroutine RWTAP4) in which instructions are executed to 
write one sentinel item record, two sentinel records, and an end-of­
file on the output ORBA tape. 
If the last data record written on the output ORBSA does not have 
eleven valid data items (IFILL=Q), WSNEOF is called and executes 
instructions which write two sentinel records and an end-of-file 
on the output ORB3A tape. 
27. 	 Control is returned to SELECT from WSNEOF. If the requested 
period end time has been found previously, a 
message is printed 'stating that the entire requested time period 
exists ont the input ORB3A and has been written on the output ORB3A tape. 
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28. 	 Finally, the actual start and end times (year-mouth-day, seconds­
of-day) of the period of datawritten on the output ORtB3A tape are 
printed for reference and a message is printed stating a normal 
termination of the Select Time Period Option has occurred. Control 
is then returned to MAIN, and the program comes to a stop. 
4.3 USAGE 
This section presents information defining the interfaces of subroutine 
SELECT with referenced external data sets, and other subprograms. 
4.3.1 Calling Sequence 
The calling sequence is:a 
CALL-SELECT, 
There 	are no arguments in the calling sequence. 
4.3.2 COMMON Areas 
Subroutine SELECT makes use ofinformation stored in the unlabeled 
COMMON area used in-pizogram TELORS. This COMMON area is defined 
in the subroutine description for the routine MAIN (see Section 2. 3. 2). 
4.3;3 External Data Sets 
Subroutine SELECT references a scratch file on disk (FORTRAN logical 
uhiit number 14) for temporary storage of data records read from the input 
ORB3A 	tape. These data records are writtenrin the scratch file by SELECT 
and are subsequently read from the scratch file in the process of 
creating the output ORB3A tape. The format of each data record stored in 
the temporary disk file is identica to the data record format on the input 
CRB3A tape. This format is described in detail in the description of subrouti 
RWTAP4 (see Section 7.3.3). 
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4.4 	 SUBPROGRAMS CALLED 
This section identifies the subroutines and functions called from 
SELECT. Calling sequences used are presented, followed by definitions 
of the arguments appearing in the calling sequences. 
4.4.1 	 Subroutines Called 
Subroutine SELECT makes use of subroutine RWTAP4 to read records­
from the input ORBSA tape, and to write records on the output ORB3A
 
tape. RWTAP4 has three entry points:
 
RTAPE4 - Called to read the input ORB3A tape.
 
WTAPE4 - Called to write title or data records on the output
 
ORB3A tape. 
WSNEOF - Called to write sentinel type records and an end-of-file on 
the output OR13A tape. 
The calling sequences used in SELECT are listed below: 






CALL WSNEOF (READIN, TITLE, IWORD)
 
The arguments appearing in these calling sequefices are defined below:
 
IERR: An error indicator returned by subroutine RWTAP4 reflecting
 
unusual conditions encountered in reading the input ORB3A tape. 
= 0; No unusual conditions 
= 1; Ead-of-file encountered 
= 4; Permanent read error encountered. 
Data are returned to calling program, but their validity 
is questionable. 
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IWORD: 	 Flag used in WSNEOF processing for branching, set by the 
calling routine. 
=; 	 WSNEOF writes one sentinel item record, two sentinel 
records, and an end-of-file on the output ORB3A tape. 
= 2; 	 WSNEOF writes two sentinel records and an end-of-file on the 
output ORB3A tape. 
READIN: 	 A 256-word array used to store each data record read from the 
input ORB3A tape; and to store data records and sentinel item 
records ready to be written on the output ORB3A tape. 
TITLE: 	 A 256-word array used to store the title record read from the 
input ORB3A tape; and to store the title record and sentinel records 
ready to be written on the output ORB3A tape. 
4.4.2 	 Thnctions Called 
Subroutine 	SELECT makes use of the IBM system function FLOAT (IVAR) 
several times to convert the integer argument variable, represented by 
WAR, to a real variable without round off. The calling sequences appearing 







The arguments appearing in these calling sequences are defined below: 
IST: Requested period start year-month-day 
IEN: Requested period end year-month-day 
ISEC: Requested period start seconds-of-day 
ISEC: Requested period end seconds-of-day. 
4.5 	 FLOWCHART 
The flowchart for subroutine SELECT appears in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 (sheet I of 6). Flowchart for Subroutine SELECT of the S/360 TELOR3 Program 
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Figure 3 (sheet 2 of 6). Flowchart for Subroutine SELECT of the S/360 TELOR3 Program 
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Figure 3 (sheet 5 of 6). Flowchart for Subroutine SELECT of the S/360 TELOR3 Program 
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SECTION 5 
SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION-- SUNLIGHT REPORT (SUNLGT) 
Subroutine Name and Program Number SUNLGT, Number G00409 
Programmer's Name Robert K. Schlessinger 
Date May 7, 1971 
5.1 PURPOSE 
Subroutine SUNLGT isolates the satellite data items on an input 
ORB3A 	tape, which ate'of the sunlight entrance or exit type, and 
prints 	out a BCD sunlight.report containing the pass number and 
time-of-qccurrencd of each of these sunlight entrance or exit data 
items. 
5.2 METHOD 
Subroutine SUNLGT first prints out the column headings for a 
sunlight report and then enters a loop which performs the following 
steps: 
1. 	 Reads an input ORB3A record into the READIIN array. 
2. 	 Checks the record to see it if is a data or a sentinel record. 
3. 	 If it is a sentinel record, a loop exit occurs (described further 
in subsequent-discusfsion). 
4. 	 If it is a data record, SUNLGT examines the type indicator 
(first word) of each of the eleven satellite data items in the 
record to determine whether or not a sunlight entrance or 
exit data item is present (type indicator equal to 6 or 7). 
5. 	 If no sunlight eitrance or exit data item is present,'SUNLGT 
returns to the beginning of the loop. 
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6. 	 'If a sunlight entrance data item is present (type indicator. 
equal to 6),, the pass number and time-of-occurrence of 
this entrance axe stored and processing returns to the 
beginning of the loop. 
7. 	 If a sunlight exit data item is present (type indicator equal 
to 7), the pass number and time-of-occurrence of the last 
stored entrance item and of this exit item are printed as one 
line of output on the sunlight report. If the exit data item 
happens to be the first entrance or exit item on the input tape, 
there 	is no stored entrance data present, and the exit data 
are printed as the first line of output on the sunlight report. 
SUNLGT processing then returns to the beginning of the 
loop. 
When a loop exit occurs (step 3 above), SUNLGT performs the 
following steps: 
1. 	 If the last stored entrance data item has not been printed out, 
this entrance data item is printed as the last line of output on 
the sunlight report. This case occurs -when an entrance data 
item is the last entrance or exit item on the input tape. 
2. 	 'One of two possible types of normal termination messages 
is printed on the sunlight report. 
a. 	 Normal termination of the Sunlight Report Option has 
occurred. 
b. 	 Normal termination of the Sunlight Report Option has 
occurred, but'there were no sunlight entrances or exits 
on ORB3A input tape. 
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5.3 	 USAGE 
This section presents information defining the interfaces of 
- subroutine- SUNLGT with referenced external storage areas, and 
other subprograms. 
5.3.1 	 Calling Sequence 
The calling sequence is: 
,CALL SUNLGT 
There are no arguments in -the caling sequence. 
5.3.2 	 COMMON Areas 
Subroutine 	SUNLG.Tdoes not make use of any COMMON areas, 
5.3.3 	 External Data Sets 
None 
5.4 	 SUBPROGRAMS CALLED 
This sectiofi'dentifies the subroutines and functions called from 
SUNLGT. Calling sequences used are presented, followed by 
definitions of the arguments appearing in the calling sequences. 
5.4.1 	 Subroutines Called 
Subroutin.e SUNLGT calls the RTAPE4 entry point of subroutine 
RWTAP4 to read data and sentinel records from the input ORB3A 
tape. 	 The calling secience used is: 
CALL RTAPR4 (READIN, IEER) 
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The arguments appearing in this calling sequence are defined 
below: 
READIN: 	 A 256 word array used to store the data or 
sentinel record read from the input ORB3A 
tape. 
IERR: An error indicator returned by subroutine 
RWTAP4 reflecting unusual conditions encountered 
in reading the input-ORB3A tape. 
0 ; No unusual conditions 
= 1; End-of-file encountered 
= 4; Permanent read error encountered. 
Data are returned to calling program, but their 
validity is; questionable. 
5.4.2 Functions Called 
Subroutine 	SUNLGT makes use of the IBM system function 
FLOAT (VAR) several times to convert-the integer argument 
variable, represented by IVAR, to a real variable without 





The arguments appearing in these caling seqdences are defined 
below: 
INHR: Hour-of-day for a sunlight entrance data item 
INMIN: Minute-of-hour for a sunlight entrance data item 
IOHR: Hour-of-day for a sunlight exit data item 
IOVIfN: Minute-of-hour for a sunlight exit data item. 
41. 
5.5 	 FLOWCHART 
The flowchart for subroutine SUNLOT appears in Figure 4. 
5.6 	 RESTRICTION 
The coding of subroutine SUNLGT presumes that no more than 
one sunlight entrance or sunlight exit data item will appear 
in a single data record on the input ORBSA tape. 
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SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION -- CHECK ORB3A RECORD (CHKREC)
 
Subroutine Name and Program Number: CHKREC, Number G00409 
Programmer's Name- Robert K. Sohlessinger 
Date: May 7, 1971 
6.1 	 PURPOSE 
Subroutine CHKREC is used to check binary ORB3A tapes which 
had an abnormal run termination when being generated. -Selected 
words in each record of the input ORB3A tape are checked for 
data errors, and each record is checked for a read error. The 
first input ORfl3Arecord to fail any one of these checks causes' 
an output, binary ORB3A tape to be generated, with the period of 
data extending through the next-to-the-last record preceding the 
check-fail.record. The output tape has a revised title record 
containing the new end time for the satellite data. 
6,2 	 METHOD 
Backspacing and/or rewinding of a 7-trackbinay, input ORB3A 
tape is not permitted when using the special purpose FORTRAN 
library subroutine, DBFOR, which is required for reading this 
input tape (see subroutine description for RWTAP4). Since this 
capability is desired in subroutine CHKREC, for backspacing 
and/or rewinding an input ORB3A tape, subroutine CHKREC copies, 
onto a scratch disk, the input ORB3A data records (including any 
having read errors) up to the end-of-file. (The ORB3A title record 
has been previously read into the TITLE array by MAIN and TITLE is 
available to CH=REC when needed.) An end-of-file is then 
written on the disk, the disk is rewound, and CHKREC enters a 
loop- which performs the following steps. 
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2. 	 If a read error or an end-of-file is encountered,
 
an appropriate message is printed out, a loop
 
exit occurs, and execution proceeds
 




3. 	 If a read error or an end-of-file is not encountered,
 
the data in five key words of the record (READIN)
 
are given the following tests.
 
a. Is the day count of the year of the first satellite 
data iteni in this record (READIN(3)) equal to 
or one greater than the day count of the year of the 
first satellite data item in the previous record? 
b. Is the second-of-day of first satellite data 
item in this record (READIN(4)) less than 86400 
seconds, and greater than or equal to zero seconds ? 
C. Is the third word of the special type of data 
item (READIN(234)) in this record equal to 999. 
or equal to a value between zero and 100 inclusive ? 
d. Does the type indicator of the first satellite data 
item in this record (READIN(1)) have a value 
between one and seven inclusive? 
e. Is the first word of the special type of data item 
(READIN (232)) in this record equal to 99. ? 
.4. 	 If the results of all of the above five tests are 
affirmative, CHKREC returns to the beginning of 
the loop and the next record is read from the disk 
into the READIN array. 
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5. 	 If the result of any one of the above five tests is 
negative, an appropriate error message is printed, 
a loop exit occurs, and the following steps (6 through 15) 
are executed, 
6. 	 The checkfT. recotd is printed out for reference except 
if c6ming £rbih step 2 above. If coming from step 2, a read 
error or an endof-file lias been encountered. Printing 
out an end-of-file cannot be done and printing out the record 
causing a read error is not attempted since this record is not 
always accessible. 
7. 	 The disk is positioned to the beginning of the next-to-the-last 
record {miaediately preceding the check-fail record and this 
record is read from the disk into the READIN array. 
8. 	 The time of occurrence of the last satellite data 
item in this record (READIN (212), READIN (213), and 
READIN (214))is stored in the satellite data end time 
positions in the TITLE array (TITLE(7), TITLE(8), TITLE (9), 
respectively). 
9. 	 The TITLE array how corresponds to a revised title 
record, cohtaining th new end-time of the satellite data, and is 
written as the title record of the output ORB3A tape. The 
next-to-the-last record preceding the check-fail record, 
rather than the laftrecord before the check-fail record, is 
considered to be the'last good data record on the input ORB3A 
tape for the following reason. Three out of the fivekey words 
checked in a data rdcord involve only the first satellite data 
itern. It is conceivable these three words could pass inspection, 
butone or more. of the same words in the ten remaining 
satellite data-items in the record could be in error. Therefore, 
as a precaution, the-next-to-the-last record before the 
check-fail record is considered to be the last good data record 
on the input ORB3A tape. 
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10. 	 The disk is rewouid and a read and copy operation 
is executed as -follows: A data record is read from the 
disk into the READIN array and then written on the output 
ORBSA tape. A test is made to determine whether or not 
the time-of-occurrence of the last satellite data item in 
this record ,(READN (212), READIN (213), READIN :(214)) 
is equal'to the satellite data end time contained in the TITLE 
array (TITLE (7), TITLE (8), TITLE (9)). If these items 
are not equal, the read and copy operation continues. If 
these times are equal, no more data records are to be written 
on the output ORB3A, the read and copy operation comes to 
a halt, and the last data record written on the output 
ORB3A is printed for reference. 
11. 	 *The output ORB3A title record is printed for reference. 
12. 	 A sentinel item record is prepared (97s are placed 
in the first 21 words of the last data record stored in 
the READIN array). 
13. 	 A sentinel record is prepared (9's are placed in the first 
word of the TITLE array). 
14. 	 A call is made to WSNEOF (an entry point to subroutine 
RWTAP4) in which instructions are executed to write one 
sentinel item record, two sentinel records, and an 
end-of-file on the output ORB3A tape. 
15. 	 - A message is-printed stating that norma'termination of 
the Check Record- Option has occurred, control is 
returned to MAIN, and the program comes to a stop. 
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6.3 	 USAGE 
This section presents information defining-the interfaces of bubroutine 
CHKREC with referenced external data-sets, and other subprograms. 
6.3.1 	 Calling Sequence 




There are no arguments in the calling sequence.
 
6.3.2 	 -COMMON Areas 
Subroutine CHI-KREC makes use of information stored in the unlabeled 
COMMON area used in program TELOR3. This COMMON area is defined 
in the subroutine description for the routine MAIN (see Section 2.3.2). 
6.3.3 	 External Data Sets 
Subroutine CHKREC references a scratch file on disk (FORTRAN 
logical unit number 14) for temporary storage of data records read 
from the input ORBB3A tape. These data records are written in the 
scratch file by CHKREC, and are subsequently read from the scratch 
file in the process of creating the output ORB3A tape. The format 
of each data record, as stored in the temporary disk file, is identical 
to the data record format on the input ORBSA tape. This format is 
described in detail in the subroutine description for subroutine RWTAP4 
(see Section 7. 3.3). 
6.4 	 SUBPROGRAMS CALLED 
This section identifies the subroutines and functions called 
from CHKREC. Calling sequences used are presented, followed by 
definitions of the arguments appearing in the calling sequences. 
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6.4.1 Subroutines Called 
Subroutine CHKREC makesuse of subroutine RWTAP4 to read 
records from the input ORB3A tape, and to write records on the 
output ORBSA tape. RWTAP4 has three entry poifts: 
RTAPE4 - Called to read the input ORB3A tape 
WTAPE4 - Called to write title or data records on the output 
ORB3A tape. 
WSNEOF - Called to write sentinel records and an end-of-file 
on the output ORB3A tape. 
The calling sequences used in CIIKREC are listed below: 
CALL RTAPE 4 (READIN, IERR) 
CALL WTAPE 4 (TITLE) 
CALL WTAPE 4 (READIN) 
CALL WSNEOF (READIN, TITLE, IWORD) 
The arguments appearing in these calling sequences are 
defined below: 
IERR: An error indicator returned by subroutine RWTAP4 reflecting 
unusual conditions encountered in reading the input ORB3A tape. 
=0; No unusual conditions 
=1; End-of-file encountered 
=4; Permanent read error encountered. 
Data are returned to calling program, but their validity 
is questionable. 
IWORD: Flag used in WSNEOF processing for branching, set by the 
calling routine. 
=1; WSNEOF writes one sentinel item record, two sentinel 
records, and an end-of-file on the output ORB3A tape. 
=2; WSNEOF writes two sentinel records and an end-of-file 
on the output ORB3A tape. 
flEADIN: 	 A 256-word array used to store each data record read from 
the input OREBA tape; and to store data records, and sentinel 
item records, ready to be written on the output ORB3A tape. 
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TITLE: 	 A 256-word array used to store the title record read from the 
input 01B3A tape; and a title record or a sentinel record ready 
to be written on the output ORB3A tape. 
6.4.2 	 Functions Called 
None 
6.5 	 FLOWCHART 
The flowchart for subroutine CHKREC appears in Figure 5. 
6.6 	 RESTRICTION 
If an entirely good input ORB3A tape is processed by subroutine 
CflKREC, an output ORB3A tape will be generated with the last 
output ORB3A data record corresponding to the next-to-the-last 
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SECTION 7 
SUBRQUTINE DESCRIPTION -- READ-WRITE ORB3A TAPE (RWTAP4) 
Subroutine Name and Program Number: RWTAP4, Number G00409 
Programmer's Name: Robert K. Schlessinger 
Date: 	 May 7, 	1971 
7.1 PURPOSE 
Subroutine RWTAP4 is used to read a 7-track, binary, single precision, 
ORB3A 	tape which is the input to the'S/360 TELOR3 Program. In addition, 
RWTAP4 is called to create an output ORB3A tape in the same format as 
the input ORB3A tape. 
7.2 METHOD 
For each record to be read from the 7-track, binary, input ORB3A 
tape, it.is necessary to make a call to entry point RTAPE4 of subroutine 
RWTAP4. After entering at RTAPE4 the following steps are executed. 
1. 	 A call is made to the special purpose FORTRAN library 
subroutine DBFOR (see Reference 2 ). DBFOR allows a 
7-track FORTRAN tape to be read on a S/360 series computer 
and provides one logical record in the proper format for processing 
according to step 2 below. 
2. 	 A call is made to the special purpose FORTRAN library 
subroutine CNVRT (see Reference 2 ) immediately after the 
call to DBFOR. The CNVRT subroutine converts the single 
precision 7094 floating point data in the logical record provided 
by DBFOR to double word S/360 floating point structured data, 
and places the results in the 256-word array named RECORD. 
Control is then returned to the calling subroutine. 
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Since RECORD is in the argument list of RTAPE4, the data in the 
RECORD array is available to the subroutine which ca l&Rd"TAP-P4, 
and can be readily processed without further manipulation. 
For each record to be written on the output ,7-track, binary ORB3A 
tape containing single precision floating point data, it is necessary 
to make a call to entry point WTAPE4 of subroutine RWTAP4. After 
entering at WTAPE4 the following steps are executed. 
I.-	 A call is made to DATCON (see Reference 3 1 which consists of 
an existing set of S/360 Assembler Language subroutines modified for 
TELOR3 Program purposes to omit the complementing of negative 
numbers when performing the following manipulation. DATCON convert, 
the double word 8/360 floating point data in the array RECORD 
(in the 	WTAPE4 argument list) to single precision, 7094­
form, 	floating point data. 
2. 	 A second call is made to DATCON immediately-after the first 
call and the converted data (single precision, 7094-form 
floating point) are written as one logical record on the 7-track, 
binary,output ORB3A tape. Control is then returned to the calling 
subroutine. 
One call to entry point WSNEOF of subroutine RWTAP4 writes the 
appropriate number of sentinel item records, sentinel records, and 
an end-of-file on the output,7-track ORB3A tape. The method used 
to write these sentinel records is identical to that employed in entry 
point WTAPE4 processing described previously. WSNEOF logic is 
as follows. 
l.. 	 The-IWORD flag passed.througlh the argument list of WSNEOF 
controls -branching in the follovng manner. 
a. IfIWORD equals one, six calls are made to DATCON 
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(with each two calls writing one record), resulting in 
one sentinel. item record and two sentinel records 
being written on the output ORB3A tape. Finally, a 
single call is made to DATCON. with a special flag. (-2) 
in the argument list. This call causes an end-of-file to 
'be written on the output ORBSA tape. Control is then 
returned to the calling subroutine. 
b. 	 If IWORD equals two,, four calls are made to DATOON (with each 
two calls writing one record) resultig in two sentinel 
records being written on the output ORB3A tape. Finally, 
a single call is made to DATCON to write an end-of-file 
on the output ORB3A tape. Control is then returned to the 
calling subroutine. 
It should be ioted that when DATCON is used, two initialization calls must 
be. made to this subroutine. These two calls are accomplished as fbllows. 
In, the initialization section of MAIN a call is made to' RWTA-P4 (standard 
entry point). Upon entering RWTAP4 the following steps are executed. 
1. 	 A call is made to DATCON with a:special flag (97) in the 
argument list. This flag causes the output ORB3A tape to be 
generated by DATCON to actually have a UNIVAC 1107 type 
format. 
2. 	 A second call is made to DATCON with the argument list spccifying 
the FORTRAN logical unit number on which the output tape will be 
written (unitnumber 15) and specifying the number of 36-bit words 
in one record on the output tape (253 data words; control words are 
not to be counted). Control is -then returned to MAIN. 
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7.3 	 USAGE 
This section presents information defining the interfaces of 
subroutine RWTA1'4 with referenced external storage areas, and 
other subprograms. 
7.3.1 	 Calling Sequence 
The calling sequences of the.standard entry point and the three
 








CALL WSNEOF (RECORD, RECRDI, IWORD)
 
The arguments appearing'in the RTAPE4 calling sequence are 
defined below: 
RECORD: A 256-word array used to store a record read from the 
input ORBSA tape. 
IERIR: 	 An error indicator returned by subroutine RWTAP4 
reflecting unusual conditions encountered in reading the input 
ORESA tape. 
= 0; No unusual conditions ­
= 1; End-of-file encountered 
-= 4; Permanent read error encountered. Data are returned 
to calling program, but their validity is questionable. 
The argument appearing in the WTAPE4 calling sequence is defined 
-below: 
RECORD:. 	 A 256-word array used to store a title record or a data 
record ready to be written on the output ORB3A tape. 
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The arguments appearing in the WSNEOF calling sequence are 
defined below: 
RECORD: 	 A-256-word array used to store a sentinel item record 
ready to be written on the output ORB3A tape. 
RECRDI: 	 A,256-worf array used to.store a sentinel record ready to 
be written on the output ORB3A tape. 
IWORD: Flag used in WSNEOF processing for branching, set 
by the calling routine. 
= 1;, WSNEOF. writes one sentinel item record, two sentinel 
records, and an end-of-file on the output ORB3A tape. 
= 2; WSNEOF writes two sentinel records and an end-of­
file on the output ORB3A tape. 
7.3.2 COMMON Areas 
Subroutine RWTAP4 does not make use of any COMMON areas. 
7.3.3 External Data Sets 
Subroutine RWTAP4 interfaces with two external data sets: 
1. The input, binary ORB3A tape. 
2. The output, binary ORBSA tape. 
These tapes are read or written, as appropriate, by subroutine 
RWTAP4. A detailed description of the content and format of these 
input and output tapes (which are identical in format) follows. 
The format of a 7-track floating point binary ORB3A tape-is defined 
in Tables 1, 2, and 3. It can be seen there are three kinds of 
records on an ORB3A tape: (1) thd-title record (Table 1); ,(2) data 
records (Table 	2); and (3) sentinel records (Table 3). Each record 
,contains 256 words. A set of )iotes pertaining, to format for all three 
record types appears at the end of Table 3. Actual floating point dumps 
of an ORB3A title and data record arc shown in Figure A-6. 
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TABLE 1: ORB3A Tape Title Record Format 
Word 
Number Description 
0 	 FORTRAN data record size indicator=000375010001 8 
(Underlined octal number indicates a total data word count 
of 253 words). 
1 	 Form of data identification = 76799361 
2-3 	 Satellite iddntification 
4 Date j 
5 Day Count of Year 
6 Seconds of Day 
7 Date 

8 Day Count of Year 

9 Seconds of Day 

U. T. Start Time 
of Satellite Data 
E 
U. T. End Time o: 
Satellite Data 
10 =At in seconds, if tape has equal intervals 
0, if tape has unequal intervals 
11 No. of data items in data record = 12 
(includes a special type of item as item no. 12) 
12 No. of words per data item = 21 
13 No. of words per data item that are a fumction of time 
(these words follow the time words consecutively) = 16 
14 No. of words -in -datarecord = 256 
15 Spare 
16-2E Run identification data 
27 Date 
28 Day Count of Year Coordinate System Reference 
29 Apparent Sidereal Time Da a Time and Position 
in radians 
30-4C Used. for harmonies, etc. 
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TABLE 1: ORB3A Tape Title Record Format (Continued) 
Word 
Number Description j41 	 Date 




44 Semi-major axis, a (km.)
 
45 Eccentricity, e (ratio)
 
46 Inclination, I (deg.)
 
47 	 Right ascension of ascending node, n2 (deg.) 
Rate of change of RA, of ascending node, j2(deg./day)48 

49 Argument of perigee, co (deg.)
 
50 Rate 6f change of argument of perigee, & (deg. /day)
 
51 Period, P (min.)
 
52 Rate of change of period, t (min. /day)
 
53-253 Used for elements, drags, etc. 
254 Check sum of words in word no. 1-253
 
255 Same as word 0
 
TABLE 2 : .ORB3A Tape Data.Record Format 
Word 
Number Description 
0 	 FORTRAN data record size indicator = 0003750100018 
(Underlined octal number indicates a total 
data word count of 253 words.) 
1 	 Type of data item indicator
 
1 = regular satellite data item
 
2 = ascending node crossing data item
 
3 = north point data item
 
4 = descending node data item
 
5 = south point data item
 
6 = sunlight;entrance data item
 
7 = sunlight exit data item
 
2 	 Date of data2 	 Day of ar Time of Data Itemnte 
3 	 Day Count of Year 
4 	 Seconds of Day 
X Satellite Position
 




9 YJ Satellite Velocity 
10 Z Vector in km. /sec. 
11 Longitude (deg.-) ] 
12 Latitude (deg.) 
13 Height above spheroid (in.) 
14 Sx
 
15 SY Solar Vector in A.U. 
16 SZ 
Geodetic Position 
17 L (earth radii) Mclwain L Parameter 
18 B (Gauss) Magnetic Field Strength 
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TABLE 2: ORB3A Tape Data Record Format (Continued) 
Word 
Number Description 
19 Right ascension (deg.) 
-20 Declination (deg.) 
21 Ascending node crossing no. 
22-231 10 other satellite data items 
232 =99 (type of data indicator) 
238 Year of Data 
Real Field Inertial 
Coordinates 
(pass no.) 
234 = 999 if no ascendihg-node item occurred 
%of orbit in sunlight if an'ascending node item 
occurred in this record 
235-252 Spares in last item 
253 Spare in record 
254 Check sum of data words in word no. 1-253 
255 Same as word 0 
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TABLE 3: ORB3A Tape Sentinel Record Format 
Word 
Number Description 
0 	 FORTRAN data record size indicator = 0003750100018 
(Underlined octal number indicates a total data word count 




254 Check sum of data words in word no. 1-253 
255 Same as word 0 
NOTES (for Tables 1, 2, and 3) 
1. 	 All words are in floating point form except for words 0, 254, 
and 255, which are in fixed point form. 
2. 	 Longitude-is positive east of Greenwich; negative west. 
3. 	 Northern latitudes are positive; southern latitudes are negative. 
4. 	 Date of data = day + 100 (months + year (100)). (Example: 
Feb. 10, 1962 at 2 hours is recorded as 620210 in date of data, 
41 in day count of year and 7200 in seconds of day). 
5. 	 The satellite and the solar position vectors are referenced to 
an equatorial coordinate system with the origin at the center 
of the earth, the x-axis in the direction of the vernal equinox, 
the z-axis along the North Pole of the earth, and the y-axis 
forming a right-handed coordinate system. 
6. 	 Reference day data of apparent sidereal time is obtained from 




TABLE 3: ORBSA Tape Sentinel Record Format (Continued) 
7. 	 The last valid data item in a data record is followed by an 
item of 9's. If the last valid data item fills a record, a 
data binary record follows which contains 9's in words 1-21. 
9's are equal to 99999999 in floating point. 
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Information in an ORB3A title record, used by the TELOfl3 
Program, consists of: the ORB3A tape identification code 
(word 1); the satellite identification (words 2 and 3); the start time 
of satellite data on the tape (words 4, 5, and 6); and the 6nd time of 
satellite data on the tape (words 7, 8, and 9). 
A data record (Table 2) contains eleven satellite data items plus 
one special type of data item. The twelve data items contain 
21 words eich. Information used by the TELOR3 Program from a 
satellite data item consists of: the data item type indicator (word 1 
in each data item); the data item time-of-occurrence (words 2, 3, and 4 
in each data item); and the ascending node crossing number, or 
pass number (the 21st word in each data item). The pass number 
in a satellite data item is one larger than the preceding data item pass 
number, when the present data item is of the ascending node crossing type. 
if a data item is of the ascending node crossing type, the first word 
of the data item contains a type indicatdr equal to 2. 
Any particular ORBSA tape can have all regular satellite data items 
separated by equal intervals of time. Typical intervals are 
60 and 120 seconds. Regular satellite data items on a given tape can 
also be separated by unequal intervals of time. The tenth word in 
the ORBSA title record contains the time interval in seconds, if 
equal intervals are involved, or a zero if unequal intervals are 
involved. 
Information stored in the third word of the special type of data item in a 
data record is used by the TELOR3 Program. The presence of 999. 





A sentinel record (Table 3) results from placing nines (99999999) in 
the first word of a data record. A sentinel record appears after 
either 	of two possible forms of a final data record on an ORB3A tape. 
When there is not enough data available to fill all eleven satellite data 
items in the last data record on the tape (which is usually the case), 
the next data item is filled with nines (all 21 words). This form of a 
final data record is followed by two sentinel records and an end-of-fie. 
The second form (relatively rare) of final data record exists when there 
is exactly enough data to fill all eleven satellite data items in the 
last data record on the tape. This form of a final data record is followed 
by one sentinel item record (a data record containing nines in the first 
21 words), two sentinel records> and an end-of-file. 
SUBPROGRAMS CALLED 
This, section identifies the subprograms (subroutines and functions) 
called from RWTAP4. The CALL statement for each call to each 
subprogram is given, followed by a definition of the calling sequence 
arguments. Where multiple calls to the same program are made from 
RWTAP4, the calls are presented in the order in which they appear 
in the 	source listing. 
7.4.-1 Subroutines Called 
1. 	 Subroutine DBFOR - This subroutine is called to read the input, 
7-track, binary ORB3A tape andprovides one logical record in 
the proper format for processing by subroutine CNVRT. 
2. 	 Subroutine CNVRT - This subroutine is called to convert the 
single precision 7094-form floating point data in the logical 
record provided by DBFOR to double word, S/360, floating point 




3. 	 Subroutine DATCON - This subroutine is called to convert 
the double word, S/360 floating point data in the array RECORD 
or RECRiDI to.single precision, 7094-form floating-point data, and 
to write the converted data as one logical record on the output, 
7-track, binary ORB3A tape. 
The callingsequences used in RWTAP4 and definitions of the arguments 
in these calling sequences are listed below. 
1. 	 Calls to DBFOR 
CALL DBFOR (256, IADD, IERR) 
The calling sequence arguments are defined below. 
256: 	 The size of.aninput-ORB3A tape logical record in 
7094 words (includes control as well as data words). 
IADD: 	 The beginning address of the input ORB3A tape logical 
record read and stored by DBEOR. Returned to the 
calling program (RWTAP4) from DBFOR. 
IERR: 	 An error indicator returned to the calling program 
(RWTAP4) reflecting unusual conditions encountered 
in reading the input ORB3A tape. 
= 0. No unusual conditions 
= 1; End-of-file encountered 
= 4; Permanent read error encountered. 
Data are returned to calling program, but 
'their validity is questionable. 
2. 	 Calls to CNVRT 
CALL CNVRT (IADD, RECORD, 256, 2, JERR, 1) 
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The calling sequence arguments are defined below. 
IADD: The beginning address of the input ORB3A tape record 
read and stored by DBFOR. 
RECORD: A 256-word array containing the data after conversion. 
Contains a record read from the input ORB3A 
tape. 
256: The number of 7094-form words to be converted. 
2: Indicates the type of conversion to be performed 
(single precision 7094 floating point to double word 
S/360 floating point). 
JERR: Contains a codeto-indicate a certain error condition. 
This variable is not used in the TELOR3 program. 
1: The number of the 7094-form word which is to be the 
first to be converted. 
3. 	 Calls to DATCON 
CALL DATCON (97) 
CALL DATCON (JOUTBN, 253) 
CALL DATCON (47, RECORD, 253, JOUTBN) 
CALL DATCON (JOUTBN, -1) 
CALL DATCON (47, RECORD, 258, JQUTBN) 
CALL DATCON (JOUTBN, -1)
 
CALL DATCON (47, RECRDI, 253, JOUTBIq)
 




CALL DATCON (47, RECRDI, 253, JOUTBN)
 
CALL DATCON (JOUTBN, -1)
 
CALL DATCON (JOUTBN, -2)
 
The arguments appearing in these calling sequences are defined 
below. 
97: A flag which-causes -the output ORB3A tape generated 
by DATOON to have a TNIVAC 1107 type format. 
JOUTBN: The FORTRAN logical unit number on which the output 
ORB3A tape is written. 
253: The number of 36-bit words in one record on the output 
ORB3A tape (253 data words; control words are not counted). 
47: Indicates the type,.of conversion to be performed (double 
word S/360 floating point to single precision 7094-form 
floating point). 
RECORD: A 256-word array containing the data to be converted. 
Contains a title record, a data record, or a sentinel 
item record ready to be written on the output ORB3A 
tape. 
A flag which causes DATCON to-write a record on the 
output ORB3A tape. 
RECRD1: A 256-word array containing the data to be converted. 
Contains a sentinel record ready to be written on the 
output OR3A tape. 
-2: A flag which causes DATCON to write an end-of-file 
on the output ORB3A tape. 
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7. 4.2 Functions Called 
There are no function subprograms calledby RWTAP4. 
7.5, FLOWCHART 
The flowchart for subroutine RWTAP4 appears 
in, Figure 6. 
7.6 RESTRICTION 
Subroutine RWTAP4 reads and writes only 7- rack, -binary 




INITIALIZATION CALL INITIALIZATION CALL SPECIFYING 
WHICH CAUSES OUTPUT FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NO.tON WHICH 
ORB3A TAPE TO BE OUTPUT ORB3A WILL BE WRITTEN & 
GENERATED BY DATCON SPECIFYING NO. OF 36-BIT WORDS IN 
TO ACTUALLY HAVE A 1 RECORD ON OUTPUT TAPE (253 
UNIVAC 1107 TYPE DATA WORDS. CONTROL WORDS ARE 
FORMAT NOT TO BE COONTED) 
NOTE: 
1. 	 DATCON ISA FORTRAN LIBRARY SUBROUTINE MODIFIED FOR TELOR3 
PROGRAM PURPOSES TO OMIT THE COMPLEMENTING"OF NEGATIVE NUMBERS. 
Figure 6 (sheet 1of 4). Flowchart for Subroutine RWTAP4 (Standard Entry Point) of the S/360 TELOR3 Program 
CONVERTS THE SINGLE PRECISION 7094DBFOR ALLOWS 7-TRACK FORTRAN FLOATING POINT DATA IN LOGICAL 
TAPE TO BE READ ON A S/360 RECORD PROVIDED BY DBFOR TO DOUBLE 
SERIES COMPUTER & PROVIDES WORD S/360 FLOATING POINT DATA & 
1 LOGICAL RECORD IN PROPER PLACES RESULTS IN 256-WORD ARRAY 
FORMAT FOR FOLLOWING CALL TO NAMED RECORD. RECORD NOW 
CNVRT CORRESPONDS TO AN INPUT ORB3A TITLE, 
DATA, OR SENTINEL TYPE RECORD 
ENTER ICALL ICALL 
RTAPE4. DBFOR CNVRT RTR 
NOTE: 
I . DBFOR & CNVRT ARE FORTRAN LIBRARY SUBROUTINES. 
Figure 6 (sheet 2 of 4). Flowchart for Subroutine RWTAP4 (Non-Standard Entry Point RTAPE4) of the 
S/360 TELOR3 Program 
WRITES THE CONVERTED 
CONVERTS DOUBLE WORD DATA (SfNGLE PRECISION 7094 
S/360 FLOATING POINT DATA FLOATING, POINT) AS 1 LOGICAL 
RECORD ON THE 7-TRACKIN 	THE ARRAY RECORD TO OUTPUT ORB3A TAPE. THISSINGLE PRECISION 7094 OUTPUT ORB3A RECORD 
FLOATING POINT DATA CORRESPONDS TO A TITLE OR A 
DATA RECORD 
SENTER CALL CALL 
SWTAPE4 DATCON DATCON 
NOTE: 
1. 	 DATCON .ISA FORTRAN LIBRARY SUBROUTINE MODIFIED FOR TELOR3 
PROGRAM PURPOSES TO OMIT THE COMPLEMENTING OF'NEGATIVE NUMBERS. 
Figure 6 (sheet 3 of 4). Flowchart for Subroutine:RWTAP4 (Ngn-Standard Entry Point WTAPE4) of the 
S/360 TELOR3 Program 
CONVERTSDOUBILEWORD 
WRITE THECONVETEDATWRIT SCOETTWRITESULTHEWL GICONVERTEDDATA COVERT DOUBLEOD(SINGLEPRECISION704 FLOATING CONVERTSDOULE WORD 
THE CONVERTED ATA 
(SINGLEPRECISION7094FLOATING POINT) AS I LOGICAL 
S/ FAS/360
IN THE ARRAY RECORDTO THE7-TRACK OUTPUTOREMA 
FLOATING POINT DATA 
IN THE ARRAY RECRDITO 
RECORDON THE 7-TRACK 
OUTPUTORB3ATAPE.THIS 
SINGLE PRECISION7074 








CONVERTS WORD 7094DOUBLE (SINGLE PRECISION 
S/ 30 FLOATING POINT DATA FLOATING POINT) AS ]LOGICAL WRITESAN END-OP-PILE 
IN THEARRAYRRCRDITO RRCORDON THE7-JRACK OUTPUT ON OUTPUTORR"A 
SINGLE PRECISION7094 ORB3ATAPE. THIS OUTPUT TAPEFLOATING POINT DATA ORAORB3A RECORD RETINRD CORODSTCORRESPONDS TO 
" A SENTINELECORD 
NOTE. 
I. DATCON ISA FORTRANLIRARY SUBROUTINEMODIFIED FOR TELOR3 
PROGRAMPURPOSESTO OMIT THECOMPLEMENTING OF NEOATIVE NUMBERS. 
Figure 6 (sheet 4 of 4). Flowchart for Subroutine RWTAP4 (Non- Standard Entry Point WSNEOF) of the 
S/360 TELOR3 Program 
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S/360 TELOR3 PROGRAM USER'S GUIDE 
A. 1 LANGUAGE AND SYSTEM 
The S/360 TELOR3 Program has been compiled under FORTRAN IV, 
level H, optimization level of zero on the IBM 360/95 using 
Release 19. No changes are necessary to run this program on 
the 360/75. 
A. 2 PROGRAM INPUT 
A.2.1 Tape Input 
One 7-track,binary ORB3A tape containing single precision floating 
point data (see Section 7.3.3 for detailed tape format description 
and Figure A-6 for a numerical example). 
A.-2.2 -. Data Card Input 
A. 2.2.1 Option Card 
Format Columns Variable Description 
Ii EASE Used to select TELOR3 
option desired (see below). 





VALUE Used with Change Pass 
Numbers and Report Option. 
A number which is one less 
than the desired value for the 
pass no. of the first ascending 
node crossing data item to be 




Format Columns" ".Variable 	 Description 
A6 20-25 -TAPEIN 	 Input ORB3A tape no. 
(left adjusted). 
KASE = 1, Ascending Node Report Option 
KASE = 2, Change Pass Numbers and Report Option 
KASE = 3, Select Time Period Option
 
KASE = 4, Sunlight Report Option
 
EASE = 5, Check Record Option
 
A.2.2.2 Select Time Period Card 
This card is required when using the Select 	Time Period Option and 
contains the recjuested start and end times of the period of data to-be 
selected from a inpiut,binary 6RB3A tape and written on an output, 
binary ORB3A tape. 
Format Columns Variable 	 Description 
16 1-6 IST 	 Requested START YRMODY 
of interval of data to be 
selected, e.g. 710507. 
iX 7 	 Blank 
14 "8,11 IMR 	 Requested START HRMN, 
e.g. 1758. 
Ix 12 Blank 
16 13-18 IEN Requested END YRMODY 
of interval of data to be 
selected. 
iX 19 Blank 
14 20-23 IIHR Requested END HRMN 
' k-'2, ­
A. 3 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
A.3.1 Tape Output 
Output-tape format is idefitical to the input tape. See Section 7.3.3 
for detailed tape format descrilition and Figure A-6 for a 
humerical -example. -Progrhum tape output associated with each of" 
the five 	TELOR3 options id listed belo*: 




2. 	 Change Pass Numbers and Report Option: 
A new 7-track~binary ORB3A tape (single precision 
floating point) which is a duplicate of the input ORB3A 
tape with the exception that the output tape contains 
altered pass numbers. 
3. 	 - Select Time Period Option: 
A new 7-track,binary QRB3A tape (single precision 
floating point) containing period of data selected from 
input ORESA tape. 




5. 	 Chedk Record EOption-" 
A new 7-track,binary ORB3A tape (single precision 
floating point) with the period of data extending through 
the next-to-the-last record before the check-fail record. 
A-3
 
A. 3.2 System Printer Output 
1. 	 Ascending Node Report Option: 
- Report listing the times of the ascending node 
crossing numbers (pass numbers) present on the input 
,ORB3A tape and listing the period of time.between 
successive pass numbers. 
2. 	 Change Pass "NMhbers and Report Option: 
An ascending node report based on the output ORB3A 
tape. 
'3. - Sele~t Time Period Option: 
Summary showing both requested and actual time period 
selected-for output ORB3A tape. 
4. 	 Sunlight Report Option: 
Report listing the times of satellite sunlight entrances 
- and exits-present on the input ORB3A tape. 
5. 	 Check Record Option: 
Summary showing the type of error found in a data 
record on the input ORB3A tape, a display of the record 
containing the error, a display of the last data record 
written on the output ORB3A tape, and a display of the 
- outpuLtORB3A tape tile.record. 
A. 4 PROGRAM SCRATCH FILES 
If the Select Time Period Option or the Check Record Option has 
been chosen, the TELOR3 Program uses a scratch file on disk 
for temporary storage of data records read from the input ORBSA 
tape. These data records are subsequently read from the scratch 
file in the process of creating the output ORB3A tape. 
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A. 5 SAMPLE DECK SETUP 
A sample deck set up alonig with a set of notes is shown in Figure A-1 
for the Select Time Period Option since this option (as well as the 
Check Record Option) requires the maximum device configuration 
used by the TELOR3 Program. It is assumed in this example that 
a TELOR3 object deck has been made and placed on tape. The 
object deck includes the system utility routine DATCON which has been 
modified for TELORS Program purposes to omit the complementing 
of negative numbers when converting data and subsequently writing 
this data on an output OBSA tape. 
A. 6 SAMPLE SYSTEM PRINTER OUTPUTS 
Sample run printouts for the five TELOR3 options are presented in 
Figures A-2 through A-6. A list of option sample printouts and 
figure numbers appears below: 
1. Ascending Node Report Option: Figure A-2 
2. Change Pass Numbers and Report Option: Figure A-3 
3. Select Time Period Option: Figure A-4 
4. Sunlight Report Option: Figure A-5 
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/./GO.FT15FOO1 "ID D'rSNAMF=fR3SI1T,IITNIT=?400-7,ntSP=(NFW,KFFP) ,
 
// LAREL=( ,RLP)';VOEITh'-SER-5-T7RT I.... ....-.... ..
 





....  	 .--___-_----,
3 45(8H
 
70n7I.8 0700 700724 0700 F
1* 	 . 
Notes 	 .. ­
........A. Specifies TELORS Object Program tape no. (1067H). -Required for all
 
_op .. ti.ons. "- ,
 
-3B. Defines 	input OR13A tape (4568H. Required for all options. 
C. Defines scratch disk spa _ or processing an input ORB3A tape 
..........	 containing appromately one month of data. This scratch disk is required 
onlyfor the Select Time Period Option and the Check Record Option. 
D. .Defines output ORBA tape (!_8_). Reired for the Change Pass Numbers 
..........and Report Optidon,_jheSelect Time Pdriod Option and the Check Record 
. . . .. . . _Option. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
E. _Option card. Reqp'red for al-options. Specifies option desired, inputpass 
......... ..number.(only neededtfotrChange.Pass 	 o
Numbers and Report Opti n and 
input ORBA tape number. 
F. 	 Select time period card. Required only for Select Time Period Option. 
Specifies the requested start and end times (YRMODY, IffilH ) of the data to 
be written on the output OR13A tape. 
.FigureA-. TELOR Program Sample Deck Setup for the 
Select Time Period Option 





XXLINK EXEC PGM=IEWL.PARi=(MAP.LIST) .COND=(S.LT),REGION 3O0K 00000200
 
KXL0.DLU D ...l9 'AM-Y.... L9DLfI 1cPfl-&R 0000.... 
XXNEWLfN DD DUMMY 0 0000400 
XXSY I DO DS . SY. . .... SP-SHR 00 00"'.AAME. "J.
XX DO OSNAME SYS2.OUIMYDSP=SHN 00000600 
xDOSQNAMr=SVSl.FnOTt rfS,,tsPs5UR 00 00.07o0 
XX DO DSlAME=SYS2.GSFCLIB .)ISP=SHR 00000800 
XX DO DSNAE=SYSI.T=LCMLIg.DlSP=SHR 00001000 
XX DO DSNAME=SYSI.SSPAKOISP=SHR 00001200 
XX SPACE=(J07e_&(NELK40,1]) 00001400 
~ ~ Tr .1 m -I Co- r-(Jnr2 (Cp-A "I 
XXSYSPRINT 00 SYSOUT ADL=(RECM4=FBEM.,LRCL=21 .BLKSIZE=1210), 00001500
 
XXSYSUT1 DO UNIT=D[SK, 0 PACE=(1024.(100,20)),DC=BLKSIZE=1024 00001700 
!JrArEI-ln P0DE-TLn 1JL-$ZrljG7H 
X/TAPELIB DO DUMMY.VOL=.ER=TAPE1N,UNIT=(9TRACK.,DEFER).LAEL=(,BLp), 00001800 
//LINK.SYSLIN DO * 
xx OD DONAME=OUJ:CT 00002100
 
ni' IC nc n 7'IRVS ), II w 
1EF2371 547 ALLOCATED TJ LOADLIB
 
i F23 .7t ALLOCATED T;i .S... 
IEF237I 547 ALLOCATED Tj 
rT r,7r A .ll flrATF1.1 TI 
IEF2371 547 ALLOCATED TJ
 
FF 7t -V &Li KrtCArfl 
IEF2371 547 ALLOCATED TJ
 
IEF2371 337 ALLOCATED TJ 
*i* ...l~ 7 nf AlIIC Tl :f 11 CVI t 
IEF2371 330 ALLOCATED Tj SYSPRNT 
TPPP';7T 1jf) Alr fI( ATFII T) qY'qv iIl 




VAIA ILL JPV[TL34 ULI) - SIZr=(3C7200,1228B)- DL.FAULT OPTION(S) USED 
IEWOOGO ENTRY ,MAIN 
UD--­ MA'P 
CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 
NAME UJRIGIN LINUT NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATIrI NAME LOCATION 
14A IN 03 L8, 
SELECT 1373 062 
CHKRCC 3)I Co, 
RTAPC4 '.0CC WTAPE4 4148 WSNEOP 41AC 
/ DATCON 4238 
OBFOR 4 52C0 2A7 
F36F90 Gbbs 
IfL3C= 5828 F'OIOCSt 58E4 INTSWTCH 674E 
ShOBASD bAE8 
FLIl 4 EC$ 2.3, 
FIXF1LT * 7133 5i 
1-7-S--­ '00DZ T -----------
FIX * 7238 Ili. 
m * 7378 D. 
IiICFCVTFW 7540 119) 
76 fCiND - ----- R - TP- 75 A ".'T', -'1in fl. 
'CVIUJTP 7078 FCVEOUTP 807A FCVCOUTP 8294 INT6SWCH 8578 
AR[T= 86E0 ADJSWTCH 8A4C 
FIOCS= 38F3 r rOcS13EP OS6FE 
CMPRIS * A~dO if, 
ERRMON A420 IHCERRE A438 
IHCETRC-I UOI$ 26; 
$ULANKCOM 82Ad 1024 
SNrrJYAorLs 





IEF285l VOL SER NUS GIaYbl.
 
I EF2UZI1 ---. '6-UMN 
-K6P-

TEF2dSI VOL SEE N0S= GlYSI.
 
-K II 1AUT - I.I - -
IEF2SSI VOL S2R NIJ;= GL=YSI.
 
1EF2851 VOL SER NU= GIaYSI.
 
IEF2051 VOL SER NUS GISYSt.
 
IEF2C5I VOL LERNOS-= GCYSP.
 
IEF28B[ VOL SLR NOS= GlYS1.
 
S.2.ASi-. Z.4-_ -.I.--aZ$O yKEPT 
[EFaSbI VOL SER NUS= GLaYRI.
 
IEF2SI VOL SER NUJS (,IoYRA.
 






IEF285I VOL SER NOS GIaCHA.
 
IEF285I VOL SER NOS= GlCRA.
 
IEF2851 VOL SER NOS= GCRA.
-5Fa-ei TZL3i!.3 65! -e K1 






1EF2051 VOL SER NOS= G 1CN3.II
 
1Et2~C1'"C7IL'- U i Et"C'O A I-,r~p
S0QO-S6------EE'
 
1Er2851 VOL SER NJOS= GISCRJ.
 
----- CPU.OOO.I 110=000.1 CURE=000. CHARGE=OOO0O6 
 STEP-Ol LINK TERMINATION TIME=21.0I.34.68 DATE=06-07=71 
6.ORU-M= **ttt&. I--Etfa.0.CL~flf.Of 
--- STEP REGION SIZLE030K MAXIMUM REGION SIZE USED=O3OOK PERCENT OF REGION USED-99 







XX SPACE -(TRK.(1.20)) 00002700
 
XXSYSPRINT DD SYSUUT=A.D23=(PECFM=VBA.LP-CL=125,BLKSIZE=629), 00002900
 
KACE ------
- 4,--I-r 2- )OaOa 
//GU.SYSU0UMR DD SYSOUT=A
 
GOR4PO-0SNA4E4N4 3A U944 A401­




IEF2361 ALLOC. FOR ZERKSOOI GO
 
IEF2371 230 ALLOCATED TJ FTOSFOOL
 
IEF23TI 33 ALLOCATED TJ SYSPRILNT
 
IEF2371 000 ALLUCATEU 7i. FORTAP
 




PASS NJ. ASCENDING NODE PERIOD 
-- AT AYOF YR HRl MIN sC iUTES 
724 3 631130 335 0 28 27 0.0 
7 47 681130 335 3 42 36 97.07 
-- -31-1-3 0-35 - 5-4.9-40 -2.z 
7249 68113C 335 6 56 45 97.07 
7 E2b 3'S '37 9 97 
/251 681130 
A34j2f 335 *7- 10 11 10 A7 53 C8 97.07 07,07 
7253 631130 335 13 25 2 97.08 
I-. -'430 35 1" 2 7 Q7 g 
7255 631130 335 16 39 11 97.07 
1251 681130 335 19 53 20 97.07 
-45a 68-- 335 21 30 aq 97.07 
7259 681130 335 23 7 29 97.07 
72t i -68-62-04-- -­ 33 0 44 33 9' 
7261 681 01 336 2 21 38 97.08 
''-? b4-2I04' 31 - - - =0 
7263 68120l 336 5 35 47 97.07 
706 61201 3G6 7 '-2 l 97.07 
7265 681201 336 8 49 55 97.07 
7266 -682 1 S 0 27 0 °­
7267 681 01 336 12 4 4 97.07 
7b t :I 3f 13 q1 017 07 
726: 681201 336 15 18 13 97.07 
727n 61. 17 0707 
I271 681201 336 18 22 21 97.07 
7-27-2- -----­ 2124--33--20 9 Z6 9' 07 
7273 681a01 306 21 46 30 97.07 
727q 6E1201 336 23 23 3 97 07 
727* 65SaD2 337 1 0 39 97.07 
7276 53Iao.2- - -­ 2 7'707 
7277 681202 337 4 14. 48 97.07 
-2 - '-6-R-12-0-2----311 ~ '~'0 
7279 681202 337 7 28 56 97.07 
7.250 ba202 337 6 0 -07 
7281 681202 337 10 43 5 97.07 
7 d2 6i 0 2i ''r -12 20 9 97 
7Z83 681202 337 13 57 13 97.07 
7294 68I° ' 3 15 3A is 07 
7285 6531202 337 17 11 22 97.07 
7~8 Aging 337 1R AC O n n7 
7287 681202 337 20 25 30 97.07 
7'280 68-42 '' "2 ' '4 070 
A-13
 
PASS NJ. ATm 
ASCNDING NOE 
nlAy f vonQ- O MtI cr PERIO)MTV*IITCC 
7289 681202 3377 23 39 39 97.07 
T~ A~) Al M=ND- 1I 
A- 14
 
rEF2asI VUL SUR NOS= Gl1C A.
 
-- IE~tb-I--YS'-Ib3.--I--.+A4--Rt.).-IaKS -- SOOO 9O---S-V-S I N--

IEF2351 VIL SLS NUS= GIaCRI.
 
- ----- ,- -4-5,0 I--SO 060090 -----.- D) TE-0­
= 
IEF285I VUL "R 1U5 GIClIU.
 
-- L-FS-3------S47I,v-.bt,3.2PKO 1. ---- S-YSOUT ­. .I OD080 
IEF2&,I VUL btj NU GICRA 
--. I E2--5[--.- -SY-S7L-I-8T-b .. 00RONK S 001 -DELET-DO I.VR 00088... 

IEF2blI VLJL SE, NU3= ttaC9.
 
IEF2S§t VOL SEP 1US-- G 3 C4A. 
-1-r F.-6 n-- -I.NA.I 
IEF2ISI VU,- SE4 NU4= 4 I7A . 
..... CPU=00. i/=J0O. I COR=i)00. I CHARE=-OOO.09 STEP-02 GO TERMINATION TIME=21.02.28.90 OATE-06-07-71 
----- STEP REGION SILE=OIjOK MAXIMNUM REGION SIZE USED=0084K PERCENT OF REGION USEDO54
 
I--1EFQ - ) EL-EX-ED
e---YS7---S.p-,4G---)-O-tf K SO0O-I-.-LD MOD--

IEF28SI VOL SEA NOS= GlaCQ4.
 
---- /0 TIME BY DEVICE. 01$*K=** *2.54,DRUM******.0 .TAPE=*****.2.CEL-=******.OO.0THR=***P**.00 





AXL IN, .2Xt.- = rAncIAPL ISI JCjND,=(5.LT f,-dGIN=3.)nK 
XXUcrJ-LLTr P-L. I' ELK 1)n 
r-CNi L 
XXLLjaLLIc ,jZ LLAL 13 D1LS 
XX,4CAtAN -L L1 
LXL-- LNA t I I LIL & I S PSHn noenogn 
AXA L L .0 YzI ILLC 11ci;IP= hi 0-01,1 
IMF c I IILHCNNLL~wL(:rnrLnC12,L S.,I17 - 4t 11 1lllf SLt11) 
Axsyz,7I1 Ot UN i1=CIK FAcU=(i:.(I4c1,.,2 2011.u C6= =LKIZE=1r24 
X/FAreLlo t.C LLuVVCL± 1FItIVkAKHC LABEL=(,HLP), . OP~ 
//Lii.'JA.YSVL IN t 
AX' L-- M&~LJA P3002100 
IMF-cJ.I ALuC. ?Ul; b~t: LINK 
ItzrcY 71!4 fttf LLLCAT TO LLAE'LIS 
Ih&rcai e4? ALLUCPILL to SY-LId 
1MFt.'7I -- ? PLLCCPTCL Ilu 
iti-24 7 i 1z47 bLLctLAh t i j 
icrtHI t, PLLLC/-Tau 7Ul 
2jarc/ 4z1147 ALLLCI IL T,. 
[LF.Z--lI M-4 7 6 .LLCA Td&C 10 
LIr-,?4 t'.l_4 ALLUCA1,D FUl 
ILF~z?1 4- ? .LLLAT To 
ILIrd2?Ii ZI ,LLUCAtc. !C 5YSELVLUh 
2.-C'7 PLLL,CATC.., !i IN 
I Zar ALLLCPL,CL I- TAPtLld. 
A-17
 
F14c-LtVtL L1lhj'tL '.I1Ln FTItIN ILXr-L MAP.LlIS 
VA IAL-LL ItPI I r L44 L~ ' 1=o7,0J, 1 26&lI- LA-FAULT DPiIOMSN() USED 
ILU'QCt4 IrCLLL 1APP LlC 
LLt'fhUL --LLFILN ,ty 











NWIAP4 4f Z 
,4TAP&4 4'<CC I4TAJ'E4 414$3 WSNEOC 41AC 
:ArcC:N 23 
L) 0f-b k * £.2CC LA7 
ir~bL~h4 t~~& F41 
ItstM b826 FDiOCS= b SiZ4 INTSWTC- 6742 
H t EOASO &Aid 
FLI 










FDTFS 6-1O FPITFP 6F34 
m 































































NAM= LKLIUIt, L LNt-TH NA-1a LCC A rIJN NAML LOCAT ION NAME. LOCATION NVlm LOCATION 
LNTI-Y ALCHES 
TuTAL Lce,( Tt cAzcC 
4'**C L. lCT t:XIzT tLT IAS' Hfi-N AtrJALU TO DATA ,ET 
ELF 2651 -YEjLC#CL18 KEPT
 




lLrac.uI y c.CLMWV KEPT
 
ILF ... I VJL ScA hL-' Ct-yE1.
 




ILF4dEI VLL S.$ NCS CISYbI.
 
ILP&Cc5I V daPL1LlE KEPT
 









Ihcl VUL EL;, NLS= (.tVSc
 
i~s-~ot ~PASS 0 
ILPAtLI VtjL 5th NLE2 CibCi't.
 
ItF4 j t Yt7II5E 142It4 bL jb bAKb~jRO~lO 18S aYSGUT
 
lcr~cl nt. Z . NLE; Gl~lk.h
 
£Lettl SY71b7:IIAZRI' U~C3.001o OELETLD
 
lcaa ,L N KEPT
 
IL& 4.1 VIA N. CL=IC~t 
.-.-..o~h O~T~ 'lp.~'.F'-01 4bfIC~~O~ LNK P.'t1cWL CARbSfi(V 2 INITIATION TIM4=23.59:43:7A DATF="619-7l 
01>CPU,.; I/L:.jc,.I tNLm fJ,1 CHA taj1a0OO.50 STELP11 LINK TFRMTNATEON TIMZtOn.O3.1in.T5 DATE 6-9-TI 
hy3 ~~~~I/U LtV,.t. ,**44.CLLl*4.tT=**.rI 1fr- EY LI 4K**1**2.3,LRO~lw*'**. )T;P 
CSTEP r6USL6 Si'C'xZ:N' r.Xlvw r.C'5UN $1XE ILLJ=93lt4 PERCENT (IF REGION VSCD9 
XA4 O ,LC 1CU'* 2N-1-' 2tI.&EfLV.OL(,L),.G~~~l<"~ 
XXFfT~ot(St ,w0 nn00r240n
 
XXJ T ILLL.1.I26) PAIt(C 
xx ~X271n )(1(hK(~J) 
.n* liLr /,CL.rTC7I.&OlLf, LSN=b&aICK.SYbIUT=, FRo PUNCH~ED OUTPUT 00302840n 





lb4~iALLIJL. FCR 2LK,'Z CL.
 
ibIE.1 2l ,LLUCAIhC, ILPiU .(
 
4d 2/. PLLLCAIEL IU) FIC*F,)OL
 
LL&.4i? t41 ALLOCA1 L IC Fl~ur- QL
 
ibt e7it'.ALtUCA74C 10 .aYbPKINT
 
ILFtUIl -. 1 ALLCCAIL I, SY$ELLLMP
 
IaPs11, 0,1A ALLLCA1.b T, F L.NAP
 
LLP.2?l 4,21 JLLL AtX 10 ,1ot0t
 
S/Zcc IaL k3 lL&4AM(T ST,EtITANS LI T O,03A TAPE)
 
INPf Ckc3A TAPt NJ. . 4517H SATELLITE 10 ON INPUT OkB3& TITLE RECORD 15 67731
 
CATE HR WIN -SEC
 
INPLT CRCtA SATELLIIE CATA STAPT TIM- 681131 " 4 59
 
LN;L GRUA ATiLLITc OATA END TI kZ 661203 2 4 59
 




PASS NC. I A3C-NEING NUJOE , PERIOD 
CAT, LAY OF Yk hNM IN 5EC ,MINUTES 
681130': 330 1 '28 27 ( 
-o8113 





3 42 3b 
5 ..19_ 49 
97.07 
97.07 
681131 335-: o 5o 45 97.07 
b68113 335 6 33 49 970T7 
d 6611 0 335:- 19 10 53 97.07 
ollj 335 11 47 56 -97.07 
68113n 335 13 25 2 97o08 
11 681130 335 15 2 7 97.08 
14 581135 33b 16 39 11 97.07 


















































21 o01201 336 7 12 51 97.07 
2 6614.31 33. 8 49 55 97.07 













68 1201 336 15 18 13 97.67 
27 b61201 336 16 55 17 97.n7 
2k o81201 336 tb 32 21 97.07 
081201 336 20 9 26 97.07 
3b b81201 33o 21 40 3V 97.07 
.l081241 336 2-3 23 34 97.07 
:2 681202 337 1 -1 39 97.07 
881202 337 2 37 43 97.07 
681202 337 4 14 48 97.07 
8 1202 337 .5 51 52 97.A7 
6a1202 337 7 20 5b 97.07 
37 081202 337 9 6 0 97.07 
3d t81202 337 10 43 5 97.07 
b81202 337 12 2) 9 97.07 





































?AE N.. - .CtNfIG NODE PER I00 
&AT,. 64Y 1 YIZ r,4 MIN SEC MINUTES 
4C obl202 337' 22 3y 39 97.07 
6dl2J 338 1 lo 43 97.07 
ICAIPL 1&TcINAT1CN OF CHANGE PASS NJJ, d4$ ND PFPoiRT OPTION. 
A-23
 
IEfz2t-1 VUL S h NLS ISkt 
IEi,,C~L ~Y7k~ hIc;4Z .FV 4'~EhKS4C.j'O'JO194 SY.5N 
iLF Ito I VLL 0LEL-"CZ O1SC I. 
ILF2cbI -1Yt7itS.14I a 4a Z.eK6CO . S0000194 O.4LETED~ 
IFk,etbI VOL .so NCS= CJSChI.
 
IMFc..-I tr- 71IE9 .1 .-- t 4 2SCL .lNSA S 3 .K000091 SSu 
k~LtI VJL 2tF rL5= CI5CtIL.
 
IcF ecbaI Trz7 11 t S.14 -- 1~ S J.Zv ENKbC", R)0001 92 DIEL(LTEO
 
I&FaoI VLLFL 1StFb rCz 
ILF~eI IU4L~JA KEPT 
IEFct~i VCL 5W' INCtr 4Ei7­
1Lr 2eoI Ln3CLT KEPT 
ILFttL VCL ztLt rNc~ SLm 
-- U , .,R- ecs ITE-F Nt.'- ;;4 ZekI(SG-3 O PGA=PGM=*.f. CARDSOOOO1)L INITIATION TIME=AA 03.1I.26 DAT fl6-tnq-7l 
CkU=C C. I/CzUUjCsI CCI~cML),:.1 CH-AI4 ,=OOO.2S STEP-02 GO T~F.MINATION TIMEflO,.Ifl.1O.95 OATEMO6-19-7I 
f1. TIN bY LEVICL.UI z44*. ,U***.TP**4. .CL***. flOH ***s 
5TFI L~G10I o1ZL=LitIK IOAAINUN hIGIUN SIZE USSoD=-~)g*5K PERFCNT OF REGION USEC=fl 
ItFzedi VUL Zdf. NILE= CISCR&. 
CU=COU.c, I/LtOQ . CUbLeOO'J.1 CHAR(,b=000.31 JOU Ni,8 19 LBRKSV, 13 3&r/95 SYSTEMMVTI19.6 A1-16-7.l ', 
1/0 lip. bY Lkv1CE. Vg~.dUU***3,AE**43.EL***fOOH**t.l 
Figure A-4. Select Time Period Option Sample Run Printout 
A-,25
 
U t UO tI i- % t, r *- , LQ .V- 3UU3J .. t.- tm- l'-=1-- L-L tL -. ITl-4.hU nLLL H 
f/ EXEC LINKGO 
XXLINK EXEC PGM=IEWLPARM=(MAPLIST) COND(5,LTJ .REGION=300K 00000200 






DL) DSAME=5VS2.DUrAM VDI$P=FHR 
DO L1-pl rUF LpLLIrUrLprl =ZM 
DO DSNAME-SYS2.GSFCLID ,I.SP=SHR 
1.5( U61AM-3t~lZllHLtILlbV13tV HK 






Xx DD DSAMEIsSY15.SSPAK.DIeP=SHtR oaoo:uo 
Xx S'ACE={ 3072. (&NBLK .40.1)) 
1cruc41 M...pI I U.iUr .JLL - MLC(.3LIZ atDU,'+Uvl)J 
XXSYSPRINT DO SYSOUT-A ,DCB=(RECFMtFBMLRECL=I2LBLKSIZE=1210). 
'-A ALZ-=L IF I}.UuzZJ 
XXSYSUT1 DO U'IUVDISKSPACE=(1024.(100,20) J.DCB=LKSIZE=I024 
//IAPE.L4tj U U LU- VLU'VLj t-flO=fH 
X/TAPELIB DD DUMMY,VOL=SER-TAPEI, UNIT=(9TPACK,.DEFER) LAEEL--( 
AA SPbH(ULUKJ J d(tCMLWCLbt--"8U8LK1E=320UJ 
//LINK.SYSLIN OD * 
A7SYSLIN DO 014 t&UbJMUD,UI -PiLD.0DELLtILJ . UL8IRLCIftlh B 












RLLUC. FR.J- CbLREUU4 CTRNK7 
E47 ALLDCATED TO L'ADLIB 













A £i t*l 
IEF2371 E47 
I t44f t 4 
IEF2371 337 
ALLIJLA LU lU 
ALLOCATED TO 
















*lP-dil - l ALLJLA](.U tU bYSLIN 
A-26
 
F23 LLCL. E0 N 1 :5rLIT 
VARIABLE JPII10N USLD - SE F(307200.122J)-tEFAJLT OPTkIIN IS USED 
IZWOOOO LEN7T'Y MAIN 
~ ~ -T- rDUr' MtAP- - -- - -- -- - - -
CtNVL,2L SECTIfl' c'4T'Y 
.... - - -
NAME ORI 4 It L NGT-I NAM. LCCATICN NAME LUCAT 1J0 NAME LOCATION NAME LULATION 
mh I' 
















WTAPL4 414E SN-OF 41AC 
C; F 0 R 52C 2A7 
b 36P~lU 556) 











- - S ---S ---- C-rSTF[)-- )TFS -- FtD FWEFD 6F34 




~-----5 - D a --- A'& - T 
-











AN ITII 8o.L ADJSWTCh 8A'L 
F IO',S= 83,L FICCSLLP SuFL 
C-API S '* .0 17C 
-H C AT d L 
IHCEThC-' 










. . . . . . . - --- - ­ - ­- ­- - - ­ -
IHCEmlb 
.. . . . .- - - - -
Aq 13 
..---
$ LLANKCC'rl tA3A 11)c2­
t:Cl4tM-H- -KA-ME--- U Al iU.N 14AMt LULAI IUN qAM t: LULA I IUN ---- IqXME---LGCA71MV 
ENT 4Y 4CCPt:.ss 
-- TVT-At--t-Clr 3i 
cc 
A t, 











1CF2SO1 VOL SLR< NO$m CISYSI. 
tEF2ES1 VOL 554 NOS= GISVSI. 
1EF2eSt VOL SSR 1405* 055451. 
tEF2CSE VOL SLR NO-S= 315Y52. 
Icratis VOL SER 1405= GtSSR. 
1CF2U5E VOL 5CR NOS= 0t504.. 
IEF O5S VOL SCR 1405* 6tCR9. 
icr es1 VOL SEA NO0S= 
ICF2851UVOS  NOS 
GISCQa. 
7H I 
Sarsest VOL SEP NOS=* 011492. 
-CPIJOOO.I 1/000.L14E01R 000. ICAC00.b rPo 1 TER~Ilh1TN 
* 
mama~Z2 &0O~OOYOO 
STEP PEOION1 ----SICEOSOOK 14AX11441 P00101 SIZEC 0540=0300K PERCENT CF I;C10N U SZbse 
tPKXFT05FOOl OONAME=OATAG 00002200 
MSPACE-(C~CLI,W 
xx SDACE=(TRK.CI,20)) 
*41MSE I j 1 IFu~U u=N-0bL6 .4, Iuu -drU PULLI 
KKSYSPRINJT 00 SYs0VT=AOCU=(9ECFM4=VSALRaCL=125,8LKSIZE=629J, 
rpt1 .- CIT.1 tT1K I 








I/ LABEm l.BLP I.0DISP=(OLD.KEEP)-, VOLL4emSERm4S63H, 
//GO.FrI4F001 D0 UIITD01S.SPAC=(CtL.(30.6)). 
17 ULL-tK0LtM- *C-TZCES205 
'/00 .FTI SPOOl DD DStIAML=OR30T ,UN.1=24 00-7 .DI$SP(NEW KCEEP) 
/0 C0(RSCPM=F0CN=1.&JLKSIZS=1S36) 
iFF2371 232 A...LCATED TO PGM=*.O 








A..LOCATEI) TO FT14F00l 
LUrJ''CU eKLt MAM I L I .lLI *AND) LISI ORU,3A I APtJ 
rnUkJd4A IAW= NU, LS 4,bdH AIEULT& t Lb iItiU4 ILt RECOURD IS t 531
 
INPUT ORb3A SATELLITE CATA START TIME 700718 6 22 0 
1NWUi URU5M A *ICL iIt UelM E1U I±Mt ghM~ubt ei AYq 
bpLt.Y lkM I'tI1hU UWIIUN Lt1U tN rtNt I11 RUN 
bf AHI I LMEtNt) It4t 
REQUESTED TIME PERIOD SELECTED 
 CATE SEC OF- LAY CATE SEC OF DAY
 
CI'hIIItE U JrLUUl" LLtLII. teIb UN INI tHl:d.jA IAt. 
OUTPUT OP53A TAPE HAS BEEN GENERATED. 
START TIME END TIME 
ALIUAL fi4M PLuU StLIL AI t.U AY CAit SEC 0OF DAY
 
FOR OUTPLT ORB3A TAPE. 700718..24900. 700724. 25800.
 
NORMAL TERMINATIO.N OF SELECT TIME PERIQC OPTION. 
A-30
 
IEF2851 VOL SER NOS= GISCR9.
 
IEF2OSI VOL 3ER NOS= GISCRS.
 
IEF2SI VOL SEA NOS= GISCR5.
 
IEF2851 VOL SER NO5= GISCR5.
 
irrpzisi ZSIZC4~ 
IEF2251 VOL SER NOS= GISC . 
IEF285I VOL SER NQS= GISCR6. 
IEF2851 VOL SE' NOS= 456 H 
IEF2851 VOL SER NOS= GISCR7. 
IEF28S1 VOL 3CR N05= Ii1iM 
SCPUOOO0.5 I/O 00I.3 CORE=zOOOa2 CHARGEOOI1.84 STEP-UP GO T ERM INA TILIN TIME2. 1.4,1.18 OATE=O6Q&1'11 
-----------STEP REGION SIZE=OIOOK MAXIM~UM PEGICN SIZE USCD=OO96K PERCENT OF RECIJN USED=S6 
!E;25S 44V±.C41NvutvtpnrpuU. UUflLU ULtI a, 
IEF2851 VOL SER NOS= GISCR9.
 
epjood . . ,HEUly ub LuHK3Uu4 ~bt~b~~1~ (.1V-M N6BR-7( --- UI-lb-tl 
- ----1I/0 TIME BlY QEVICE. D£ISK=****537.O01 DORUN******.OO, T APE****26 .X6. CLL*=**oo, 0THR=l******.04O 
Figure A-5. Sunlight Report Option Sample Run Prihtout 
A-32
 
/t X=C LINKGC 
..AOOFAULT PRew NELK-56 GoCOloG 
XXLINK EXEC PCU IEVWL,PAPMA=(MAP.LlIT),CCNr)=(5.LT).QEG10N=300K 00000200 
XXNEWLIN ODC UMV 00000400
 
xxsl'lsis PC L=2:r -YG .eA'Y1 .DIGF-$:!2 0C00990 
Xx On) DSNA$IE=5YE2.DUMMY,DISp=SHP OOCOOC-00 
1% M'tP:-,YS pis'-slip 00000:700P 1=TT3 
XX DC DSNAMdESV32.-SFCLI'3.01ISP=SHR 00000800
 
ME :02:A:v-ze1e.I2 n 030 
XX PP DSNAME=SYS1 .TLCr'LIS,O)ISP=SHR, 00001000 
xx 0 ~MEY ALT SlH 0900 100 
XX OD DSNAWE=SYS1.SSP4K,DISP=S-R 00001200 
XXYSSL0 flt-iL3' O(:C .Dsn4r6sS) ."MITC'IeK. 00001 300-I 
Xx SPACE=(3072.(&NALK,A0.1)) 00001400
 
I:F:27I SVJOFZLhTTEP JOL= W?2232f A i))
 
XXSV5PIPINT DO SYS0UT=A,0C5E=(RECF aW?,LPECL=121,BLKStZr=11O), 00001500
 
XXSVSUTI Dr, UN11=DIsK.SpACE=(1024,C100.?o)),DCEeLKsIZ5=1oa4 00C01700 
..ATkr'LbP 2D :SL-TErI3.V2L--022-' O7iL 
X/TAPELIE' DO CUIWY,VO)L=SFR=TAPEIN,UN[T=C9TRACK. .DEEER).LADEL=(,BLP). ooooieoo 
Xx ' 1ClP-(CL6t(1ZIG') Qawo 
/YLINK.SYSLIN DC 4 
9ZS'cl: G0G :r z2C(tt.~T pl-(0LqET.5tC2R-RFlCFZth0 0 002f00 
XX DD OCNM/50&eJECT 00002100 
m.zsMLLD F-E 28pKyG002 LWY 
IFF2271 547 ALL0CATC-t TO LOAD0 LID 
1rE:71 am ie7l ALLGcATEB TO9 GYLeEl 
TEF22771 -E47 ALLCCATED TO 
1 E27T 2: E'7 ALLecCTEO To 
IEP2371 E47 ALLCCATFD-TO
 
!E2371 6Z': -kC~ tO 
1fTF2271 547 ALLCCATSOD TO 
15FP371 r:IT ALLZCT26' E TS 
1E=237T 3-7 ALLECATE:D TO 
1 rt27 ALOCAIGTEGa;, -GSY 
IEF237I 332 ALLCC4TED TO SYSPPINT 
1 r2a:71 2 AkLLGAF TO ESUT! 
ILCF2271 0C2 ALLECATlO TO TAPEL1B 
IZFZT7?i 2a: TFe *ALLVTF2 SVO 1=P 
-A-33
 
VARIA3LE CFTICNS USCO - SIZE-(3072CO,32288)- DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 
IEWO000 rtTqY WA~h 
Wl1DUb MA 
CONTROL SEICTICN CNTPY 
NAMF ORIGIN LENGTH NAMF LOCAT flN NAME LOCATICN NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
MAIN CC 2,3S 
.SELECT I127C C52 
CHKPFC 719C C c 






















































































1cP2$51 VCL $ NCS= C-1$S1.
 
tEF2esi VOL SEP NC3= GISYS1.
 
EEF2E~! VOL 2I C
. CISYSI.EP
 








IP02'elI VOL SEP N05= GISYSI.
 
I'r2EE1 VOL SEP NOS= GCYSI.
 
I~w2e~I VOL 56P NCS= CISYSI.
 




IFFaeSI, VOL SSQ NCS= CISCq9.
 
1002C51 VOL SflR tCS= GISCOO.,
 
T-q1 FeS7 ji !OI --6i '1 nC141Y00" ELTr
 
IPF20SI VOL SEP NCS= GISCP4,
 
IEF2eqi VOL SFQ NOS= 10-5711 
rrlatsi VOL SliP NCS= (G19C'fl. 
>lIF2ETI VCL SFP NCS= GISCPI, 
0-----------------------PI~ooo~l !C=000.I CnOP'=0oo.i CR44GEOOO0.0S STEP-Ol LINK TEPMINAflON 71M22I.37.31.48 DAT2=06-07-71 
--- STFP rrCtrN S17E=0100Y fAXIMUP 1?tGlON SI/n- US'S=03O0K PWFPC8NT OF PCGIOM LSEDQgg 
xXOTCEWooI 0" CCI'ANE=DATAS 00002300 
XXT-7=001 -OF~0-0240 
xx 5PACF=(TlK,(I,20)) O0C02700 
PSI .vzoEU- rUF;zItrr VUTFUT 0063253&6 -UP 
KXSYSPPTNT r.C 00002900
 
//GO.SySU'kufp OC SYSCLT=A 
/GO.r.ATAr 00 
t4t23el ALLOC, FCC ZEVPKS002 GO
 




ICF2371 -11 ALLCCATFP TO CYSPRINT
 
IEF227I 001 ALLCCATCOr TO rUOPTW
 
5/!8TSL: 2R P~z~:T:.rT;: IESTF Ong:'. Tt'PE 





SATELLITE DATA STAPT TIME 

















DATE DAY 0g YR HP MIN SEC PASS NO, 
ZUNLZZIIT EXIT 
DATE DAY OF YR HR MIN SEC 















































700tZE 214 217 10 1A flC 44 122 122 700805 7TOOO 217 221 18 3 27 81 24 
123 700809 221 3 24 6 124 700812 224 11 53 45 
124 7803322 
- 12 C0 O 122 7001s 227 20 24 
125 700815 227 20 52 59 
NORVAL TERMINATION OF SUNLIGHT REPCRT OPTION. 
iERSzI z:7c:E.T1:c A,.R :68628R (ceO2.vLS D rAFC D 
IEF28 I VOL SEP NrS= GlSCR9. 
;E1r22:i ZYTI 1E FlVOOO EERnS0pF.002299 sysirii:.ict:G1.6 
!rF2851 VOL SFR NOS= GISCR2. 
ISF2Eis VOL SER NOS= GISCR2. 
1EF285 VOL SFP NtS= GISCQN. 
IeF2 E1 VOL SEP NCS= GISCR5. 
1-92 
0 
H1 'v5 7 1 1r5c 1I94=04 riffle "9RvIPA "pCnD44 rp 
EFaEgl VOL SEP NCS= GISCR&, 
IFF28ET VOL SEP NCS= AS6EH 
.....- CPU=O00.3 I/OOO 0. COR IO00.I CHARGE=O00.69 STEP-02 GO TrRMINATION TINE 21.4038.l3 DATE=06-07-7 
.....- STEP PFCICN SIZfCOOOK MAXIMUM REGION.SIZE US-D=0084K PERCENT OF REGION USED=8A 
IEF2R5T VOL SER NCS= G1SCPq.
 
1---/0TIME EY DEVICE. O1SK=**4**2.54.DRUjM4 ****OO,TAPEl****22. I6.CELL=******.OO,OTHR=******.OO
 





XXL[NK EXEC PCMLL,?IRt=(ArL1ST),COrND (5LT),REGION--900K 00000200
 
XXNEWLIN OD DUMMY 00000-30 
XX OD DSNAAE=SYS2. DUMIY,D I SP=SHR - 03006300 
KX DO DSAME=SY$4.GSFCLIg,)J1$P=$HI 0.'000800 
fV-1 AMClV 1 01 1. 1~ T IOCJ ff *ffDl 
XX DIt DSNAME=SY-S .T.LCL 1 m1"$P= SA R 03001000 
gongIinn 
Xx DO DSNA.E=SY-S . SSPAK.DI SP=SHR 00001200 
-XX SPACE=(A07 .(&NLK,40,1)) 00001400 
XXSYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A.DL,3=(RECF4A=FM,LFZECL=--121 BLKSIZE=1210), 0001500 
SflAcy-(Tfl (10 ti)) 
XXSYSUTI DO UI=DLISK.PACE=(124,(1C0,20)O)DCB=BLKSIZE=1024 00001700
 
X/TAPELIB DO DUM4YVOL= E1=TAP(ELNtJNIT=(9TRACK..DEFER),LACEL( BLP). 0000100
 
//LINK.SYSLIN 3DD 
X/E9ySl IN ppD J N9f03 14.01 '"'Q-(2I, DID", T:) fC~Ec~ nn 
XX D) DDNAME=Z3J-CT 03002100 
-. Fr,Jk 
1EF237[ 541 ALLOCATED rJ LOADLI1B 
9E92361 -, ~tC Z 
ljC2 I $, Az InrArE) TI tVclIt 
IEF2371 547 ALLOCATED T3 
IF-23 I !5 ? ^ 1I -IlAT T 
1EF2371 547 ALLOCATED -TJ 
IEF2371 547 ALLUCATED TJ
 
IEF2371 337 ALLOCATED TJ 
1EF2371 541 ALLUCATED TJ SYSORNT
 
7 
TPF7T1 542 AI f prATFA Ti syirri 







t tIN t 1 F ElT 813-TS SAE GIrrED MAP.LIT 
VARIABLE OPTIO4S USED - SIZE=(307200,12288)-
lWG6,UDE TNPEL!rl 
ENTRY MA.IN 
DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 
p1 E MAP 
CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 
NAME URIGIN LE.* rd NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME' LOCATION 



































F S E- .C DTFS 6Pj1 0 F TFO -' 
FIX * .72d 113 
M * 7378 53 

















ANITH= S6E0 ADJSWTCH SA4C 
F IOCS= 2F8 rIOCsBEP 8RFE 
CMPRS A280 173 







* LAJ~ Bal .4A... F n 
NAME ZflIZiII LCULT I NAM 6-- AOCTI' M" NPAIA I SCA I ' -rn1 1AWflCAT-fl1 
ENTRY ADDRESS )0 
TSTAL LDCPITII GIO 
On 1: 4-, -p A. D E I A A .r 
IEF285 VOL SEP NOS= GIbYSI.
 
ZEF285I VOL SER NOS= GlOYSI.
 








ICF2851 VOL SEP NUS= GlJYSI.
 
IEF2851 VOL SER NOS= GIbYSI.
 
IEFZSSI VOL SER N0S= GLJYS1.
 
IEF2SSI VOL $ER NOS= Gy8.
 
IEF2851 VOL SER NOS= (,LYS2.
 
IEFZSSI VOL SER NQ9= GtlCR4,
 
IEF28I VOL SER NOS= (LICRb.
 




IEFE51 VOL SEP NOSn IOblH
 
IEF2bI VOL SUR NOS= GLSCR2.
 
IEF285I VOL SER NOS= GItCR2.
 
1/U009.1 CDRE=000.I-CPUmQO.ICHARGESOOO.06 STLP-DI LINK TERMINATION TI4E=OI.38.OO.SO DATE06-08-71 
In t' BY C C.0441Dy~ IOL -r.(-~'~ l4*.4....---------..
 
----- STEP REGION SIZE=O30K MAXIMUM REGION SIZE USEDSO300K PERCENT OF REGION USED=O9
 





KX SPACE=( Tk41,A0)) 00902700
 
UXSYSPRINT DO SYSOUTA,'( =RECFM=VBALRECL=I25DLKSIZE=629). 00002900
 












IEF2371 540 ALLOCATCO TJ pGI=*.OD 
IEFZ371 540 ALLOCATED TJ FTOCFOOI
 
1EF2371 540 A-LOCATED rj sYSUDUMP
 
IEFZ71 540 ALLOCATED TJ FTi4FOO,
 
10122271 '-C ALLOEATL) vi Fri toal
 
ENJJLI O2CflA TSLP PIGs is ip SoG ZPTELLITU 19 ON' !NrUr onen3 TIETLE-flCCGflD I 67734 
nATr WV ATM eFr 
INPdT URB3A SATELLITE DATA START TIME 681130 0 4a 0 
[IF-JT JRW'. 9 'TE END l 't 1 30p0 qCAI* ), C 6;E 1 f n 
S-Ic',D e"r r- C T=, r~ nU'TI" sz pnp, tmm ocnDaQ 




0.10000300U PI 0.63113030) 06 0.3350000CD 03 3.87000000D 05 0.367065370 0420.176647633 04 
C)firo54T'XBQ QA 4*601f2950) 01 2Q .- h1-A~~ fl~ff t fOOI n 
0.5326 698D 33- 0. 17061149) 00-0.83J37023D 00-0*3.55n670 00 0.22758531D 01 0.404.10330 00 
0 rooromo'9 G" 49 U'9 02 a' = 000-" 0-------- 00" 
0.67200000) 9 0.40234917) 04-.187636760 04-052943S10 04 0,573912730 01-0.17598740) 01 
0."7B366 Gi a1220el132 03 G 201935200 W:& 0 1:229r2 0- 0 70i'Q12 00 0 8R7'4-I'00
flf 
-0.3b3552440 0) 0.2013o0oD 01 J.36437590 00 0.34574 490'03-0.236S7249D 02 0.724500003 04 
-O.499-3629D 04 0.543664,320 01-0.152081160 01 C.5C963577D 01-0.12165663D 01-0.464237560 02 
, 0'oY,9;""-0 'V'R"gC,"' Q 01 . .." ' OQ 
0.34856472D 03-3.1744590 02 0.724500000 04 0.10000000 01 0.681130060 06 0.33500000) 03 
9 F8020 04~i~Q~p A475O -- - 0: -0' 3fl 0" 9 IAq~sAga'-onA  5 7 
0.54450279D01-0.1 1389920 03-0.426613710 02 0.5o519295D 03-0.370577690 00-0.838382463 00
 
-036 511D 0 A W2 -* Af?= 03-4AAAa f SAA1p A-94L.0­9 9 6 
0.10000000D 01 0.621130330 06 0.33500000D 03 0.690030000 04 0.497194070 04-0.215446330 04
 
0.57652740 03-9.3705oo42D 00-0.838386540 00-0.363!57740 00 0.152619500 O 0.3202&5&) 00
 
QG'lq99'0 00" 
0.696000000 04 0.524718l25 04-10.222927990 04-0.399129740 04 0.440424910 01-0.11686488) OL 
e.686io?943 0: Z.:Ri2:;202 Z3 9Z&-lhUO7Zc 9A PtCZZVZW6 92 9 ------ 1( 0o 0 $a390122 00 
-0.36355i50 00 0.142180300 Ol 0.31464 140 00 C.34"837630 03 0.5013"861D 01 0.724500000 04 
03QB11499 03 0 01 G 2ZOOCD 0" 01008100...... 01 1 1250001) 03 
-0.361911360 04 0.40241592 01-0.130855650 01 0C.335 9740 01-0.120902310 03-0,314263130 02 
e .5990&a 05.~ ..~ - r s e.2-016D C0O C.30SC1ia E "S Z.227P979A 94 0.298i54649 goziD Q 6-
0.34 9291730 03 0.i130420034 02 0.724500000 04 0.1000OOCD 01 0.ba81130000 06 0.335000003 03 
C.657738930 01-0.120609d93 03-0.277007200 02 0.611722340 03-0.370532630 00-0.83839877a 00
 
OI0000003 01 0.6113000D 06 0.335000000 03 0.71400000D 04 0.593534050 04-0.23959933) 04
 
-025p 5- 1j1ifl 1 -- l- n-- -91.731 Anl~a'tAiQ (-fl Ad11)flf 
0.62272710D 03-0.370S2136D 00-0.838402840 00-0,3635643810 00 0.121503660 01 0.26917960) 00
 
0.720000000 04 0.611o0539) 04-0.2317076D 04--0.a4173531D 04 0.280128930 01-0.51107203D 00
 
-0.3t3566580 0) 0.117244070) 01 0.2573S228D 30 0.352594b70 03 0.396251550 02 0.724500003 04
 
0.USOZO0fl 21 ; "11 0iD22 06 0.3350000" 9' 0-7-0-00 90 -62730 D5 9q- 24OA7 1 AA
 
4
-0.L99 W 6uD C0,4 23724270 01-0.41768790 OP C.712552300 01-0.12065624D 03-0.16588315D 0 
0.3b51374n9 03 0.49314464D 02 0.724500000 04 0.990000000 02 0.68000000D 02 0.99900000) 03 
"0 00 1 A0O 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
3.0 O.0G -0 0 
A-46
 
LAST CATA nocoRto PITVEIW onl surrey OPOJ. TAPE 
0.100000030 01 0.b81130003 06 0.335000000 03 0.540000)00 04-0.469405850 04 0.13733415) 04
 
0.438686139 0J-0.37084806D 00-0.83828460D 00-0.363613541 00 0.30884130D 01 0.39986132D 00 
0.5460030&D 04-0.43416800 04 0.123559510 04-0.505238390 04 0.533488540 01-0.234433q, 01
 
-0.363S15310 00 0.37064467) 01 0.410522200 00 0.14678319D 03-0,.31885667D 02. 0.72450000) 04 
0.729"024D 02-0.52037774) 02
-0.53477763D 04 0 56549420 01-0.2436t417D 01-0.47:350460 01 

0.145866400 OS-0.472b01880 02 3.724500000 04 0.LOOOOOOOD 01 0.68113000D 06 0.335000003 03
 
-0.430604510 OL 0.73Z,708963 02-0.55927061D ni 0.4331151 i p3-0.370814260 00-0.238296833 00 
-,, ......lflnf n 7.,,A...l A, ,iAtO1n97nl in fl.1~apRAqp Ao-1itp974S0'l op 0.7p4'0flofl n4 
0.10000103D 01 3.061130003 Ob 0.335000000 03 0.56400000D 04-0.33409479D 04 0.79127325) 03
 
0.43289991) -3-0.37080299) 00-0.83830091D 00-0.36352062D 00 0.73995597D 01 0.44296718) 00
 
01-0.262994073 01
0.570000000 04-0.29605974D 04 0.b35042240 03-0.608266270 C4 0.645641720 

-0o3635223?D 00 0.991874910"01 0.453180980-00 0.14218505D 03-0 .531221110 02 0.72450000D 04,
 
-0.627344o7U 04 0.o662565D 01-0.25721106D 01-0.294332620 01 0.765034230 02-0.67534763) 02 
Q AURQ'4)- GO- ... -7070*- -roo1 -- 46 Q119 
* 0.14019160D) 04-0.583701o5) 02 0.724500000 04 0.10000000D 01 0.681130000.06 0.33500000) 03
 
-0.24697774t 11 0.784741b70 02-0.71364179D 02 0.436978250 03-0.37076920D 00-0.538313159 00
 
0.100000000 01 0.681103JOD 06 0.335000000-03 0.588003000 04-0.174591740 04 0.15191488) 03 
-0 iS.b49-'' 9 M PQ3 1A D- *It1-0 2 1 -111-f A--t 1-,1.0-4- -l 0 3 13 
0.4398474401Y03-0.37075794000-0.838317220 00-0.363527690 00 0.282139670 02 0.47930919D 00
 
0.594000030 04-0.13226493D 04-0.11492509D 02-0.667129480 04 0.71098565D 01-0.27250793001
 
-fll(,Sr "I 1 O.C11pfl. A ,-7gAt'.p 7fln ClAA443420f A3-4.7074F670 nA.Aflqfl2tjtf 0fi 
-0.365,946 0) 0.3645003270 02 C.485895800 00 C.226983120 0-0.71659163D 02 0.724500000 04 
-0.67434441 94 0.719359 20 01-0.271B0314D 01-0.954610020 00 0.97078568D 02-0.82359987D 02 
0.232978370 03-0.72666491) 62 0.724500000 04 .99000000D 02 0.680000000 02 0.99900000) 03
 




...... O... SA .... Tff E RE B D
 
0.7b7993610 08 	0.67731000) 05 0.0 0.631130000 06 0.33500000D 03 0.28800OO) 04 
G 681130020 00 93 0.60000000 Qr0-r062O020OOQ 0 1'00O00" *2A20U0 
0.16000000D OP 	0.25b00000D 03 0.910000000 02-0.48838916D.09 0.108782230 10-0.907853763 09
 
a r 	 ~ I p9- ; t'2'fl 0 1 g ...... In p .f~O..nl --- - --- ~ ~f~ n- t in 
0.10775260 10 0.0 0.68110100D 06 0.30500000D 03 0.70411396D 00 0.0 
0.162372000-02-.3.6400000O -05 0.69000G000-05 0.0 0.681129000 06 0.33400000) 03 
0.245996590 03 	0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 . 00 	 0 o 
0.0 	 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-no0 0 a~n 0,A An f, 
0.0 	 0.0 o;O 0,o 0.0 0.0 
0 2--- -5 0.45I515200 05 0 552704 n 01000a000n D0 W 
0.0 0.0 D.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0100 06000000) 0 0'0000000 . o 0 
0.0 	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2998466S6 04 0.109596233 01
 
8.277 01 Z.11990222ZZQ0a 693202!aD DO 0.2GS29127D 02 9 77'2161 02 0 6SMO2772 00 
-0.195a8150 	00 0.65344582D oh 0.10835214D 01 0.96612279D 00 0.548379000 01 0.11375108) 01 
0.E'0272202 QI a..12221E050 01 0 LFOOO0 00"" 10 lf1gl%0 756'" 
0.0 	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9.0 oO 0 0 0_0 0 0 0 0 
nn...9 	 0.00.08 0.0A0 0.0n09I 	 nf a 0.0 0.0onG
 
0.0 	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.29a . 00 0,m 0,0 0 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0 203 0 0 6 00 0 01 
0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0,0 
0.0 0.0920 04 0.002 0.0o 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 6.o 0.0 00000 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 0 - 0.03 Q0 020 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'J-nfII-L. TPRflZI[:lG~o OFr C:Ccx RECORD 0rTroP 
A-48
 
rcIr s:....  I ... V3O . .Z ............-..z53 LY ID 2tCA)[
 
IEFaeSI VOL SUR NOSz GI.CR4.
 
IEF2851 VOL SER LUSz GICRJ.
 
I21 2xg8b k-fRV9;@ pr
711:2-58Tit& ;E,4KSOOEE'On0O9pV DEFTED
 
IEF235[ VOL SER JUS Gl 3 CRO.
 
I1-,2&I. Y71163 T i. ' . ...11. ZVY 0C rO0OYS.U
 
IF.F2851 VUL SE1N NdS GICR4.
 
yTI&2 vc SO~lfC 1 C1~ IIIQKq r~~____DE--Yq7p~ 1 Afl1I, V1 ff lG. 
IEF26I VOL SER 1403- GI#CR4. 
--2aWi T2;'7113 T16 2FjPTCC _ 0V5-2 I E'LCT'9 
IEF2851 VOL SEN NOS GICR4. 
...C::-22C I :H3Ji2 Y EP T 
1EF265I VOL ER NOS- 44JSC
 
IEF2O51 VOL SEN MOSz GI3CR4.
 
I . T -o 4flT V 
IEF285I VOL SER NOS= 4)0H 
----- JOB N-3R- 053 ST? 4JN- CZ ZJRKSO05 GO PGtI=PGM=4.DD CARDS=OOO01 INITIATION TIM=01.3e.00.61 DATEO6-O8-71 
- -----I1/O TI'ME HY DEVICE. JlISK='** *$'.3,O)RUM******.OTAPC******.I6,CELL=******.00.OTHR=******.00
 
£TI'I F'2 Iri Joy09 GI-2 1 ,CV''~''"
 
IEF2ThI 6YS71bdTI!45S+ RVO90. ZaRKSO05. LOOMOD DELETED
 
.....- CPU=OOO.1 E/L=3J.1 CSE=300.1 CHAR=EOOO.Og JOB NIR-'OS8 ZtRKSOOS 360/95 SYSTEM=MVT-i9.6 01-16-71 GI 
APPENDIX B 
S/360 TELOR3 SOURCE PROGRAM CROSS REFERENCE CHARTS 
This appendix presents three types of cross reference charts pertaining to the 
S/360 TELOR3 Source Program. The chart types and corresponding figure 
numbers are listed below: 




2. 	 Charts displaying input/output units vs internal statement numbers 
(ISN) for each subroutine:
 
Figures B-2 through B-7
 
3. 	 Charts displaying calls to subroutines vs ISN numbers for each 
subroutine: 




COMMON BLOCK w 'a n 
COMMON (UNLABELED) X X X X 
Figure B-i. Subroutine COMMON Block Usage Cross Reference Chart 
12 17 19 42 46 '48 G0 63 56 80 81 82 90 99 102 104 106 108 
READ DATA CARD X 
WRITE ON SYSTEM PRINTER X X X X X x x x x 34 x x x x x X 
Figure B-2. Cross Reference, Chart of Input/Output Units VS ISN Numbers 
for the MAIN Routine 
IS, 
NO INPUT/OUTPUT ACTIVITY FOR THIS SUBROUTINE* 
Figure B-3. 	 Cross Reference Chart of Input/Output Units VS ISN Numbers 
for Subroutine ASCEND 
ISN 
INPUTjOUTPtST 
8 22 13 .3 3 44 60 61 63 67 69 76 77 79 89 109 110 il 123 124 126 139 142 148 155 172 174 1r5 
READ DATA CARD X 
READ FROM SCRATCH DISK X X X X X X X X 
WRITE ON SYSTEM PRINTER X X . x 
WRITE ON SCRATCH DISK X . -
BACKSPACE SCRATCH DISK X X X x X X ,. , , I-

REWIND SCRATCH DISK Xi x I 
Fighre B-4; - Cross Reference Chart of lnpiut/Output Units VS ISN Numbers 




INPUT/OUTPUT 	 10 12 52 55 59 61 62 
WRITE ON SYSTEM PRINTER X X X X X X X 
Figure B-5. 	 Cross Reference Chart of Input/Output Uiits VS'ISN Nuinbers 
for Subroutine SUNLGT 
INPUTOUTPUT 	 10 1314 15 22 26 30 34 38 42 44 46 48 51 53 54 55 56 61 62 67 70 72 75 83
 




WRITE ON SYSTEM PRINTER x X X X X X X IX X X X
 
WRITE ON SCRATCH DISK X
 
WRITE END-OF-FILE ON SCRATCH DISK X
 
BACKSPACE SCRATCH DISK XX X
 
REWIND SCRATCH DISK X X
 
Figure B-6. 	 Cross Reference Chart of Input/Output Units VS ISN Numbers 
for Subroutine CHKREC 
•INPUT/O UTPUT 
10' 15 21 24 2. 27 28
 
READ1 FROM INPUT ORB3A TAPE X
 
WRITE 2 ON OUTPUT ORB3A TAPE x x x X
 
WRITE 2 END-OF-FI LE ON OUTPUT ORB3A TAPE X
 
REWIND OUTPUT ORB3A TAPE X
 
1 THE SYSTEM UTILITY ROUTINE DBFOR ACTUALLY DOES THE READING. 
2THE SYSTEM UTILITY ROUTINE DATCON (MODIFIED FOR TELOR3 PROGRAM 
PURPOSES TO OMIT THE COMPLEMENTING OF NEGATIVE NUMBERS) ACTUALLY 
DOES THE WRITING. 
Figure B-7. 	 Cross Reference Chart of Input/Output Units VS ISN Numbers 




9 43: 51 -54 57 6&' 62" 75 86 98" 
ASCEND - X 
SELECT 	 -
SUNLCT 	 , ­
.CHKREC X
 
'RWTAP4 (STANDARD ENTRY) X
 
RWTAP4 (ENTRY RTAPE4) x x
 
RWTAP4 (EiITRY WTAPE4) X X,
 
RWTAP4 (ENTRY WSNEOF) 

Figure B-8. 	 Cross Reference Chart of Calls to Subroutines VS ISN Numbers 






NO SUBROUTINES 	ARE CALLED 3Y ASCEND 
Figure fl-9. 	 Cross Reference Chart of Calls to Subroutines VS ISN Numbers 





w--7:- 143 AM50-1741. 
RWTAP4 (ENTRY RTAPE4) 
RWTAP4 (ENTRY WTPE4) X 
RWTAP4 (ENTRY WSNEOF) X 
Figure B-1O. . Cross_ Reference.Chart of Calls to.,Subroutines.VSiSN.Numbers 
for'.Subroutine SELECT 
SUBROUTINtS CALL D 13 
Id 
H RWTAP4 (ENTRY RTAPE4) X 
Figure B-11. 	 Cross Reference Chart of Calls to Subroutines VS ISN Numbers 
for Subroutine SUNLGT 
SU6ROUTINES 
tdALLPE 
,",7 =, ., 60j, 63 82'.,. 
¢o RWTAP4!(ENTITY,RTAPE4} k 
RW TAP (ENTRY ,, WyAPE4) X X 
RWTAP4 (ENTRY'WSNEO) x 
Figure B-f1. Cross Reference Chart 9f Calls to Subroutines V.ISN Numbers. 










DATCON 	 X X X X X X X X X X X
 
Figure D-13. 	 Cross Reference Chart of Calls to Subroutines VS ISN Numbers 
for Subroutine RWTAP4 
APPENDIX C 
S/360 TELOR3 SOURCE PROGRAM COMPILED LISTING 
This appendix present's a compiled listing of the S/360 TELOR3 Source Programa. 
For ready reference the page number 
listing appears below: 
I. MAIN routine: 
2. Subroutine ASCEND: 
3. Subroutine SELECT: 
4. Subroutine SUNLGT: 
5. Subroutine CHKREC: 
6. Subroutine RWTAP4: 














Figure C-1. Compiled Listing of-the S/360 TELOR3 Source Program 
C-2
 
--*t---R K-OO -e-- (-C- 0----F--T,--e C-C-4C w i--I 0 ---C- -- ---C --- -­
.// EXEC FORTRAH
 
-- X XDEFAL-T- PRc-C- N-B K -

XXSQURCE EXEC PGI=IEKAAOO,REGIN=300k -0 00000200C Ut-t--000002-00---
IEF6531 SUBSTITUTION JCL - CSN=&&BJMODUNIT=DISK.SPACE=(3200,(
 














SeA~~~~~~~~~~ C-E -ee-------)4 0 04-G-G-----XXSYSUT2 
-DD U]lDISK9SPACE=(4096,(2,1)),DCB-BLKSIZE=
 
4 09 6 00001100 
-- "SEO UR "S YS-14-6r4~ 
IEF2371 30- ALLCCATED TO SYSLIN
 
IEF237I 331 ALLCCATED TO SYSUTI
 
IEF2371 220 ALLtCAEO T0 SYSIN
 
c-a 
LZEVZL t JLJ.Z 7S,36 FrzTAj: H DATE 7i1.s'Z3tI4A?.7 
SOURCE.EECDIC ,otL IST.NODECK .LOAO.MAP.NOEDIT * ID. XREF"'ll'PCUTI.PJC -oy TZZP ........ C....... 3' LICT DCO3, TAr't) 
C PURPCSE 
C-M444--SEVCZ tICTHE r'aUflVEo.-pRv*e--srO  S~ rv'EUIR-Or 
C THE FIVE OPTIONS IN THE S/360 TELOR3 PROGRAM.THE REMAINING 
C BY LOGIC CONTAINED WITHIN MAIN. 
C MAIN IS THE EXECUTIVE ROUTINE FOR THE TELOR3 SROGRAM AND. 
C CCMNCN APEA(OESCRIPTICN SERVES FOR ALL SUBRCUTINES USING COMMON) 
C 3SAVE = A SIX-NCRC ARRAY FILLED BY SUBROUTINE ASCENO.CONTAINS 
C INFCRMATICN IN AN ASCENDING NODE REPORT. 
C ISAVE(2) - PASS NUMBER YEAR-MONTF-DAY 






ISAVE(IS = PASS NUMBER SECOND OF MINUTE 
-- - RIO-Or--
TIMECMINUTES) BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE PASS UMBERS.THIS IS 
V NT -- A N - -t- ZIV RL-ELDS--D 0P OO tIN .op 
INFORMATION IN AN ASCENDING NOCE REPORT. 






ISET = FLAG USED BY SUBROUTINE ASCEND TO DETERMINE PROPER 
-E O UAT- ON-~-G"R L-C43L-6-N-p 
-144PER0-a E4TEE N-.SUCGESSI VSE, 
PASS NUMBERS. 
---- 0-PSR4Ot-O f FIRST-PASS-NJM5-OL, 




C TITLE = A 256-WORD ARRAY CONTAINING AN ORB3A TITLE RECORD. 
C IERR = ERROR INDICATOR RETURNED TO CALLING PROGRAM 










-4 PELN E 4-READ-S P 0 R-DAAUIE aUAN 
VALIDITY IS QUESTIONABLE. 
- --- APE TELLITEOAA SART TlMS 
= INPUT ORBSA TAPE SATELLITE DATA START TIME. 
C IREAD2 INPUT ORB3A TAPE SATELLITE DATA END TIME. 
C IREADS 
....... . ..... 
C IREAD6 
= INPUT ORe3A TAPE SATELLITE DATA START TIME. 
SE-,N -- ..J. .-
o INPUT qR93A TAPE SATELLITE DATA END TIME. 
----­
IfRl:ADT - NPUT: OR83A. TAPE ZATELLIFTE DATA STARlT -TIME. 
C - YEAR-MONTH-OAY. 
!RE~cC -- 1u ZRDCA !ATSATEtLLITE DATA CUD TvItlE. 
C YEAR-MONTH-DAY. 
- C I'r.D - "PAGUTED IN zNrbCELT..... .6. UROUTINE 
C -. 'RWT-AP4).PRCCESSJING FOR BRANCHING. 
C -IWSNEOF tiRI-TES ONE SENTINEL ITEM "RECORD,'TWO 
-c SENTI-EL REOD.FDN END OF FILE ONi OUTrUT 
C ORB3A TAPE. - -­
-, 2-- WSNEOF 6WR1T65 T.(t ZCENTINEL= !WCODC S A AN 
C END-OF-FILE ON-OUTPUT ORBEA TAPE. 
--- Cil G--+NfUT--------Glr~f LOC60ICAL IJHT'Nno F40 SYSTEM PRINTEnAfih 
C KASE OPTION TO ,E PERFORMED FOR THIS 'RUN(READ FROM 
--C---- - - ----­-D-ee4-GN-ACRD). 
C -I,ASCENDING NODE.REPORT OPTIKW " 
-C-------.RiANCE rAZZ NUt GERZ AND PEPRT OFPTiON. 
c - - =3.SELECT TINE PERIOD OPTION. 
-c -4.SULI REPORT OPTION. 
C =5.C-ECK RECORC OPTION. 
RE ADIN I) - I AI TG C,,Ee, FRo PREZZNCU, F ......... 
C ITEM RECORD OR SENTINEL RECORD. 
-C~E f:~z SENO~9s~-SrT~LIERZ:TINEL: 
C RECORD IS PRESENT. 
C - . PRESENT. 
- n:EADIN( ZZ) - LAC WHIZM 4NOICATE5,PRESEt.CE ER ASSENCE OF AN2 
C ASCENDING NODE CROSSING DATA ITEM IN ORB3A RECORD
 
---C IN READI.. ­-STORED -
C EQ 999..NO ASCENDING NODE ITEM IN RECORD.
 
-- - NE&9..ZClICN0;DE -I-TE: E*--XT--IN---REC-R. 
C READIN(N-20) -= tATA ITEM TYPE INDICATOR'OF KT- OF ELEVEN 
- -. ATELLiTE BAT*,!+ENS IN OROZA. RECORD). 
C . , " L.REGULAR SATELLITE 6A-TA ITEM.
 
--c-- --- SCE E-CRSSSIN ITE.
 
C =3,NORTH PCINT DATA ITEM.
 
-C -4,DCZCENDI;Z NODE D)ATA ITEM. 
C =5.SOUTH POINT DATA ITEM. 
G 6 .LICIHT ENTRANCE DATA ITEM 
C =?,SUNLIGHT EXIT DATA ITEM. " 
_cADINCII) -- PASS I-.CkAZCNhTNC NODE GROSSING Nef OF KTH GF 
C . - ELEVEN SATELLIJTE DATA ITEMS IN ORB3A RECORD. 
c. TAPZIN -INPUT OIREa; TAPE N.RA--G4-Pf-N-CARlD). 
C TITLE(I) = TAPE IDENTIFICATION CODE PRESENT ON INPUT ORB3A 
--C TITLE PRECOP6D-TAPE 

C =7679936I.,THIS IS AN ORB3A TAPE. 
T------ --TINB.EN+F+A--I-e-N N,., rRESENT ON INPU-T- -
C ORS3A TAPE TITLE RECORD. 1,-" 
-c-----eT4-=eeaAPE CATEL=I 1bE 6DATA ST;ART TIME. 
C YEAR-NONTH-DAY.., . 
e TITLE(5 -) ORBA TAPE SAT-ELLITE DA TA START TI ME, 
C SECONDS OF DAY. . 
,
C TI--E(7 - ERO3A TAPS ATEL=TE DATA END TIME. 
C - . YEAR.WONTH-OAY. -.. - - . 
G TiTL=E) - - 0R83A TAPE, SATELLITE DkTPA rtsg _T:IM -





C VALUE -A NUMOEnR WHICH IS ONE LrmrS THNRED SD VALUE 
C FOR THE PASS NO. OF THE FIRST ASCENDING NODE
 
c GREznztINz BATA ITEM TO BE WRITTEN ONi T-IC OUTPUjT 




C ItB FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION, CAITHERSSURGMARYLAND, ORBITAL
 
'G DETERM!NATIGN UTILITY PfOM6nS.'"CD',TRAT PAS -10022,MARCH 1970 
C (TELOR3 PROGRAM ,SECTICN) 
C MAIN PERFORNS'THE FOLLOWING STEPS
 
r 
C - 1.READS TITLE-RECORD OF TELOR3 INPUT TAPE AND DETERMINES 
a WIrTER T!E ImNPUJT IS A INARY CPR3 TPAPE( IF TITLECI) .NE. 
C 76799361..AN ERROR MESSAGE IS PRINTED AND EXECUTION IS 
r TE- 'M.A*.TED) 
C 2.READS OPTION CARD SPECIFYING INPUT 0R83A TAPE NO. AND ONE OF 
G FIVE P05SISILE TON TO-E~l ED. 
C 3.CCNVERTS INPUT ORB3A TAPE START AND END TIMES IN SECONDS OF 
0 D AYK" i-NTA-I' I," TITLE ,EG9R,'D TO START.. Al"3- -- B TIMES. INr" 
C HOURS,MINUTES.AND SECCNDS.
 
C 4sP NITZ OUT TITLE PACE DISPLAVINC 
C A.THE PROGRAM TITLE(TELOR3)
 
C EflPTIO?. S'EL=ECTh 
C C.SATELLITE 10
 
C 0DINPUT QRB3A TAPE NO-

C E.INPUT ORe3A START AND END TIMES(HOURS.MINUTES.SECONDS
 
G 
C THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBES HOW MAIN CONTROLS THE TELOR3 PROGRAM
 
G F6CW FOP EAC:I SPECIFTC OPTICN CHOSEN 
C
 
e F:.T'. 5"Nl EGH=T ,...,,. PTICG .THE S EUtT TIME ......SPTUN9?'.S-

C , .TJIE CHECK RECORD OPTION IS SELECTED FOR A PARTICULAR JOB
 
6 SUBMIITTAL MAIN; CALLS THE pfPflOPflRT SU UTIETHE OPTION 15
 







- I-TE--ASE-ND-I--NOE-REPOT cpT!- S A NiTSlh
 
C CCLUMN HEADINGS FOR THIS REPORT OPTION AND ENTERS A LOOP WHICH
 
G Pspa sTE FG6 '-l q Sp-
C 
-C 1-.4EAOS--A--t4P.X--~-CORDINTO THE PEAOIN APpAY-





C --.C.ECKS A DATA RECORD FOR PRESENCE OF AN ASCENDING NODE
 
-C 'coATA ITEM. 
C 4.IF AN ASCENDING NODE DATA ITEM IS PRESENT(READIN(234).NE. 
--- C -9~9,-$BJ~AC4 IS CAiLEl- CONPO*, cfl-IQ#NJ TOf MAW-NA 
C ASCENDING NODE LINE OF INFORMATION JUST PSEPARED EY ASCEND 
---- .,lANDl MAIN-RFTINTO HE MEET ING E THE OOP, 
C 5.IF AN ASCENDING NODE DATA*ITEM IS NOT PRESENT IN THE DATA
 
-C- "9PETURNS TO -aSG.PdNING OlF 
C THE LOOP.
 
-C 6-"KE--A--SENTLNELEOC MM A O TKC TTCU DEtcflp .h q =OlMfl
 
C (REAOIN(I).EO.9gq9999.)..A MESSAGE IS PRINTED STA-TING A
 





C IF-TPE CHANCE PASS NUMERS AND REPORT OPTIONCFERFORMED BY LOGIC
 
..S-CCtTAZNED MSLY. WITHIN IIAIN7-IZ SEtECTE. 1i . EATEZ At- . .PU-
C OR53A TAPE WHICH .I A DUPLICATE OF THETELOR3 INPUT ORB3A TAPE
 
W2iTI THlE EX- 1TIO- TH-T THE SUTP-UT TFAfiZ eefLTAINS 'ALTCERD PASS 
c NUMBERSS(ALTERED-:ASqEND ING NODE.CROSS LNG, NUMEERS).FURTHERMORE.THE 
r PASS -NE.. OPTION ALSG PRlODUE ANAC ING NODE flEPC.lJ AED N-
C THE OUTPUT ORB3A TAPE.THE FOLLOWING STEPS ARE 'PERFORMED IN 
C Ex)zUTING THE ChANCE. VAS' NUtERn " R- 61, -1,, .AND 
C 
-C L.COLUMN f-EADINGS FRo T 1 -E ASCENDING PkCDE CEI'OfT OASD TH 
C OUTPUT ORE3A TAPE ARE PRINTED OUT-BY MAIN. ­
-c 2-rHr-,44-Ths--APCnA*4-Gc44ANS-IH'PU-T ORS3A TIT4?S-R-COPD) I 
C WRITTEN OUT BY MAIN AS ThE T-ITLE RECORD-ON THE OUTPUT ORB3A 
-c-- TAPSZ. 
C 3.MA'IN ENTEFS A-LOCP WHICF- PERFORMS'THE FCLLOWING 
n

--- C-- A1iADS INPUT OLE3A-,-R- f ARRAYGAN .-- ,-"Tn REPDIN 
C E.CHECKS RECORD(READIN) TO.SEE IJ=; IT IS A DATA OR A 
-'-C SENTIEL TYPE RECnfl, . 
C- C.IF IT IS A DATA RECORD.THE PASS NO. OF EACH SATELLITE 
e-DATA ITEg -INTl1;-R~CDI8)t-I212 IS 
C CHANGED AND READIN IS ,WRITTEN ON' ThE CUTPUT ORS3A TAPE.
 
- II-F TE RECOR JUST WRITTEN OUT eeAI$S6-AMASCENING 
C NODE CROSSING DATA ITEM(READIN(234).NE.999.).SUBROUTINE 
-c ASCEND IS C-ALhE,EtQK-P-e~--RETURlNS TC MAIW.AN-AGCU&-I-t4G-----
C NODE LINE OF INFORMATION JUST PREPARED BY ASCEND IS 
c- PRiNTEDANZ MAIN RETURNS To TIE CC~f. m,4N eF T, E L P. 
C E.IF.THE RECORD JUST WRITTEN OUT DOES NOT CONTAIN AN 
e--AS-GlEN0i-NG--NSDE C~JZSINC DATA IT1~ lAI(3)E~lf--
C MAIN RETURNS TO THE BEGINNING OF THE LOOP. 
C -4.T" PA-Sr RS IN.. 3r. A OVE ARE ElA,CrO IN TE POLLMB,-ANC--
C WAY.VALUE(READ FrCM OPTION CARD) -REPLACES•THE PASS NUMBERS 
E GF~OALL=SATFELIT=E DATA ITEMS PROSE NTL6 AND HCNCEFGR-TI IN THE1 
C READIN AfRRAY UNTIL AN ASCENDING-NODE CROSS.ING DATA- ITEM IS 
Gc-------SN -N-E-TE-D.-HEN-EC-NT E VALU I CP-ENOl-XNE-AN-
C THE RESULT REPLACES ThE PASS NUMBER OF THIS ASCENDING NODE 
C SATELLITE "DATA-ITEMS PRESENTLY AND HENCEFCRTH IN READIN.WHEN
 
GAN6c 74ER AS~rNIN-G-NOS-E--ITEM ISPUD.VUISNCENTDB
 
C ONE AND THE ABOVE PROCEDURE IS REPEATED. 
C REQUIREC SUBPROGRAMS
 
.C A'SCEND.SUNLGT,SELECT,CHKRECRWTAP4(ALSO ENTRY POINTS RTAPE44
 
C WTAPH4.SNEOELG-
C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS -, - -
- THlE--F 5T RAN£-lB S--ep.-- 1-1-e$ATIGA eUNCTIN.FLGA-T---
C 'LANGUAGE AND S-YSTEM -
------ PA-I N-HAS-SEE'N--CO#PILE-D-UNDE -E-R-4AN--I-V-,L- VFE&L-A$-N-P 
C LEVEL OF ZERO ON THE IBM 360/95 USING RELEASE 19.
 





-c- PFEPPRED FOR -"
 







G CITTR T N lVlS---AD CC"F&ET!CNDA 
C NAS 5-11i90,TASK 72.SUETASK H 
G OrYPL-TED SH 7 OAY 171 
C 
C 
--- 5a4oZZ WPLI2-IT CALa3 (A I ,2 U,2, -
ISN 0003 CCMMON TITLE(2S6).READIN(2561 uPERIOD ,ISAVE(6) 
-I- !SET 
ISM 0004 DATA XCRB3A .XNINES / 76799361.00. 9gqg9gg.oo
 
-- I-SN-0OOS ----- DT 5 
- C TC FACILITATE.TF-E.USE CF DEBUGGING TOOLS.ALL *0 TO* AND *CALL* 





ISN 0008 IWORD=2 
INU AETT OR--
ISN 0009 - 700 CALL RTAPE4CTITLE,IERR) 
C INPUT--T-APE I-S--NGT--AN-OPa3A TP2.PRP -NAP P-rC-F-AT--ERQR--M-SS&CE--
C (GO TO 11) AND STOP PROGRAM. 
-I-SN-O- ------ ~2 !--FiFfL(1.t;lCFB3A3 CO TO 11 
C READ S/360 TELOR3 PROGRAM OPTION CARD. 
ZSN 0012 RAgi-jN4RQ-.1-000-K ST-AU--AP&1-N 
C IF THE OPTION SELECTOR(KASE) IS NOT BETWEEN ONE AND FIVE 
---------- 4NLUS4V-- R4-NT-ApPFRlP-4-A R--- STOP PROCG PANggRE-SSA'e1-AND 

ISN 0013 704 IF(KASE.LT.1 OP. KASE.GT. 5) GO TO 8
 
C THIS RUN AND THE INPUT PASS NO. IS LESS THAN CNE.PRINT APPROPRIATE 
-------- ------.FPQ- ME-S-SAGE-AND--STO PtOr t -M 
ISN 0015 706 IFCKASE.EO.2 *AND. VALU3E.LT.I.) GO TO 9 
----- C-S-T RT-T--TLE--PAr.E-A-SZ3-6A~a~ nc 
ISR 0017 wPITE(JSYOUT.2000) 
ISN 0010 WRITE(JSYOUT,2010) TAPE!N.ISATT 
CCGNt'flT INPUT-OtE1- TAPP--SATet4-T5 DATA START AND E-D TMES FR-OM---
C SECONDS OF OAY(CONTAINED iN TITLE RECORD) 70 FOURS. MINUTES. 
C 
ISN 0020 READI=TITLE(6)/3j6O0. 
- -C -CC-NVE-9T--ENDT"{EIr 0 IC rpF'"? OHnR 
ISN 0021 PEAD2=TITLE(9)/3600. 
- - -­ C-------4 *-**--4PC-ATE-ST-A 4-4-4E--T--4fGUAR- D AY* 
ISN 0022 IREACI=READ1 
-------.f*C tTUNCA TEENN GLUMHOE ALr__ 
ISN 0023 IREA02-RPAD2 
- --C - -- CGt.VEP4-S-TAR-T-.44GUR-405-&A---TC-PEA-$-PMAT--W4-THWC4--mND-OFP----







G ------nrc tao-.B tIM rFACTF8? OF1 ID8or 
ISM 0027 'READ2=REAf2-READ4 
-'- -- 4-5UT:" -TART ;I;,UT-- AND rRAcTION OF ":",.UW. 
ISN 0028 REACD=READ1*60.
 
ISN 0029 READ2-READ2 60.
 
ISN 0030 IREAC3-READt 7
-C ttt T1.UNeA~T ENO -7I:E TO PT"U ......... **
 
ISN 0031 IREAC4=READ2 












-E---ee4ellre-REMAINB00F er END TIME SEccorog AllD FACTIGN er SECGOWZ
 




IEN 0039 IREAOE=EAD2 
F TIE MCNTI[ r'nMt- - YEAR .... FAL T--N-TE-rR--GR-A75-
IEN 0040 IREAD7=TITLE(4) 
tt-ENVER --EN---f- EARz -MJTII DAt FRaM REAL= TO INTEER R-*A4 -----
ISN 0041 IREAD8=TITLE(?) 
C PRINT ON TITLE PAGE INPUT ORB3A TAPE SATELLITE DATA START AND END
 
TIMES Hl He-UrtrINUTct.ArN SEGS00.
 
ISN 0042 WRITE(JSYOUT,2020) IREADT.IREADI.-TREAD3.IREADS.IREAD8.IREAD2.
 
___- - 1I*E-AD -- "00
 
- C CALC RWTAP4 TO INITIALIZE PROGRAM TO GENERATE A. ORB3A TAPE IF ANY
 
C hE-- TPl--T::qE-S UT.'UT T .rEcrTric.s ::'AS-BE C FFTI-S-RN-,---l 

ISN 0043 708 IF(KASE.EG.2 ,OR. KASE.EO.3 OA. ,KASEsEQe5) CALL RWTAP4
 








- .... 1 c- :;: tO1
7oV G0 
C. KASE-3(SELECT TIME PERIOD OPTION)
 




C KASE=4(SUNLIGHT REPORT OPTION)
 
iON 00,3 Ct WRITE(JZYCUT0CCC)
 
ISN 00E4 7E0 CALL SUNLGT
 
CC::57 * 770oe G TO99C KASE=5(CHECk RECORD OPTIUNX
 
isv 0056 es WNITECjSv0uT P070)
 




ci5 CZC2 7 C Ce 9 
ISN 0059 1 IIND=2 
e IF GHNGic PASS NUMRiSi AND rtrATr orrnION HAS E14 CllCc.rnITE THE 
C 
 TITLE ARRAY AS ThE TITLE RECORD ON THE OUTPUT ORB3A TAPE. 
6 0 ~z -- 792 irC(KAZE.EG.) GP6L tWTAPE1 tTTIfl 
C READ AN INPUT QRe3A DATA OR SENTINEL TYPE RECORD INTO READIN.
 
C 
 IF RECORD IN READIN IS A SENTINEL TYPE.ALL INPUT ORS3A DATA
 
- -- C ------P-E4G-oGnS--HAVE--- EEPROGEeSSD.E-XT READ LOO9PCGC TG 10).
 
ISN 003 754 It(READIN(1).EO.XNINES) GO TC 10
 
--- LSN-O eS-....---7-5 6-.I AF(-KASE-E-Q. 2--G-TO-O
 
C IF USING ASCENDING NODE REPORT CPTION AND READIN DOES NOT CONTAIN
 
C (GO iC Z).
 
-S---- ---4007 -EAIn- N '9' C TOa
-4--t I G 49 
C IF USING ASCENDING NODE REPORT CPTION ANDREADIN CONTAINS AN 
C (GO IC 400).
 
-- I-SN--49- - -- "O0-O --- G-----

C IF NERECHANGE PASS NUMeERS AND REPORT OPTION HAS BEEN CHOSEN.
 
---- C 
C CHANGE PASS NUMEERS OF RECORD IN FEADIN WITH FOLLOWING DO LOOP.
 
--- l-SN-O00-7--- ------- O--O- l fI
 
ISN 0071 IF(REAOIN(N-20).EQ.2.DO) VALUE-VALUE+I. 
--- SN--OQD-I- -REAO 1N4-N1AL-UE 
ISN 0074 100 CCNTINUE 
" 






C IF THE RECORD JUST WRITTEN ON OUTPUT ORB3A CONTAINS AN ASCENDING
 
ISN 0076 812 IF(READIt(234).NE.999.CO) GO TO 400 
C INTO READIN.
 
C PRINT COLUMN -HEACINGSFOR ASCENDING NODE REPCPT(REOUIPED
 
C REPCRT OPTION). 
-- 5 N-OO-79 - ----- a4-4-C-UNT4 
ISN 0080 WRITE(JSYOUT.2080) 
-I-SN--O 08 F- -WR-I-TE 4-JSB-tfLtr2OO) 
ISN 0082 WRITE(JSYOUT.2100)
 
C HEADINGS HAVE BEEN PRINTEDPRINT ASCENDING NODE LINE OF
 
C -F-RWA-T-I-C3N--JU'S-4--r-EfCD 0? £UD14RIlI ASErD CO TOe I
 
ISN 0083 822 IS (IND.NE.1) GC TO 501
 
C PASS NO. OPTICN.
 
- SN-OOE-~- ~630- GO- 70-14 ----­.. -
C CALL SUBROUTINE ASCEND TO PREPARE AN ASCENDING NODE LINE OF 
ISN 0086 400 CALL ASCEND
 
SI-SN--O087-......-..- - ICOUNT=ICGUNTI----









e PliNT OUT ASCENDING N3BEC LINE OF It4FORTATiCN PnEFARCC BY' ASCEND. 
ISN 0090 501 WRITECJSYOUT.2110) ISAVE(I).ISAVE().ISAVE().ISAVE(4),ISAVE(5),
 
. i -- A E(6-.E -
C GO TC BEGINNING OF REAC LOOP AND READ ANOTHER INPUT RECORD. 
ISN 0092 lb CCNT.INUE 
F AS CE R. A~r N-4E-S-SAGE -ND I. 

C (GO TO 200).
 




ISN 0096 IF(READIt(2).EO.XNINES) IWOR0=1
 
CAiLL WZUCZF TO MRTZ ZZKTI II TYPE nRcorztz AND All END OF FILE&EF*-
C ON OUTPUT ORe3A TAPE.
 
c If--E*GOl=e.-eESCf R-IT--2-SENT-1--ECORDZ AND AN] EeF.
 
C IF IOPD=1.WSNECF WRITES I SENTINEL ITEM RECORO.2 SENTINEL
 
ISN 0098 850 CALL %StE0EF(READINTITLEIWCFD) 




ISN 0104 8 WRITE(JSVOUT.2150)
 
ISN 0106 9 WRITE(JSYOUT,2160) 
ISN 0108 11 WRITE(JSY0UT.2140)
 
-SN-100B ------- k zaMt;IOaF-i .4-X.Ac)
 
ISN 0110 2000 FOCMAdT(dHI1/////////.///////////2Z
 
1PE)/1HO.20X24HINPUT ORB3A TAPE NO. IS ,A6.2X.44HSATELLITE ID ON I 
-- -2I'UT R,:A 4ITL-E--RECORO IC i7) 
ISN 0112 2C20 FCRMA(1HO.60X. 4HCATE.3X.2HHR.2X.35MIN.2X.3HSEC/ 
______-- 11- 00*r?44*P...C......ATLL T CT OTAPT ,:,-E.ZX.Zx- .IZ.2X. 
2 12,3X.12/
 










-- N 012 2020 FVPAT(111.2C. jENSELECTF TIPS PERIO P4-4-C1-E-9R-U0 I 
ISN 0116 2060 FCRPAT(1HO.20X, 42HSUNLIGHT REPORT OPTION CPOSEN FOR THIS RUN) 
I S 7-----2070-f c-RMA(-IHO-,eo*,-8-gC-HECEftREccrDOPT- I-1- N-j-NscE--EE-Tt+CR
 




ISN 0120 2100 FORMAT(IH 46X.EHEATE IX,91-DAY OF YR,2X.2HHRIX,3HMINIX.3H5EC.
 
-- I SN-C 1-1-9- 2 09O0-F-GRIAA-4-14H---4-X-SHN--S-o SC-I44AEN sWn 
ISN 0121 2110 FCRVAT(IH 220X,15,2OX.I6.4X.I. .X,I2,2X.I2.2X.12I1X,F8.2) 









1K TAPE NO. AND TRY AGAIN**) 
-: rc!h:.~ :FlGN zELr:TEn 15 NZT eETWEEN 1 AIX3 Z 'EtJSLIVC.EME 
ICUTION TERMINATED.). 
216c rpnl'ATC 1ne-1I2H1?*Pru PASS Nec GAP' NOT BC ESS THAN i WIEN! UCING TI! 
IE CHANGE PASS NU-MBERS AND ,REPORT OPTION EXECUTION TERMINATED.) 
ISN 0128 END 
C-12
 
---- ****r QR T R 'AN C$R9F-t -0-C UE L $ T -1 H*** - ASo- -00 
SYNOCL IN180#L STATH=NT NUIBJ RS . . .-.. 
N 0570 CC71 C072 
I'1 0007 OC5% 00 3-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
OERR 0CC9 CCE2 
IS T 0O03 Once 
-.-.. 
KA S 0012 0013 OC1 0015 0043 0043 0043 0045 0060 0065 OC93 






o i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-
ISAVO OC3 0c9c OC90 0090 0090 0090 0090 
IJCOD oo 9 0(5 095 . -.- - --. .. 
RE50 0020 CC22 0026 C026 0028 0028 0050 0034 0034 0036 0036 0038 
REA02 0021 0023 0027 0(27 0029 0029 00"1 -003- - 0035 0037--0037 0039-


















0060 0095 O098 
... . 
VALUr 0012 0008 0(71 0071 0073 
ASCEND OC 
CHKSC 00C7 . 
ICCUNT 0079 005' 0587 CC00 









.. ... . . 
OREACA OC OC32 042 
IEAD OC28 0042 ... ........ 
IF4ADO 0029 C42 
19EACO 0040 C002 
JSYOUT -000E 0017 0014 0042 0046 00800o-00--o-009-0061-0082-000---0099 0102 0104 0106 -010$ --
PE81CO 0CC3 C05 
READON. G0003 0062 - 0040-- 0067 -­0074--00-30 0C-J8--07O--009&-009q---..--­








. .. . . ....... 
ITASIS 0060 CC75 
2K £145 0004 0(0-2 0(800-C94 ---
- _______________ 
-- - - - - -
























0 5 .. 
0045 
-4 
25 005E 0045 














































































2050 0115 0050 
-21D-0- ­ t cc:, 
2070 C117 0056 
2090 C119 001 
2110 0121 COSO 
2130 0123 CCgS





- - I: SIZE eF P GRAN!086HEADE-.'.946-PGE--3-----
NAME TAG TYPE ADb. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME 
 TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. 
N AF OCPI NtD 6 i*fl 0O0E8 IR-F---l*-.05C-
-- S-.G4-*4-Q440a0_1'4Gose 

KASE SF 144 OCOSCO INCRD F 1*4 0005C4 ISATT SF 
 1*4 OO0EC ISAVE F C 1*4 001008
 
-- IOSA-4 0-- 14 - S- 1 to---41P00&
--------RC-eAD4sSFE 0- EA G-2-SF -P *-0060--RF---FO-SF---R8--06 
READ4 SF P*8 00061a TITLE SFA C R*8 000000 VALUE SF R*4 000600 ASCEND SF XF 'U8 000000
-EGHKREC-SF --- X F--48 00000 --- - -RC-- I- O0 UN F- .- 4.000504-.....--- -IREADj-_SFA-..... * -- 000SD8_ 
!READ2 SFA 1*4 O00DC IPEAO3 SPA 1*4 OOOSEO IREAD4 SPA 1*4 0005E4 IPFAO5 SF 1*4 0005i8 
----- -- -------- I"AEA'S POSF IF-D-e--44 SYOU T--F------S 06-­04OSFA ---
PERIOD F C R*8 OCO00 READIN SPA C R*$ 000800 FTAPE4 SF XF R*8 
 000000 RWTAP4 SF XF l*8 000000
 
-. SELBT--SP-.F--R O OoR-O 0 sNua--s xFs O000c0 1-AE4NS------It8- 0062 0- ... -WSNEOF--F. -_XP--Th*8-.0000 0_ 
%TAPE4 SF XF Pta 00000 XNINES F R*8 000628 <ORE3A R*8 000630
 
**t** CONMCN INFORMAT ION **** 
--- NAM4 E-0P--C-MMC9G-NK-9LCK---.*s4 Z cFL0c oo0.124-sX~orc4,AL-a TES--------------
­
- VAR,-AG-.-E E--DR A 1 fP--PE,- L-r 0. VAA4tVPA.AbD..VRrAM-T*E E 
TITLE R*8 000000 PFADI 8*0 000800 PERIOD R*8 001000 ISAVS I' 001008 
- ---1SE-----i-4--C-1'0"e 
---- AE rC fl.R -L-A68L---
-Aet--ea--
- -C-D '"ADO R 
-.... ' -0C73C-NR-----700 
---- O074A-Nl--
----- 704--04018-N- .......--. 706- -007A4­
708 OOCADO NP 710 OO806 
 21 00f20 720 000834 NO
 
-... 22--006!A- 7-. .008 0.NF --- .- oo s. . -74O---0B06C-MNR 
7E0 00C78 hR Z4 O00BE 
 780 COCBg NP 770 0000A0 NO 
. .2 5---O00OAt-- - - . .,--,10-,.,,e00NP---- 7900OCBC2-N8-- 14 OQOSCE.
792 0OCS06 KR 

0 3 00002 79A COCCOC tP 796 000C12 
--- 798 0C20 - ---. O.IO0 2 --- 90--00CC3S .. 100- 000C84SIC OOCCA 812 OOCCA8 NP 820 OOOCSA 30- O0OCco022 O0;D004-- -- -6- 0,... 001-).Z 400-- OC&-18---------- 32--000030-NP ­
801 0OCD3E E40 000o0 NR 10 00C096 842 OOOg6 NR 
.- 880 000(0-- - -e--- 00OE-NP 
-. 00-.o0oE '-70 -00EO--Nrf 
8 00C0A 800 O00E0 NR 9 000E26 egO 0oe3C NO 
--- CPT ICNS N8eC.- -- A4= A1cpro(4,S+EOO. 
-- *OPT IONS IN EPPPCT*- ......- Ap.NoE, t4 
*STATISTICS* SGUPC2ETATEMENTS-....1--I-a7-PROFAM-$IE 









SOURCE.EEDICNOLISTNODECK.LOAD,MAPhOED IT. I1r XREF 
CUOCJTII:. AGEPPD 
PURPCSE 










DATA RECORD IS OF TNE ASCENDING NODE CROSSING TYPE AND USES DATA 
P-RTN I-S-ASGCEND4G-146-E--TOPRO)YFMD-Wn-Oe--N- OG-E-
INFORMATION FOP THE BCD OUTPUT OF AN ASCENDING NODE REPORT. 
-C-lt 1tG-SC-Q-US-NG 
CALL ASCEND 








C EQUATION FOR CALCULATING PERIOD BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE 
C 
.._---- .. 
=O.PERIOD=O.(FOR'FIRST PASS NO. ONLY) 




AFTER THE FIRST) 
-E--O-ARP-Y-4NPUtFOM-44A.N |-CO flESPD-N-N--TO-AN ...--
ORS3A DATA RECORD WITH AN ASCENDING NODE CROSSING DATA 




C OUTPUT4THROUGH CCNMCN) 
- C---------- I-S VE A--I-x-WO RO--- 4A-N)--GN-l44Nc--SI X-- O-T H --
C SEVEN VARIABLES NEEDED FOR ONE LINE OF INFORMATION IN 
-O--------t- AEN-I MG-NODE .PGP 
C ISAVE(I) = PASS NUMBER (OF PRESENT ASCENDING NODE 
C ISAVE(2) = PASS NUMBER YEAR-MONTH-CAY 
I-SAy EA-34-=-PAsS-NW#4OaR--OAY- QF-.YCA P_____ 
C ISAVE() PASS NUMBER HOUR OF DAY 
_ ..-. ---- F&(VE4-5---P AS6-NUtBE -- f NVT-----$G U 
C ISAVE(6) = PASS NUMBER SECOND OF MINUTE 
----------------... 
--....... 





MAJOR VARIABLES(IN ADDITION TO ABOVE) 
C ________...-a.Y.Uf-Y-R-r-ESE TA 
NODE CROSSING DATA ITEM.EECONES DAY OF YEAR OF 






-- Y g i 
= USED TO SAVE SECONDS OF DAY CF PRESENT ASCENDING 
OD-CROS-INL..-A-A-T-E4.SECMES-SESNOS-OOAY-F-----.--
PREVIOUS CROSSING ITEM WHEN CALCULATING PERIOD. 
D0 A ~ iR 0-IMG -NODE---------------­
-.. . 
C CROSSING DATA ITEM.BECOMES YEAR OF PREVIOUS 
C PEADIN(N-20) =DATA ITEM TYPE INDICATOR OF KTH OF ELEVEN 
C =I.REGULAR SATELLITE DATA ITEM. 
C -3.NORTH PCINT DATA ITEM. 




=7.SUNLIGHT EXIT DATA ITEM. 
READ Lt tN.mJO---F--- - 'Oh -NODE-CRSSING&.-- . -.-. ... 
- -- -C.-- -	 D " -ITEM{. 
C 
 READIN(N- 8) DAY OF-YEAR OF PRESENT' ASCENDING NCDE CROSSING
 
------	 .EATAZF-M 




------ -- IB-E&A--SY-ST-EMS -4-V-I-S4-GN I-TER-SBURG-44ARL-AN14OlR B--TAL-
C 
 DETERMINATION UTILIT-Y PROGRAMS. 'CONTRAcT -NAs 5-10022,MARCH 1970 
0 (TELORJ PCC CCTIt 
C 4METHCD " - -
C' RECORD IS OF THE ASCENDING NODE TYPE BY EXAVINING 7F-E TYPE 
--- -- --- --- C--TGAFIS-W3D4G-A 	 -FZ-EEt*--Sq-=--ECAA-TE 
C IN THE RECORD(READIN(N-20),N=2I.231'2).WhEN THE FIRST WORD OF A' 
- --- ----- G -STELIE'C-T-A-44-E-M--G9-NT- S T-- N-TGA-e EQUAL TO 2. rH 
C ASCENDING NODE CROSSING DATA ITEM- HAS BEEN FOUND.THE PASS NO..
 
C ASCENDING NODE -ARE STORED IN -ISAVE'THE TIME iN MINUTES BETWEEN 
--­- C--~T-"H±-CED+CO&9f'A PEV4OU&--- CED4NG-NflDEAIS 
C CALCULATEG AND STGKED iN PERICD.ISAVE AND 'PEPIOD NOW CONTAIN 
__ _ _-c DATA 722 e E L- 6. 1o 4 Iu-zmATItr: FCR AGE eUTPUThCOF THE2 ASCE DN 
C NCDE FEPORT, 
C SUAROUTI NE -USPROGRAPS'
 
.......... (--.---N-Sf .iE~ T.I.-*S--R -A±-L- B..y-S-E.ND ­-
C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS 
e TI.C _r~eRTRAH BASTS SUPPLIES F'ATHEVTICAL FUNCTIOUC F1=604 MB e-
C LANGLAGE AND SYSTEM 
C -ACCCNDI AS BEEN. eCMP-ILE E9-f 7ORIPAU !V.EVCL It CPT4--ZA--N--­









- C GOCDARD-SPACE FLIGHT CENTER M 
- C - GRrENSLTMARYtAND 
C "CPTPACT"P NUMBER CRtNNETItT 
* " .C- NAS 5-11790.TASK 72.SUBTASK H 
-S. C 	 ­
a a !fI'PElICIT qEA ;*B (AM U W 2) 
ISN 0004 -CEMNN TITLE(256).READIN(256) " - *PERIOD .ISAVE(6) 
- - -IstT 
TO FACILITATE TEE USE OF DEEUGGING TOOLS.ALL *GO TO* AND *CALL* 
C" -STATEMENT LABEI2S FROM 700-899 INCLUSIVE.
 
C *HC "*RCTU ~ T PEFERPEQE WNIT NA s rE
D TPEr 4 SEybAe, 
C THE -LABEL 999 '. "" 
C -ISOLATE'#HICH'-SATELLITE'DATA ITEM IN READIN IS CF THE ASCENDING 
C NOE CPessING TYPE. 
ISN BO00 . DC 100 N21,231,2" 
C-19
 
G F IIDICATO (IF: 1: IH OF ELE'rg OATA Itp~fs TN flEAftIW EQUALS;r Tyr 

C 
 THE ASCENDING NGDE CROSSING ITEM.HAS BEEN FOUND.STORE DATA
 
e PERTAININC T9 THIS A.N !NC :TEJIGCO TO 11OL. 
ISN 0006 700 IF(READIN(N-20.E.2-CO) 'GO TO 10 ­
-1-SN -00 100 GENTILJUE 
C STORE PASS NO. OF THIS ASCENDING ITEM.
 
C 
 STORE YEAR-MONT14-DAY OF-THIS'ASCENDING I.TM;
 
.C 
 STORE DAY OF YEAR OF THIS ASCENDING ITEM. 
04S-OI - IZ.V.EV]-flEAOIAkN 15) -
C 
 CCNVERT ASCENDI G ITEM TINE(SEC OF DAy) TO HOUR OF CAY( INCLUDES
 
ISN 0012 READI READIN(N-flt)V3600.1 -. - -. 
ISM 0013 -ISAVE(4)=READ1 . - -" 
C -OFF.
 
0 OCCrLACIAMtV I .--
C RIND ASCENDING ITEM FRACTIONAL ItOUR OF.DAY.
 
C CENVERT ASCENDING ITEM FRACTICNAL HOUR OF DAY TC MINUTE OF HOUR
 
L-..... Uoee--A'--AT-I-DN ) -
ISN 0016 READI=READI*60. . 
C T* C'J.T-A.CNDIC TE TI T I"- FC DROPS FRACTION) 
ISN 0017 - , ISAVE(5)=READI 
e EG~NI-PT ACCGEt:O:N ITr 1tflVTC OF ITOYf TO9 REAL FRoMAT WITHOUT 
C .-. RCUND OFF. 




C CCNVERT ASCENDING ITEM FRACTIONAL MINUTE OF HOUR TO SECCND OF
 
c Ml f~TO~ 
ISN 0020 " EADI=REAOI*60.
 




- S- I 
 n :. .. 
C IF THIS IS FIRST ASCENDING ITEM FCUND ON ORS3A TAPE.SET PERIOD 
G TO ZEPIOCCO TO Itoh 
ISN 0022 710. IF (ISET.EQO) GO TO 199-
ISN 0024 " CATE=.EADINCN--I8) 
IF EC AN E? IOUS A. END IN 
C ITEM AND YEAR OF PREVIOUS ASCENDING ITEM WAS A LEAP YEAR,ADD 366 
ISN 002E IF(ZADINN-I8.LT.CI.AND.4OD(IYEAR,4).EQ.O) DATEDOATE+366.
 
C -IF C-n-YhSER 5E.D 5 t Aff egftrc &SJUrG-
C ITEM AND YEAR OF PREVICUS ASCENDING ITEM WAS NOT A LEAP YEAR. 
---- C--~---XO0 ... +fl flX -- EA flF"yS N ACNIG -
ISN 0027 IF(READIN(N-18).LT.C1.AND.MO(IYEAR.4).NE.0) CATE=DATE+366. 
C . PERIOD=PRESENT MINUS PREVIOUS ASCENDING ITEM LAY OF YEAR(CONVERT 
fE-SJLT-4G-SC ESPWIU r~rfz f'SCO
 
C PRESENT ASCIENDI'NG -ITEM SEC OF DAY.RESULTING SEC ARE DIVIDED
 
---C- E"-84 OPTAWEI'f 7f ur I.'r 




e A iircrnc -4-ZT CHtOUL BE ZCPODD(Ge7e a20o).-
TSN 0030 7O'-G to 200 
" C STORE PRESENT ASCENDING ITEM DAY OF YEAR.SECONDS'OF DAY.AND YEAR. 
ISN 0032 
C -ECCdE DATA FOR PREVIOUS ).SCEIZINC ITC;4 




ISN 0034 IYEARREADIN(N'- )'/i .----- -
----- ----- HIS I6 SEETS -1-Arrcn F4RZT AZC6tSW1I TEM IC tOUNO AND PEflIo -
C. ZERCEDsFUTURE PERIODS IjL-LBE CALCULATED -WITH GENERAL-"EQUATION. 
-I--T-SN-e e ISEThi - -




Ft-~fl Rt T R A 11 G n 4* tq r- r N e E E ; s ttt.S F P 

N 0005 GOC0 0009 
ei 0: ~7 02 
C2 .929. 03o 
ppoCC .e 0Z 327 
DATE 0024 002E 0025 
;SET n001 002: CC 
FLOAT 0014 0(18 
;SAVE~ noq 0CCs 0012 
IVEAR ,0025 0027. 0034 
EA~ 0012 001'"" C 














































NAME TAG TYPE ADO. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. 
N Fi- t SP Ithi "OP C2 fR8 00-0-1-8------ ATE. Sr R-~ 00 0 
ISET S c 1*4 0C1020 ISAVE SFA C 1*4 001008 IYEAR S A 1*4 000118 READI SP R*8 000138 
R EAD -S --.­ R8---GOOI-40 ,-- -I-TE------ R --­ S---i---Ra8 ­004 00--
REACIN F C R* OC00o 
*4*** COMMCN INFORMATICN 4** 
-.. NME--P---COMMC44- - 4---S - -_K_N-8IL-CC{K--.. -- 1-ZA- O____-____D___-IX&~ ---
VAR NAVE- -TYPE--Rt- ,--AC RA-V AME-T-YPE--InADD.-VAR-NAME 00L.-ADR.-APrr-N00---T-YP--tR0-AODDR0VA10 YPa-

T!TL-E R*S N.R. READIN P48 000800 FERIOD P48 001000 ISAVE 1*4 001008
 
0 E 1* - 440­
- -MRr=L LABE, *--- A=AEt---D 
---­ O-C-O-A4-- i 3--740-B-E - 7!10 GOO-36O-NR­
720 000448 NR 199 00044E " 200 00045A 999 O004BC NR 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* hAME= 
MAI Np QPT=0,LIEN-ez5IEOO K 
MA CT"L'INECNTS.tZE00-K, 
*CPTICNS IN EFFECT* SCURCE.EBCDIC,NOLIST.NbDECKLbAD.MAP,NeEDIT.ID.XREF 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 36 *PROGRAM SIZE = 1250 
*STATISTICS* NO O'IAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
S***** END Or COMrILATICN ****** 113K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED 
LEVE~L 19 jbleE ?0 OE'fcc 5R:nRnAN 11 DAT9 7tstrCii 626S 
SOURCE. EBCDIC,NOL IST. NOCECK.LDAD, MAP, NOEDIT. ID, XREF 
.S. gone.URUTIN. SELECT 
C PURPOSE 
G SUBROUTINE PELECT IS !2E OLLC E O~ AhfTf PRlESENT 
C ON AN INPUT BINARY ORBA TAPE AND WRITE THIS PERIOD ON AN OUTPUT 
G------6-14M 1 0R8A TAPE TCC:TII4 -RnA-lV-E RTM 4TL-EREfD 
C CONTAINING THE START AND END TINES OF THE SELECTED PERIOD. 
C CALL SELECT 
C INPUT (THROUGH COMMON) 
C-44T-L-,---A 2U S ,OR1 t.fA---Go*N A----~A-O-8S# -T---zC4qp- ______ 
C OUTPUT(THROUGH COMMON) 
C MAJOS VARIADLES(IN ADDITION TO-ABOVE) 
-~~~ - N - EST-E--EN- YAR-4ONT41--A*YAtRGDY)-,FO T. PT--__________ 
C ESEC = REQUESTED ENC SECONDS OF CAY. 
0 I-O.T -, I IO- -GATE-S-4F- RE 4JEST-E--SART-YRMGlDY--48---BEN 
C FOUND. 
S-O T FOUND v"T-
C =I.FOUND AT LEAST ONCE. 
C IEHR = REQUESTED END HBS AND MIN(PEAD PROM PERIOD 
G SELGCT- C)e 
c LEN = REQUESTED END YRMODYCREAC FRCN PERIOD SELECT 
C IENREC = LAST ORB3A DATA RECORD ON DISK TO EE COPIED 
G ON-CMJTgvU--GRS3AT-TAE 
C IERR = ERROR INDICATOR REFLECTING UNUSUAL CONDITIONS 
-& CO JN E SD-C'DUN fl AN ~WU4-QRB3A--REfi0R~ 
C =0.NO UNUSUAL CONDITIONS. 
Go-1 i OF FILE 
C =4,PERMANENT READ ERROR.DATA RETURNED BUT ITS 
C VALIDITY IS-- IjES--T L -_ 
C IFILL = INDICATES IF LAST DATA ArCCRO ON INPUT ORBSA 
- TAPRf -m I___ CcAS_____I____ ITEMS­ _TA 
C O.RECORD NOT FILLED WITH 1I VALID DATA ITEMS. 
C-HRCnR r T1 1 it *Ity nfaT trtMS 
C IHR = REQUESTED START HRS AND MIN(READ FROM PERIOD 
c E6hE-GT--G-AflD 
* C INCRD7 = FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NO. FOR CARO READER(S). 
C IRECRD ------- CONTO8ADATA ECROlS-R-AD--5 0-04-SK 
C IST = REQUESTED START YRMODY(READ FROM PERIOD 
G E6LECT CARD). 
C ISTrEC = 1ST ORB3A DATA RECORD ON DISK TO BE COPIED 
ONTO aO'TPUT DPI]' TAtPE 
C IWoDn = FLAG .USED IN WSNEOF(AN ENTRY PT. TO SUBROUTINE 
C rT~ p_F fURAN PTpJ 
C I.WSNEOF WRITES ONE SENTINEL ITEM RECORD. 
G2 TN W ---­ F-F1 E ON 
C OUTPUT OR03A TAPE. 
GND---2O-FLOF WRITES ETIE TA.ANA 
C END-OF-FILE ON OUTPUT 0R83A TAPE. 
- C- Ievpn, -=llf I ,rrIII****l=pccrot~~t. 
L..T" 	 IDICATES IF R .UESTEDENID YRMO. HAS BCEEN 
C 	 FOUND.­
e 	 --v.1,-T F'-, i9;YET..
 
C 	 =1'.FOUND' AT -LEAST.ONCE -
NIJEi~No 	 IIICCATES IF-RtSUE5TEt E119 TfIE(&1WOD'?i AND SEE)
c 	 -HAS EEEN -FN ' 
C 	 -IFNOT
"OUND. 
6 RCiN '- A 256 WORD ARRAY.... IF ... AN.. . AT A 
C ' -RECORD,SEN-TINEL-ITEM ,RECORDCR SENTINEL RECORD. 
CREADI N(2) - YRNODY OF- 1S4T SATEfL=LIlTE 9ATP ITEMN-4 OPt3A 
C DATA:RECORDg -
-) - DAY OF YRPFC ST SATL IITE DATA ITEM 101 OP3A 
C DATA RECORD. 
e ZUADIN(t SECEPOC C GM' OAF 1ST SATELI=6TE DATA IT I N 
C ORB3A DATA RECORD.
 




-C REACINCZI4. - SECONDS OF DAY or L=AST SATELL;TE DATA ITEM IN 
C ORB3A DATA RECORD. 
e REASfINE 1) TYPE INDICATOR 6F NTH OP II SATELLITE DATA 
C ITEMS jNORB3A DATA RECORD.CHECKED FOR 99999999 
TSf rwrDTA _C RECORD ON INPUT BRB5A TAPE 
C - HASt.:I-1;,JALID DATA ITEMS. 
GEDNLOD SECONDS ef _AY Or LAST VALID DATA ITEM IN LAST 
C - 4D:ARECORD ON INPUT OR3A TAPE. 
CRCADWCLV RMDYJ O ATVAZ AA IN LST DATA.;:t ITE:M 
C RECCRD ON INPUT ORBSA TAPE.-
C, ST -ES- - STARTE CECONDS OF DAY. 
CS =.REQUESTED START YRMODY.FLOAT. PT.
 
G TITLE(4) - SATELLITE DATA. START TIPE YRPODY - "
 
C' ,TITLE(S) = SATELLITE DATA START TIME CAY OF YR.
 
flTEUr -:= SATEL ITE:sz tA;A r Tpn T INE SE-CnNDS. OF Div 
C - (=TITLE.) SATELLITE DATA-END TIME YRPOCY, 
C~-ILEe)-SATE6LLTE DATA END TIME DAWCF YR-
C 'TITLE(S) " - SATELLITE DATA END TIME SECONDS OF DAY,. 
C IBM'FEDERAL SYSTE'MS DIVISION,GAIHERSBURG;MARYLAND.tORBITAL 
e BDETERMENATIeNt: UTILITY PROCRAMS. "COlT-RACT: P44S 9 IOOZJIMARC 1 ---
C .	 (TELOR2 PROGRAM SECTION)
 
-~C 	 PETIECD 
C OACKSPACING AND/OR REWINDING A 7-TRACK BINARY INPUT ORB3A TAPE 
CGCt0 LLWD~E THE= FO9RTRAN-LIRAR-Y -UGN 	 IPR-IA-PG9SE 

C SUBROUTINEDBFOR,.WHICH IS REQUIRED FOR READING THIS INPUT TAPE 
eWIT?? THlE -EIECCSUllCCC URGWUTNE RWTAPA).SINCE5-91-6 F 
C THE CAPABILITY IS DESIRED iN SUBROUTINE SELECT :FOR BACKSPACING-
C ON AN INPUT OR83A TAPESUBRUTINE SELECT COPIES ONTO A SCRATCH 
c DIS.K T44E lNPUT ORB. .^ DATA.REGTINEL 
C 	 RECORD OR THROUGH THE SENTINEL ITEM RECORD WHICHEVER THE CASE
 
MAY.R. (THE ........ T G L. RE. D INT THE
.A 	 E ECOR....... EE.......... 

C. TITLE ARRAY BY MAIN AND TITLE IS AVAILABLE TO SELECT WHEN 
G NEEDD .. THE DIS.K IS REWOUND AND THr -Q-UESTDERPOD .. AN 
C END TIMES ARE READ FROM THE SELECT PERIOD INPUT CARC.DATA 
4 ~RECODS ARE REAK; PRO) THE DISKtCOUNTED EXAMINEDCAND ~HEN THE4 
C REQUESTED START TIME IS PCUND THE NO. OF THE RECORD CONTAINING 
C-27
 
C SATELLITE DATA ITEM2ON THIS RECORD IS STORED IN THE SATELLITE 
G OATA 6TART TIME POSITIOMS 1? THt: TIT~LE ApAy rEAmING rIoM THE 
C 
 DISK RESUMES ANO,UPOt FINDING ThE REQUESTED EhD TIMETHE NO. OF
 
THE RECORD ISermpSX -N- Y1AIW YTr-rUrnOFcMcTHE 
C 
 LAST SATELLITE DATA ITEM EN THIS RECORD IS STORED IN THE
I T flT tor u fl1tltcp Tn TntT a ADCAV *u nftv Ye._ 
C 
 RECUND AND TIE TITLE ARRAY(CORRESPONDS TO A REVISED TITLE 
SRECORD CONT' IN 
 TH:- P-'I STORT'NDT
 
C 
 DATA) IS WRITTEN AS THE TITLE RtCORD-ON THE OUTPUT ORE3A TAPE.
 
C OUTPUT ORB3A TAPE FOR-THOSE RECORDS ON THE DISK HAVING THE
 
TYPE RECORDS ARt PREPARED AND THSE RECORDS ALONG WITH AN 
-"REOUI jt "l npr ll2 AlAO T-. 

C REQUIRED SUBPROGRAMS - - .
 
C RTAPE4.WSNECF,WTAPE4(ALL 3 4RE ENTRY.POINTS TO RWTAP4).
-- F '1 -SUBPCPM 
- C. THE FORTRAN -EASIC SUI PL-IEO-ATHEMATICAL-FUNCTIObCFLOAT 
r L N"I CE AND WSr"L S 




* C. -- ACOMPUTrR SCIENCES CORPORATION 
C- PREPARED FOR 
c CCSC CE 
C -NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
--- C------ OGEE-M8Ei-T*RA-AO 
C * CONTRACT NUMBER AND COMPLETION DATE 
C COMPLETED ON 7 MAY 1971
 
C
C **START PROGRAM44************************* 
ISN 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*'B(A--.0-UW-Z) 
-I-SN ~~ PFRIOr itf6 
1 ISET
 
ISN 0006 DATA INCRD AJSYCUT S 6. 14 ,'rDISK 6. 




C COPY INPUT ORS3A CATAfRECORDS(NOT-TITLFE RECORD) ON SCRATCH DISK
 
- ~ C- ~ TIRUHEPTSEW4C~ N~l~ ~ ECOED 
ISM 0007 5 CALL RTAPE4(READIN.IERR) 
 "
 
ISN 0009 700 IF(READIK(l).EO.XNINES) GO TO:6'"
 





ISN 00i4 ISTREC=Of--N 00i5 " NF"EE- " 
[SN 0016 IRECRD=O 
-I--ILL 11 
Ism 0018 "IDATE=' ­
-E-SM--O-G+-I LEA fE-a 
ISN 0020 I*0R= " 
C 
 READ REQUESTED PERI-OD'-START AND END TZiME--
C COMPUTE REQUESTED START AND END SECONDS. , "­
--- I-SN-t-3 .F~*Tt £ 
[S 024T-FLOQATC IS T)ISN 0024 EN=FLCAT(IEN 
 


















ISN 0033 WRITE(JSYOUT.2000) ISTSSEC.IEN.ESEC
 
S C SEARCh FOR ACTUAL START TIME, "
 
C CAC A STA R=CCC . ,r-nC;. zcnxrci:l cIz¢. 
ISN 0035 READ(IDfISK) REACIN
 
C - IF THIS RECORD IS A SENTINEL TYPE RECORD,PRINT ERROR MESSAGE 
6, TATING PECUCOTED S R=T TItlE IS NQot ON INP~UT arwOA(GCO T 1i---
ISN 0037 n704 IF(READIN(1).EO.XNINES] GO TO 15 " I ".: 
e IF ':RMIOY OF 1ST CAT.'. TTEM 1ff THIS RECORD EQUAL- EUSE TR 
C YRMODY.GO TO 20. 
C IF REQUESTED START YRMODY HAS BEEN FOUND IN PREVICUS RECORD.
 
G DACI(SPACE--TO CZCWNIPC OF PREVIEWS PECDRD(CQ TO 26) 
ION 0041 708 IFCIOfATE.EQ.I) GO TO 25'
 
i4sN 0 43 710 GO TO 10
 
ISN 0044, 15 WRITE(JSNOUT,2010)
 
-- 7 999-C,-GeT 

IEN 00.46, 20 CONTINUE
 




C F --- -F-DA -9 16T DATA TTEP' lYE Ti6PC~ P RSS Th.Ar
 
C REQUESTED START SECONDSREAD ANOTHER.PECERD(GO TO 10).
 
-I-S -40 ----- -- 722 IF(READIN'4) 6.T, S$EC) CO TGV1O
 
- -C IF-SEC OF DAY 
OF- IST DATA ITEP IN THIS RECORDtARE GREATER THAN 
- - G - REQU4ECTECQ-ESTfTFC FTI RECORD IS THE9 !ST INPUT DATA 
C RECORD(GO TO 24). 
I-N 0333 724 G TO 24I"F.(EAtIr)f'T CEC) CO 
C IF HERE.READIN(4) ="SSEC. 
yTfAL-UE eF RrGGO CCUtTrA Ta BE USEID AS 16T RECORD TO BE 
C WRITTEN(COPLED) ON UTPUfT tRE3A. 
.... CZZ ICTRC IROCR 









006- 7BCC =5TC 

C IF THIS RECORD IS THE IST INPUT DATA RECORD.PRINT ERROR MESSAGE
 
ISN 005? 24 IF(IRCPD.EO.I) GO TO 15 
C BACKSPACE TO BEGINNING OF PREVIOUS RECORD.
 
16: 00-O AC.K.FACE IDISY.
 
ISN 	O0El BACKSPACE IDISK
 
C STORE-VAIUE CF ECT
 
C 
 BE WRITTEN(COPIED) ON OUTPUT ORE3A. 
I -4RCRSGflD 1 
C 
 NOW RE-READ PREVIOUS RECORD TO OBTAIN ACTUAL START TIME.
 
is 63 -R9A9(ll K) fAlIN
 




---- S N-O4.-Tl-TLE CS -READ tr:(3)
 
ISK 0066 TITLE 6)=READIN4) 
- G READ 1 RXCGflD TE rfPRER PasZTTDF DisK :Fe crsnnut; zr ROCGflO 
C WHICH HAS NOT YET BEEN READ FROM DISK. 
1 N 0C-7 - READ EDI;() REASIN 
ISN 0068 30 CCNTINUE 
C READ A DATA RECORD'FROM SCRATCH DISK. 
1 SN OE? rEAD44DICK) AEADIM 
ISN 0070 IRECRD=IRECRC+1 
r IF TIISZ fElCCD - ASENTINEL TYPE REGCRD,DA SPACC TG BEGICNINGC 
C OF PREVIOUS RECORD(GO TO 35). 
-4-SN-CO 7- ----------4F .) XtN COT7 SDN-4E-.; 

C IF 'YPMODY.OF iST DATA ITEM IN THIS RECORD EQUALS REQUESTED END
 






*C--- SAC:CCACE TO r-0 J* !cOfl1I- C~ 
ISN 0076 3E BACKSPACE IDISK
 
ISN 0077 -1-rhjIDS 
C STORE VALUE OF RECORD COUNTER MINUS 1 TO BE USED AS LAST RECORD TO 
ISN 007e . - IENEC=IRECRD-1
 
-- C -- SEECHF-Ol-CU--lD ' IME-





------G --- RE 	 F ST L . DT -
C WILL NOT HAVE TC ZE CIANGED.
 
--- SN-0-0-7---R EAt--I 0--RE An -
C CHECK TO SEE, IF THIS FINAL DATA RECORD HAS 11 VALID DATA ITEMS. 
-----r-S N--O8a - -or-4 3----.L 1 I 2 I 
ISN 0081 742 IF(READIN(I) *EO. XNINES) GO TO 44
 
-- ~SN,~,-C E- --- Ai3- C-GNT--INUE
 
C IF HERETMIS RECORD HAS ELEVEN VALID DATA ITEMS.
 






-I-S-.0--C - 7€4 I."uAD-tz{-2-)-- .t. riEN) '-"2 
C -IF SEC OF DAY OF LAST ATA ITEM IN THIS FINAL DATA RECORD ARE 
S""-"OREATER THAI!tR-OUALt-TB REU5TEV_-E'f-Se .iE L--
C 
 PREOARE TO GENERATE OUTPUT CRE3A(GO TO 60).
 
ISN ,00 - 45 CONTINUE 
C F 'rr~fE'1QTDEN IM I P,?TD lXLAS-4-E-tNPU ---




ISN 0090 NCEND=-' ­
0 DISK AND rP o -

TEN 0091 '760 GC TO 60
 
---- '- C -IF flEOIESTEC 4WDY IND PRVCU-_ECOGE4
 
C DISK AND PREPARE TO GENERATE OUTPUT ORB3ACGQ T,0'6Ot.
 
-42 -(LT:ATE. PM TCF O 
IEN 0094 760 GG TO 45

" 
- -S N--OO-0t-A--------- CI;T IrUE 
C IF HEREsTHIS RECORD DOES'NOT HAVE ELEVEN VALID DATA 'ITEMS.
 
---* NW-On 9- - I-'-L- - e -, 
C FIND LOCATION CFYRMDY 'OFLAST VALID DATA ITEM.­
--I'N-O 7---- L-R------ 21.:
 
C FIND LOCATION OF SECONDS OF DAY OF 'LAST VALID CATA ITEM. 
--- I'S N-00- - -b O-'0-2-tS3 
C IF YRMODY OF LAST VALID DATA ITEM IN THIS -FINAL DATA RECORD IS NOT 
CCUR-OSEoUeSE---ENC'?Rn.ztY.GC TO 2 
IEN 0099 7E2 IF(READIN(LYRRDY) NE. EN) CC TO 42 
e IF .ER.VR -t", Er LAST VALID DATA ITE 1 - REQUZTZV END ",MO - -
C IF SEC OF DAY OF LAST VALID DATA 'ITEM IN THIS FINAL DATA RECORD 
-- c----d ARElGRATERl .444-eR'-EpUAL -T-E-rESET ENtOr~~srr~-~4-~-
C PREPARE TO GENERATE OUTPUT OUR3A(GO TO 60). 
C IF HERE.SECONDS OF DAY OF LAST VALID DATA ITEM eLT. REQUESTED
 
C @.0ZECCNOS. 
TEN 0103 '770 GO TO 45 " ' ' 
--- SN--0-04- -- 48-'CNT - UE 
C IF RECUESTED END YRYODYHAS BEEN FOUND IN PREVICUS RECORD. 
-------- C _rp~iusAet*SPAC-e-l--SEc4NuN EORCOTOS, 
ISN 0105 772 IF(LCATE *EQ. 1) GOTO 51 '-"' 
... O Ir :IIEc. I-O-AT+E-.-NE-.-i .J:III IIEAII TILE P.EOUEZTC O Y.VtMEY-4--NG-
C YET BEEN FOUND. 
TIErrrr1~fE-D4CTI-R--REC FrD LATIL- SIK.rno M ? 





C 'BACKSPACE TO BEGINNING OF PREVICUS RECORD. - -
IEN 0110 BACKSPACE IDI-SK
 
- ' ------ RL E---PR EV -- S--- Jie~I-
ISN 0111 REAC(IDISK) READIN
 
C ' REQUESTED END YRMODYTHIS PREVICUS RECORD COhTAINS ACTUAL 
G E10 TIITEf2O TGE 2)1 
ISN 0112 - 7e2 IF(READIN(212) .NE. EN) GO TO 52 
I S atY--F--A---A - :---ARS-4;P-E CF A4 E Nfl,HA--
C ECUAL TO REQUESTED.,END' SECONDS;THIS PREVIOUS RECORD CONTAINS 
TEN OllA 764 IF(READIN(214) .GE. ESEC) GC TO 52 
C-31
 
I F HiERE NEXT RECORD -FTERfllHI PREVIOUJS PEC~'D IS TI-s E SD-nECORD. 
ISN 0116 790 GO TO 54
 
is 01 	 4 - ZCNTI'WE
 
C 	 SET LDATE=1 TO INDICATE REQUESTED END YRMODY HAS BEEN FOUND.
 
C 
 IF SEC OF DAY OF 1ST DATA ITEM IN THIS RECORD ARE LESS THAN
 
G RIEQUESTED END CECGtIOEJ2EAD ANETHEIfEOOC TO 3 - -

IEN 0119 792-IF(READIN(4) *LT. ESEC) GO TO 30
 
G IF HEUXRRERRDIN(1 CS REO JESTfsO 57N0 ESCOpms mF DA'
 
C 
 IF SEC OF DAY OF 1ST DATA ITEM IN THIS RECORD ARE EQUAL To
RE-OUES $-EDtCNSTHtPCP 	 O"N A.7UAL flHt 
C 
 TIME(GO TO 53).
 
TEN Qi2:i2 tEDlf~C S)C C5
 
C 
 IFHERE.READIN(4)..GT. REQUESTED-END SECONDS OF DAY.
 
G aCKSPGE TO BEhGINI~NG MF PRf"Itt't RECARD
 
ISN 0123 BACKSPACE IDISK
 
ISM 0eq S121tzcr r IEK
 
C 
 NOWRE-READ PREVIOUS RECORD.
 
C 	 IF SEC OF DAY OF LAST DATA ITEM IN THIS RECORD ARE LESS THAN 




ISN 0128 ' 	 E2 CONTINUE
 
C 	 STORE VALUE OF RECORD COUNTER 'MINUS I TO BE USED AS LAST RECORD TO 
e B ;HIITCINtZOrIED EN2 CUTPUT Oflt27 
ISN 0129 IENREC=IRECRD-1 
ZON 010 .0 CCGO49 S 
ISN 0131 	 e3 CCNTINUE 
a IF :IrafICN GNTA;jrC ND ;TMER-OR -CUA 

C STORE VALUE OF RECORD COUNTER TO BE USED AS LAST RECORD TO BE
 
GITT-........ ) .. C
OUTPUT 0R8tEA.
 
ISN 0132 IENREC IRECRD
 
I N 513 65 ZCNTINUE
 
C END SEARCH FOR ACTUAL END TIME.
 
J $ QD Ae-rnA. 	 =Hf *'*?IW Th} trt 




ISN 0136 TITLE(C)=READIN(214) 
SREW4PD 01IC4 AND PREPARE TO GENRATE-GUTPUT 0n53AA 
ISN 0137 810 GO TO 60 




ISM 0140 820 GO TO 53 
;sN 8141 6e CeNTNUE 
C REWIhD DISK AND PREPARE TO GENERATE OUTPUT ORE3A. 
.... - -1- F.... "Yf SKl 
C 	 WRITE TITLE RECORD ON OUTPUT ORE3A.
 
C SET SCRATCH DISK RECORD COUNTER TO ZERO.
 
I-N C i% IRECRD-0
 
ISN 0145 832 IF(ISTREC eNE. -1) GO TO 80
 





 READ A RECORD FRCN SCRATCH DISK.
 
C INCREMENT RECORD READ FREM SCRATCH DISK BY ONE.

-- 1-SN -O -1-------- -rrPE4-=D-IuFae R-,-1 
C 
 WRITE(COPY) THIS RECORD ON CUTPUT ORB3A.
 
-0-1SO--1 N - ---- 4 O-eAt----AP4R*D-N 
-
ISN 0151 e42 IF( IRECRO sEQ. IENREC) GO TO 1700'
 
---c------!r-H-f- ETCr AE-McRE R _3fl"z TC. COrIED.
-DC 

ISN 0153 550 GC TO 70
 









INCREMENT RECORD READ FRCM SCRATCH'DISK BY ONE. 
IC - CnDI 
IF(IRECRD+1 .EQ. ISTREC) GO TO 70 
-- . ZCEAT---I-PSK .cz c TC C 
COPYING TO OUTPUT OR83A. 
,,EAD UIT.TUT-









c l~R92 WILL-GAU-C WZ1:CF 73 WRIhTE 2 SENTIELt-REeCRS Cli 
C OUTPUT OREB3A.
 
ISN 0166 105 CENTINUE
 
I lfiE FrnAS1 DAALztWfTI DZ I--EVCN-VALID DATA 
C ITEMS. 
C CREATE A RECORD HAVING g9999999.DO IN EACH OF TFE FIRST 21 WORDS. 
-D-07 B ICe L=1.21 
ISN 0162 READIN(L)=XNINES 
IEN 0170 110 CGNTINVE 
c NetfET D S-4+l-EL-S--GN--CTflUT 0fl2A -
ISN 0171 880 CALL WSNEOF(READIhTITLE.IWCRO) 
I~i072 ERrrIGEflDcoE-jR-EEJCV9U:T 29pp) 
C WRITE ACTUAL START AND END TIME OF PERIOD OF DATA WRITTEN ON
 




ISN 0176 1000 FGRMAT(I6.IX.14,IX.16,IXI4)
 
iZSa zj7 2686CI~ 12rA ( 1169c.Sx 1OIIZTPT TIMS 9X SPIEND rinC,' 
I H 20X, 30HREQUESTED TIME PERIOD SELECTED,6X.4HDATE.2X 
3 IK ,20X. 22HFGR OUTPUT ORE3A TAPE.,13X.I6.'iX,F7.O.4X.
 




15N 0179 2020 ORNATtIHO,2OX. 64HREQUESTEG END TIME IS GhtATEA THAN LAST TIME ON
 
IN Ci1C 
I.tNPWt CnR8#A tArEr 
2 k .26X 4lMBUt OUtput O82A -TAPE WILL BE GENERATED ANYWAY. 
e1 
2030 PORMATc1g0O20X. 65MENTtR eREQUaSTeD TIME PERICD SELECTED EXISTS ON 
I INPUT 0R81A TAPEtA 




IH .20X. 27HACTUAL TIME PERIO SELECTtD.9X,4HDATE.2X, 
IhSCCCFDQ .2 IwAW.p2X( I04SEC OF AV 
-"IH .206. 22HFR OUTPUT ORS3A TAPE*,12X.FS*O,PT*O.3X* 
ISN ota 2060 FCRMAT(IHO.20X. 4SHNORIAL TERMINATION OF SELECT TIME PERIOD OPTION 
15N 0182 99 RETURN , 
C-34
 
4t**4' C R T Rk A N CRC-- -- f-E--ER N-C-- -- L-- -T- N#** AE0-
SYM6CL INTF.NAL STAFNFNT NUWEERS----- -. -
I 0080 oOR CC97 CC98 
L 0167 0l66 . .-. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . 
EN 0024 0072- CC84 CC99 0112 
ST 00 23 00 93 . ... . .. . . .... . ... . . .. . ... . ... . .. . . . . . . ........ .. .. ..-.. . . 
IEK 0022 0024 0033 
IHR 0022 002S 0026 .... .. . . . . .-. .-. ..-. .. .. . . . ..-----­
1ST 0022 0023 0032 
JHR 0025 006 -002S-........ 
LHR 0027 CCE 0031 
ESEC 0032 0032 c0se--010l--0-- -- 0l0--0--2--0-12 
IEFR 0022 0027 0028
 
TEPR 0007 - . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
 
ISEC OC29 C03C 0031 0032 
- ISE- --- 0004 . .... .. . . . 
JMIN 0026 0025 
LMIN - 0028 031 
LSOD OC98 0101 
558c 0C30 003 -0048---0050--__ 
FLOAT 0023 C02A 0030 0032 
-- IOATE- -- 0018 -004-1---C-04-7.-.---- .. ... 
IISK 0006 0008 0013 0035 0060 0061 0063 0067 0069 0076 0077 0079 0109 0110 0111 0123 0124 .0125 0139 
IFILL 0017 CCqd 0162 
* INCRO - 000 -002-2-" 
ISAVE 0004 
---I"CRO-- 0020- 0 1-64-°O-1-
LOATE 0019 Ccs 0105 0118 
TITLE 0004 0052 0054 0055 0064 0065 0066 0134. 0135 0136 0143 0161 0171 0174 0174 0174 0174 
--- l-ENR-EC--- -OC-7-6---0 2--OI 1-­00 15- ---

IRECRD 0016 0036 0036 0052 0057 0062 0070 0070 0078 0129 0132 0144 0149 0149 0151 0156 0156 0157
 
----STR SC 0014 -005---06--0 45-0-I-l5------
-- it_____ 
JSYOUT 0006 0023 0044 C089 0172 0174 0175 
-- LYRMDY--0097, O055 -
PERIOD 0004 
- READ IN 0004 
0073 0079 0081 0084 0086 0000 0101 0111 0112 0114 0119 0121 0125 0126 0134 0135 0136 0139 01B 
....... 01 O---0 - - -- -- .. .. . . 
RTAPE4 0007 
- S3CL ET---0002 
WSNEOF 0171 
-- WTAPE4-- 0143- 0150 -.......-........ .. 
XNINES 0005 0009 0037 OC71 0081 0161 0168 






































0128 0112 0114 
- -0-3i -----­ 1 
0138 0116 0126 
GSE302 C 
0141 ace6 CCO1 
7.0 -4--7 0-1-6a--o 87 




0092 0101 0137 













































LABEL CFF INEC-"-R-I RFENCES-­
794 C121 





















S99 0183 C-C65 
1000 0176 C022 
2000 C-77 - o0 - - ­
2010 C17E c044 
- 2020 .- 01-79 ------ OOE9­
2C30 C180 C172 


















































NAME TAG TYPE ADD.' 
C SROB0042 
JHR SF 1*4 0003DO 
[--tEfR--SA -----I-*4--0-a~-































ISAVE C 1*4 N.R. IORD SPA 
TITLE SFA G R*P-- OoonGO -1-SCUM- F 
ISTREC S 1*4 000414 JSYOUT F 
FEADIN sF-A---c----R 8---o-o0"00-----------*ApE4-SF 










































-- t-ABEt-ADR -AflL AR t- L 
-5----0-0 -54G--- 700 -07-8-N 70-2----44A ----- 00000­
'706 OOO7BE 708 00070010 000784 704 0007AC NR 
723 Oc7r" NR -e---0-07E-­
.....-- 7-10----5-0-- - - -0.---- -7 
NR 24 000854
722 O0OOC6 NP 724 000818 730 00084E 
,3--.080C 732 0.-0404-NR 34.0G-tA25--0 0 C862--
742 000978 43 000992740 000928 35 00092E 
­
..-...--- 744- -- 0 QAB---- ---- -A '5-0-G-G- 7-60- 00 0 9E-&8 -N R ­
44 00OA02 762 00OA2A NR42 O009EE 760 0009FC A 772-- 0A64--NR 
--. 764---0-"44 77-G---04 0A5E 48 O'C.61 
782 OOGAAC NR 784 O0OABE
780 0OCA72 .51 00OA78 
OAD 702 0--A --NP 7$% eOCAf(-­
-.--- 7-90 -OOAD-0 A 
800 000856 NR 53 OOOBSC796 000838 NR 52 00084A 
i 51 3008 86 2-O,--OA-4-NR­55 -00 0864- ---- 1-0---0-40-880-N 
830 OOOBB8 NR 832 O0OECr NR 70 OO0BDC 
00C -40l 050 
60 O00BAA 

F12P -- 01 
852 COCC50 NR 860 000C62 100 000C68 862 000C74 NR 
0
- I-a8- - -AC------ 0--000-2--­
-40--e40-O-GC04-t4W1--
.... 8-70---O0CC-SA -N-R ... 0-0C49
 
999 00OD3C
880 OOCCC2 Np 
= O

*OPTIONS IN aFFECTs NANE= MAINOPT=00,LINECN.T=58SIZE 000K, 
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SOURE,EBCOIC,NOLIST,NODECK,LOAD,MAP.NOEDIT,ID.XREF
 
*PROGRAM SIZE 3426*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 183 
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
 
97K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED

***** END OF COMrILATICN *s* 
Is!: 
- -~ 
zGrrIFR---G ---- N A4 E -MA, . . pT -OO.-I t.v.lT-jp.I E -COCOI< -
SOURCE, BECD I C NtJL IST. NODECK .LOAD.MAP,NOEDIT. ID. XREF 
z002SUBnOJTRII:. UJHLCT 
C PUiPCSE 
~ 5-uU44-ESU-NbC6 CLT 2:~ AELT T Tt PA 




TIWES OF OCCURRENCE OF 
GALL - O- EC 
CALL SUNLGT 
THESE SUNLIGHT ENTRANCE/EXIT DATA ITEMS. 
C IKPUT(CTHROUGH CCMNCN) 
C OUTPUT(THROUGH CCMON) 
'C MAJOR VARIABLES 
C INMIN = SUNLIGHT ENTRANCE MINUTE OF HOUR 












- SUNLIGHT ENTRANCE DAY OF YEAR 
-SUNL-I- H .. X-Tc .F.-.l y 
= SUNLICHT EXIT MINUTE OF HOUR' 
SUNL--4 HT T-4 0 
SUNLIGHT EXIT SECOND OF MINUTE 
EAI E!- OT'! -D. 












USED TO CHECK POR PRESENCE OF SENTINEL ITEMEC-OORO SEN-ZINtEL. COnR. 
DATA ITEM TYPE INDICATOR OF KTI- OF ELEVEN' 
_,_ 
'-C =IREGULAR SATELLITE DATA ITEM. 





-5.SOJUTH POINT DATA ITEM.
=6-SU I&l.Q,4L--at AAN --DAxA--.ZEM4.. 




REFERENCEDMC,- D6RA L--S-S E 4 SO4.IV-4S-VtII'.A1H URGLRYL AN&.AL InTA 
DETERMINATION UTILITY PRDGRAMS,"'CONTRACT'NAS 5-10022.MARCH 19?0 
C METHOD 
C SUNLIGHT ENTRANCE OR EXIT DATA ITEM BY EXAMINING THE 'TYPE 
C IN THE RECORD(READI(I-2-O).I121.231.21).WHEN THE FIRST WORD OF A 
C ENTRANCE(OR EXIT) ITEM HAS BEEN POUND.THE PASS NO.,YEAR-MCNTH­
-C---- --- DA PYO VA AD4IM(Sb-T-CN&TST-IL.-MIN.EAO-TE..-
C ENTRANCE AND/CR EXIT ARE PRINTED AS THE BCO OUTPUT OF THE 




 SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRA4S "
 




CT~lC r-OTl rJ CAZIZ ZUPP-*e4T4sA-~r-FW6T4r-.rL T 
C 
 LANGUAGE AND SYSTEM
 













C GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
 




C NAS -11790.TASK 72.SUBTASK H 
p:-1-E--N-7--A ft -7--
C 
C S*TART ?PRoAM 1 ............. 44 t* *~ *tt ** 4'4' 
C 
15NS -013St~P--I ~.A .. 
ISM 0004 DIMEhSICK FEADIN(256)
 
ISM 0006 DATA JSYOUT 6 /
 
E TC rAEILI1TATE TI E USE CF DEBUGGING TOCLZS.ALL 4GC TO* AriD tCAl=[t 
•C STATEMENTS WHICH WERE NOT REFERENCED INITIALLY IAVE BEEN ASSIGNED
 
G TATer 8r-3900DL?99L INCLUSIVE. 
C THE *RETURN* STATEYENT(NOT REFERENCED INITIALLY) HAS BEEN ASSIGNED 
C TI E LABEL $009 
C -









-- t---e4--S-E 6NS--lWSILZ r2FoflT
 
ISM 0010 8 WRIIE(JSYOUT,2000)

+-E5*-O O-1 - I-C-GLNT C 
ISN 001 2 C WRITE(JSYOUT-.201C)
 
;SN 0013. 10 CALL RTAPE4(REACIN.IERR)
 
eIF TiltS fiCCOFO IS A Z:ITINEL TYPE.EXIT READ LOCF(CS TOG 6O0)
 
ISM 0014 700 IF(REAOIN(I).EQ.XNINES) GO TO 600
 
---- C-- -- SE IFCT C3-e--e44iNS- J E rfCOR EltIT ITEMS
 
ISN 0016 DC 100, 1=21.231.21 '
 
C 7;), AN ENTRANCE(OR EXIT) HAS BEEN FOUND.PROCESS DATA PERTAINING 
r TG EhTIFAI-CEtOe EXIT) ITSI'.,C TOG 20C(tP 200). 
ISM 0017 702 IF(READIN(I-20)sEO. 6.DO1 GC TO 200 
--F-SN--001------7-4--FEREADIr (I 20) E 7.01 C TO 0 
TEN 00a1 100 CCNTINUE 
ISN 0022 7Ce GC 10 10 
C-41
 













SET IFST=1 TO INDICATE AT LEAST I ENTRANCE HAS- EEEN FOUND ON TAPE. 
200 IFCT i 
INDICATES LATEST ENTRANCE FCUNDHAS NOT BEEN PRINTED YET." 
124 - -C" -
*** STORE ENTRANCE YEAR-ONTH-DAY. 
iNT-flSADIW!I 19---------­
*** STORE *ENTRANCE DAY',OF YEAR. "-
-. TI-P IN(I S) 
CCNVERT ENTRANCE TIME(SEC OF DAY) TOHROF 'AYcIINCOUlES ANY-
FRACTION) - - - -" 
DIFF=PEADIN(I-17)/3000. 
r *** TI1UIICAT& ENTACE TIME- '04-If OF nP~nr rATOf 









Ic .c.11 0 6 
-
DIFFI=FLOAT(INHR) 
COI'TEETIVQC9 PINUTI!C lACiC.Ur N RCIN 
DIFF2=(DIFF-DIFFI)*60. - -
Q tt4 TRUNCATE EN4flANCETO' -7UTtFAHWDPGr 'FRACTION). 
INMIN=DIFF2 
~ rC~IVIRT- ENTRANCE MIN~-h ."RHPA 9- WNFOHT'IH' ro 
DIFF1=FLOAT(INNIN) 
Cj c!rWrCT ENTRANCE SECOND OF ?IIW2TECINCLJDEZ ANY FRACTION). 
1 DIF2--(DIFF2-DIFFI)*60. 
­
*** TRUNCATE ENTRANC TIETpjCO IMT4;rvFCIN)_ 
INSEC=DIFF2 
S .-!tt ST..E ENTRANCE PAGE NO 
INDRB=READINCIV) - r '. I 
G B NCT PRINT ENTRANCE DATA YET READ NEXT INPUT rEcORtJ(LO JQz 
C FOR'AN 'EXIT ITEM).­
4rc io 












CCWV69T EXIT TTI'EtSr 
DIFF=PEADIh(I-I7)/3600. 




- cwjn~SYI:P P 
DIFFIPLOAT(IOHR) 





kI** TMlhlCATR PYYT vt1M 
IOMIN=DIFF 
Tn LMfljI' MM~ uptr.nnP4 9nhr 'rm% 
ISN 0045 "DIFFI=FLOATLIONIN) 
-
IEN 0046 DIFF=(OIFF-DIFF1)t6O 
- .-
ISN 0047 IbSEC=DIFF 






 IF 1ST ENTRANCE/EXIT 'FOUND ON TAPE IS AN EXIT,PRINT THIS EXIT DATA 
ITH P .. T EXIT .NLY ZTAT1;TC0 TO0). 
ISN 0050 '712 IF (IFST.EQO.0) GO TO 400 
e IF: IiEC.PRfNT ETRAN:CE tATAiW4Ittf HAS BEEN: GTfEC .AloNG lITII 
C PRESENT EXIT DATA. 
1 	 IOUT1,I0HP. IOMIN.IOSEC
 
ISN 0053 	 IG=O 
-
G TEST 61?.9 COU!TEP TG SEE !F CUt6!LIII FDPORT PAGE IC FrLED 
ISN 0054 720 	GO TO 502
 





1S, GORE 100 WPITS( ISVGU:t20 O) IVOC2.In"T -ZTOfIOQR1CMfl'p2E
 
C 
 IF SUNLIGHT REPORT PAGE IS FILLED.PRINT CO-UMN -FEADINGS
 
c .f 14EW u-ACE. 	 u3.ON 18J 
IN 0056 502 	IF (ICOUNT.GT.49) GO TC a
 
ISN 0058 720 CC TC 10
 
ZENTf:.ZL ...... or..i EECOUNTEPED..
I F JER,.A TYPE I B N 
C IF LATEST ENTRANCE FOUND HAS NOT BEEN PRINTED YETyPRINT ENTRANCE 
ISN 0059 600 IF(IG.EO.lI) WRITE(JSYOUT,2040) INOROINTINTIINHRIN4IN.INSEC 
IONOOC TTE jSYZUT.26501 
C IF NO ENTRANCES AND NO EXITS HAVE BEEN FOUND CN INPUT TAPE.PRINT 
e AFFROCI-RATE Si-or. EFF MESSAGE. 
ISN 4062 	 IF(IFST.E0.O .AND. IEXIT.EQ.O) WRITE(JSYOUT.2060)
 
.. ..... ......FORMAT EH .24........UN;Ir..T TR.. CE.3 .. Iu..lT EXIT)
 
ISN 0065 2010 	FORMAT(1H .IOX.8HPASS NO.,4X.EH DATE .SX,gHDAY CF YR.6X,2HHR.1X.
 
2 2HHR.IX.3HMIN.1X.3HSEC) 
MEN2 OOZE 2G20 frfl!'ATCI 64XIS.I7X 16 .8X 1239A 12.2X I&.2X,12) 
ISN 0067 2030 	FORMATCIH .IOXI5,7X.I6.8X.I3.gX,12.2X.I2,2X.I2.6X,1S.7X.16,8XI3.
 
1 X .I.2X.12 .2X. 	 123 
ISN 0C68 2040 	FCRMATCIH slOX.IS,7X.16.SX.I3.gX.12,2X,12,2X.I2)
 
9ES1: O669 2050 	FGflIIATC(11 19OX. 46IHt@0lAL TGR INATIO! OF SCW!LICIIT flUPGflT OGPI4N4---
ISN 0070 2060 FCRMATCI1H 1OX. 66HHOWEVER.THERE ARE NO SUNLIGHI ENTRANCES/EXITS 0 
ir itru2203A APEA 

















0026 0027 0035 0038 0039- 0040 0048 
IERR 0013 
TNR 0028 002S 0052 0059 
ICHR 0041 0042 
-1-C-tT----O#O--00 
DIFF1 0029, 0030 
-GF2---O3 01 











0043 0045_ 0046 
INIIN 0031 0022 0052" CC59 





















-- L-ABEL- -OEP4--EFeReNJCZ 
­
8 0010 0OE6 
- to- 01tS - 00030 
100 0021 0016 
--- 00------ a17 
300 0037 0019 
502 00.6 0054 
--- --- 5 ------ 31 4 
700 0014 





--- 7-1-2------- 00D 0 
720 0054 



















CU?4LCT / SIZE OFFPCAIOIfiIXDGILGmSAS00 























TOfk~Rf li-I 000*4a4a8T----OUT Sr 1- 000290 R'8~f 0"'D 
IEXIT S 1*4 000294 INMIN SPA 1*4 000298 INORD SF 1*4 00029C INSEC SF 1*4 O02A 
-4-G.=4N-SFA Iti OCOO0A tOOUNT SF 14 O0e-----sYUT F I4 00-0-2 RD FR-I0UT00--Sf2B 
IBCOM= F XP 144 000000 ICOUNT SF 1*4 000284 JSYDUT F 1*4 000288 READIN SPA R*8 0002E8 
R PrrEA SF Xr fltf 0000 4U45W4I4*-S--- 00208------X~Exl8-02E0-­





-­ 59 -0-1 GS-
-*GPT--GNS- I N-E FPE-C-T-* 
-IzABE-L--A00P----- -L-AEb---AODg 
(--- 04-1O-Ole01 -O-O--OO-096-NR----
100 000B8 706 QOOBEE 
_- ---- 3-0p 01f82 712 OOpFl12-Nfl 
502 OOOFE6 730 000FFl6 
- --
-NANE- M A-1NGfP-T-0 0rL4NSCC44-T5&S+Z4#0O 
G-- NL---- GDE4-r,6AO- 9MAP-rt4E-04T-.L0r .. RF 






-*STA!STC----G-CI- N-1 R-A*ThD------- GC-S-5N-
C) *#-N-F---F -­ 4I-N 4*--*-------­
LEVEL IC C .;96.r .C CZODCC rTTA, II 








 AN ABNORMAL RUN TERMINATION WHEN EEING GENESATEO.CERTAIN WORDS 
Q 1P EAGI. nzontO or TIUCS TYPlE OF OflS3A TAPE ARE CHECGKED--FOR -DATA 
C 
 ERRORS "AND EACH RECORD IS CHECKED FOR A READ ERROP.THE FIRST
 
C 
 OUTPUT BINARY ORE3A TAPE TO BE GENERATED WITH THE PERIOD OF DATA
 
C CHECK-FAtL RECCRD.THS OUTPUT TAPE HAS A REVISED TITLE RECORD 
I -m TA.-.ZTh"4 NE "M TZEO HESIATA -
C CALLING SEQUENCE
 
C THERE ARE NO ARGUMENTS IN TFE CALLING SEQUENCE.' 
{c-IbPU.44UR"GhI CG rrol 
C TITLE = A S56-WORD ARRAY COT AINIhG AN ORE3A TITLE RECORO. 
G OUTFI2T(TIIPCUCI tGGMro) 
C NONE. 
G MAJOF VARIADLEC(It 'ADD!TIDWTO ABQ1 l 
C IDISK - FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NO. FOR DISK(14). 
c TPRn ERROR !NDIAO RELET O 
C ENCOUNTERED IN READING AN INPUST ORe3A RECORD.' 
C _lh . u ..
 
C =I.END-OF-FILE. 
C PE~RNANT FAD EROR GTA-TW1S--U T 
C VALIDITY IS QUESTIONABLE. 
C iWORE - FLA4 USD i:ANEDF(NTR-Y P~lKt:-4G--SU8ROGUTINE 
C RWTAP4) PROCESSING FR BRANCHING,
 
C" T flY CAL Itr nSTIJ 




C END-OF-FILE ON OUTPUT ORESA TAPE. 
C READIN - A 256-WORD ARRAY CONTAINING AN CRB3A DATA RECORD
 
C READIN(1) = DATA ITEM TYPE INDICATOR OF 1ST SATELLITE DATA 
_ cffflIIl ITE Tl ti Aos. *lt. 
C FOLLOWING VALUES 
C -2,ASCENDING NODE CROSSING DATA ITEM.
 
C =4.DESCENDING NODE DATA ITEM.
 
-------- --- =55ufl'j on tNsr rATA_ r.FO 
C =6.SUNL.IGHT ENTRANCE DATA ITEM.
 
--------- 2__N FVT rAn TTFM. 
C READIN!3) = DAY OF YEAR OF IST SATELLITE CATA ITEM IN ORB3A
 
C READIN(4) = SECONDS OF CAY OF 1ST SATELLITE DATA ITEM IN ORB3A 




READ '-3) DAY BF* YEAR er LAST SATELLITFE DATA ITtl IN cnsat4 
C RECORD. 
READIN8ZIZ) SECONDS or SAY or LAST SATELIT=E OATN- ITEM fl! 
C 	 ORB3A RECORD.
 
e ,EA 8E"232 - 1ST WGo-l r.."- SP.IAL DATA ITEM IN ...... ...... n 
C 	 WHICH IS THE TYPE INDICATOR FOR THIS SPECIAL DATA
 
-	 .T...ILD=AEV LUE F- rH S 
C READIN(234) 3RD WORD OF SPECIAL DATA ITEM IN ORB3A RECORD 
NDICATES.I.. WHETHER SIR 11T AN AZCENDIZ roDE 
C 	 CROSSING DATA ITEM EXISTS IN -THE RECORD.SHOULD
 
C 	 RAVHE THE- 'ALUE OF 9P- OR B3E EQUAL TO A VAS "E 
C 	 B AND 190 PERCENT
ETWEEN 0 	 INCLUSIVE.
 
C TITLE(7) = SATELLITE DATA END TINE YEAR-MONTH-DAY. 
-SATELLITEG TI46tLE) PT:P 901' TI- DAY C9 4EAR: 
C TITLE(S)_ SATELLITE DATA END TIME SECONDS OF CAY. 
c XDATE - OCATION FRo KEEPING A fluwrflc COUNT '13 D.AY OF-
C OF 1ST SATELLITE DATA ITEM IN ,ORB3A ,RECORDS.-YEAR 

c EFEflENCE-
C I-SM 'FEDERAL SYSTEMS 0 I VItSIDON GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND." ORBITAL 
G DETERMI2ATIEtI UTILITY PROGRAMS,-CrGNITlACT NAS S 1002ZARlCH 1970-
C (TELOR3 PROGRAM SECTION) 
PETILED 
C BACKSPACING AND/OR REWINDING A 7-TRIACK BINARY INPUT ORB3A TAPE
 
GIS NOT ALL ED WH.EN USING THE SPECIAL PURPCE F
.. .ANLY
 
C SUEROUTINE.DBFOR.WHICH' IS REQUIRED FOR READING THIS INPUT TAPE
 
CSEE -SUECUTItC RWTAF4 1.SINCE- THE CAFADIL!TV IS B ED lIN 
C CHKREC"FOR BACKSPACING AND/.OR REWINDING THE INFORMATION 
e eehTAINE IN THE BATA R-coRnS ON AN INPUT GRBBA TAPE. CHKPE 
C COPIES ONTO A DISK THE INPUT ORB3A DATA RECCRCS(INCLUDING ANY 
C HAVING RlEAD EflflOCZ) UP TO T!HE END OFr FILEAN EOF is T!PiTTEN-ON--
C THE DISKTHE.DISK IS REWOUND.AND CHKREC ENTER5 .A LOOP WHICH DOES 
r THE FCLLWINC 
C -
X R FA.fEDCM TFE DISKZ,. ITO EREAD Af-\'......TF.S -
C FO6R A READ ERROR.AN E D-OF-FILE.AND PROPER DATA IN 5 KEY 
C. 	 2.IF ALL CF-THE TESTS ARE PASSED.CHKREC RETURNS TO THE 
e - DEzGtNlI! c Sr THiE LOOP AND ANOTIIER RFECRt. IS REAS FRBM THlE 
C. DISK INTO THE READI'N ARRAY.
 
6 5.IF AY THE TESTS I, rAILE.AN APPFEPIATE EReRl ESSACE
i , 	 .. 

C IS PRINTEC.A LOOP EXIT CCCURStAND THE FCLLOWING STEPS ARE
 
C P E D
 
C AsTHE NEXT TO -THE LAST RECORD BEFORE TI-E CHECK-FAIL RECORD
 
c - IS RPS RtI THE ISK INTO REAIDIN. 
C E.THE TIME OF OCCURRENCE OF THE LAST SATELLITE DATA ITEM 
c 114I REA91W i STOeREED IN TUE SATELLITE DATA ENE) TIME 
C 	 POSITIONS IN THE TITLE ARRAY.
 
-_G GTHE TITL9 .T.4RA NOO..Df 4AEIT 
C RECORD CONTAINING THE NEW END TIME OF THE SATELLITE DATA 
G AND IS WRITTEN AS TVF TITLE PEiCOP OF THE CO"TPUT flRO3A 
C 	 TAPE.
 
D.THE DISK IS flEWOUNC: AND A READ AMD COPY QEAI~Fn 
C DISK TO OUTPUT ORE3A) IS EXECUTED UNTIL THE TIME OF 
G GGOCURRENCE or THlE LAST SATFELLITE DATA ETEM IN A RECORD 
C COPIED CNTO THE OUTPUT ORB3A MATCHES THE SATELLITE DATA 
0-49
 
G - END TIM4E -tOMTAIt'ED IN THE OUTPUT £FBNk TITLERECRFlO 
C E.WSNEOF IS CALLED(ENTRY POINT TO SUBROUTINE RWTAP4) TO 
- r WflITC I ZCITINDL ITEM rrconD Q SENzT!ir:: RECCOPOZA AN! 
C END-OF-PILE CN THE OUTPUT ORB3A TAPE. 
G cpQNRrrrn ZS RETURNED TO C"RE' ANDi A &JESSAGE 12 fIM 
C 
 OUT STATING A NORMAL TERMINATION OF THE CHECK RECORD 










 LANGUAGE AND SYSTEM
 
C 
















C NAS 5-11790.TASK 72,SUBTASK H
 
Q CCM'LETED C 7 P.MAY TI7 
C 
-~~~- -- -- -C -~-----A -~-4-- ; . ,-*- *--TA L -Z-R 
-r-sr OOZE +GPE4CI O . F G-U ,-.----
YEN 0004 COMMON 7ITLE(256),READIN(S6) sPERIOD ,ISAVE(6) 
IsET 
SN 0005 DATA ICISK .JSYCUT / 14, 6 J
 
C STATEMENTS WHICH WERE NOT REFERENCED INITIALLY FAVE BEEN ASSIGNED
 
C THE *RETURN* STATENENT(NOT REFERENCED INITIALLY.) HAS BEEN ASSIGNED
 
C 
-C--------TARt ATBE FM 
C KEEPING A RUNNING COUNT OF DAY OF YEAR OF 1ST SATELLITE DATA ITEM 




ISH 0007 5 CALL RTAPE4(REACIN.IERP)
 
IEN 0008 7CO IFIERR.EO.I) GC TO 6
 
ISN 0011 7C2 GC TO 5
 
YEN 0012 6 CONTINUE
 
- -I-SN-Oa33--- ----.. t-SJ&&S 




REPAD- ANOEDZ DTA eC D FEOm DIsiq WTO:F fEACIN ARRAY, 
ISN 0015 "I RECAD(IDISK.ERR=E30.END540) READIN 
CR BATA IN THIS grcznr !AS £eZCC1CCTOFZT ITEM. 
C 






































1.D) 	 XDATE XOATL:i.
C IF DAY UF YR OF 1ST DATA ITEM IN THIS RECORD EQUALS 1ST DAY OF NEW 
6 - R1 ANID RUNN.ING.. .UT .UAL 65R SE.T P.NtING CCUNT..... To 1 
IF(READINC3) ,EO. 1.DO .AND. XDATE .EQ. 36S.O0 sOR. PEADIN(3) 
I EC 109 ArOn YXDATC .. ET. :S6.Do) xC)ATK-p 
C IF DAY CF YR OF 1ST DATA ITEM' IN THIS RECORD EQUALS RUNNING COUNT, 
C DA S F VP OF iT ITEPM HAS NOT INGREAED:_MORE ThAN I OVER-PflEVIOIS-
C VALUE 	AND CHECK NC.I HAS BEEN PASSED(GO TO 20).
 
C 
 PRINT 	APPROPRIATE ChECK-FAIL MESSAGE.
 
;; IT J:-VCUT, O00 )
 
C 
 PRINT 	OUT INPUT ORB3A CATA RECORD WHICH FAILEC A CHECK.
 
TI0 CC TC r-c-
C 	 IF SECONDS OF DAY OF 1ST SATELLITE DATA ITEM IN THIS RECORD ARE LT 
Bt-4-ef GEC 2. lAd CCCI] FAZZCD&(ZC TO 211.CZ~Z.CHEGCIM 

2b IF(READIN(4) .LT. 86400.DO *AND. READIN(4) GE. O.DO) GO TO 21
 
" 




P~iNT CUT IN~t ZFA AT eORs %lifH FAIL=Er A elECK. 
720 GO T0 5S5
 
IF 	 aRB %EZRB UP SPEIA LAATEM 11 THIt P.ECZFC -141UAL 
C A VALUE LE 100 PERCENT.CHECK NOo3A HAS BEEN PASSED(GO TO 
21iJMDDILr EQ. 99Z.DC ..CF 11A01Nf22) .LE i00~DO 
C PRINT APPROPRIATE CHECK-FAIL MESSAGE. 
C PRINT OUT INPUT ORB3A DATA RECORD WHICH FAILED A CHECK.
 
95O R lHAS 
22). 
O TO 22 
C 	 IF 3RD WORD OF SPECIAL DATA ITEM IN THIS RECORD GE ZERO.THIS 3RD
 
. ....UT - aeOUAL To ""A%-_ A AUDTZE:ERADt? 




22 IF(RADIN(234) .GE. OstO) GC TO 23
 
Al IT 	 tI E AErrorniATE HO 
WRITE(JSYOUT.2020) 
PP-IN4 9UT INPUT BRidjA OATA PEZCP~t WIEHTAILCC A GUeCK. 
740 GC TO 555 --
E I- -'.PE w24c-A-T--F-ST-SATEk61TE-9 ATA-Ile*---it'-THIS8--rGP-c HA 
C -. VALUEJ 'BETWEENI AND 7 INCLUSIVECCHECK NO.4 HAS SEEN PASSED 
E" 'O T:-24). 
­
23 	IF(READIN(1) LE. 7.DO ,AND. READIN(IT" G1T. O.O) GO TO 24 
...I.T ..... lC....... ...... FAIL M-Z3CZACZ. 
RITE(JS YOUT,2020)
 
-C---P-F--N5-0f- WuT OPOCA DATA REGOUD WHIGCI PAlLrs A CIIECIC
 
" 	 750 GC TO 555
 
C NO.5 HAS BEEN PASSED' AND NEXT INPUT 0RB3A DATA RECORD SHOULD BE 
r EYAINED(CO -C I). 
24 IF(READIN(232) .EQ. 99.00) GO TO I 




e---Pi-u CT NUT GS3A VDATA rEGZD !!HlIGH FAILEEG CNECK 





C F HSf E Rl' E .PCf J .^ fl CUflflj-




i:i 33g 7?0 TGE
75"  






 PCSITION DISK JO BEGINNI-NG OF NEXT TO LAST RECORD BEFORE EOF.
 
C 
 INPUT 	OR3A OATA RECORD WHICH FAILED A CHECK IS NOW PRINTED!
 
ISNQOo4- DC GO j=C,247.6-
ISN 0051 WRITE(JSYOUT.2080)(REtADIN(I.If=K.M) 
-­
---1-81.0DE 2- ----- 40 --CCNT-I-NUI E
 
C POSITION DISK TO-BEGiNNINS OF NEXT TO LAST RECORD BEFORE THE
 
I5 0O03 5CO -ACKSFACE IDISK --	 " 
*Sfr0O*5*6E4 . .l. .. E.r iisK -







C RECORD BEFORE CFECK-FAIL RECORD).
 
C 	 STORE END TIME OF LAST GOOD ORBZA RECORD IN'TtTLE ARRAY.
 
- - -I-SNv--OS7-- __--__ --4-----(-7)=eA-?--4'12)-
ISN 005 TITLE(8)=READIN(213)
 
C 	. WRITE OUTPUT ORE3A TITLE RECORD WHICH NCW CONTAINS NEW END TIME 
-_or£ATELL:TE CA-tA.. 
ISN 0060 7-0 CALL UTAPE4(TITLEI 
---- O--- ------ 0 IDiSK- R1. 

C READ AN CRB3A DATA RECORD FROM CISK.
 
C 	 CoPY THIS DATA RECORD ONTO CUTPUT ORD3A TAPE.
 
C IF END TIME OF" THIS DATA RECORD EOUALS DATA END TIME IN OUTPUT 
- - ------- 4kP4WGR2_A,-REGCDRGS-CQP-5-E--­---- QB3 I6ER~-GoNe-I-Q ET 
C ONTO OUTPUT GRESA TAPE(GO TO 100) 
1214).E0.TITLE( 9)) GO TO 100 "
 
C TAPE.PEAD ANOTHER ORB3A DATA RECORD FROM DISK.
 
-.---i-SN -006g.<-.-- ..:-&84OGC-.-1r -- o 
C LAST GOOD INPUT ORB3A DATA RECORD RAS BEEN COPIED ONTO OUTPUT 
5 ------- -- --- T--A E. NOW-PRN-T--R'4---RECCAD tJT. 
IN 0067 I0O WRI1E(JSYOUT,20SGJ 
IN GOes W=K+5
 
- ISN- 0070----- --- WTO--
ISN 0C71 150 CCNTINUE
 






ISN 0075- . . .- C-JS0UT-.J2 - -I F-,4. VI-	 . . .W9I-TE . 0OIT --.2 4 ULV ( = 	 . 




ISN 0077 DO 200 1=1.21
 
-SNOO-8---------pEE-fN*--i-99999929.*DG 
ISN 0079 2CO CCNTINUE 
c-------E-A--5-ThEL, n D CORD. 
ISN 0080 TITLEC1)=99999999.D0 
C - -- SdET--G; --- Sl-- S~e4-enT~&EPAOT-I MEC TWzAPU IL-L 
C WRITE I SENTINEL ITEM RECQRD.2 SENTINEL RECORS.AND AN EOF 
G e?- "eU:OU- DRS- A-T-APCe 
ISN 0081 IORD--
G-CALL - :6=.S -4GT I T-- E-CO-DS. 
ISN 0082 820 CALL %SNEOF(READINTITLE.IWCSC) 




107 HAVE A LEGAL VALUE./
 





Izr See5 F819 FSPIATUiiia,2e 7ZISr~eCV Or DAY Or 1ST DATA 1T5 IA 
1 NOT %ITHIN LEGAL LIMITS./
 
-~~ 	 lii .20X~. cCllSzEtDC z:EIZUD aE L=ESS ThAI :44-ANe G EAT R--T­
3HAN CS EQUAL TO ZERO.) 
IZ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ WA oOF fOAL= OATA, ITEM IN A DOES­~ 	 S&CrPMTlloEGIntn RECORD 
INET HAVE A LEGAL VALUE./ 
2 ti .ZOX. 79HB200 WORDZ:;CULS :3UAI= V9. OR k A YLC­
3EEN 0 AND 100 PERCENT INCLUSIVE.)
 
1NCT WITHIN LEGAL LIMITE./ 
- 5S 1:- . X 6iHTYPE IIDIC TCP SH - - - E-N---AN----­
30 7 INCLUSIVE.)
 
131: 	9333 2046 FRonAT: li0.:CNb 7OIT WOfC OF SZEIAL DATA l:HmM IN A REGGRPDGE05 
1NCT HAVE A LEGAL VALUE./ 
a ++-92OX. ODU5ST RODSIOULn ROUAL 99) 
IEN OCE9 2050 FCRMAT(IHO,2OX, 46HA READ ERROR HAS OCCURRED CN INPUT OR3A TAPE.) 
IS zoo 2 IliBZX. 701125:TINEL TYPE REGGOO ARE MISSING CN !NPQT O-9Dzas0 r6BFnAT( 
IA TAPE.END-OF-FILE ENCCUNTEREC.) 
i S1 0091 2G79 FGRIM(Hlfx 3@X HINPUT CPEOA CTIECI FAIL GAT! FECOPE) 
ISK 0092 2C60 FCRMAT(Ih ,QX,6DI5.8) 
:01:032FPIAT(jul.rx.ISILASTtA~A--ECOfl WRITTEN rN GUTPUT DPUJA-TAP E-)-­50  

IEN 0094 2100 ecRMAT(1H1.40X, 3OHOUTPUT OSE3A TAPE TITLE RECCRD)
 
icu 2005 2-110 FCTWA'(1110.114 I2IINOqMAl= TEPPT!TIt-2OF lE-4J--gGGRr--4..P-----





-G T R AI' G P P R q ~ E rF R CS to G E L I ~ttP.AC<--0l7-­
1 0051 0051 0051 C070 0070 0070 C075 0075 0075 0077 0078 
0Z 0C9 00551 0060 0069 0570 003007 a.--07 





-I D-1S K---O 05-0 0 I-C0--041-3- 1---01----' - 005----0-06---006-l 
ISAVE 0004 
-1 WOR---el---- o E 
TITLE 00, 00CC 0057 0058 0059 0060 0064 0064 0064 0075 0080 0082 
-XDATE-- 000.---&-t-.----.&1.---4-4.--0-1.8---00-----00--8---00 
CIKREC 0002 
-J SY0 U-7'--0 0 05--02-2--0 0 26-tO 30-0 -034-- 038--004-2-O0---4--O4-6--04---C- 1_0-_00.1 -07Po_3 
PERIOD 0004 
-READ-4- OD04-C2--I..f45-.f--lI--- An1 00024"' O 90 .009-2 0036.0436-0040-.005.1-- 056&-.fl.S­
0058 0050 0062 0063 0064 0064 0064 0070 0078 0082 
-R-T-AP E A-0-C47-- _ 
WSNEOF 0CE2
 






































































NAMEf TAG TYPE ADD. 
 NAME TAG TYPE ADD-'. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. 
- 1-SP-- - I 0CCE-4"fl 4'-G4OOS 41 9 ---- 00&S -.- -t----I--~F *1RSP 0OOS9C 
ISFT C 1*4 N.f. IDISK F 1*4 O005AO ISAVE C 1*4 N.R. IWORD SPA 1*4 O00SA4 
- T-ITLF- SPA -- R4 c-& -- -- X4-T- ----- *0SoFPc-c-HKP-. ; - -0608- ---- IBCO= P--XF--- -- 00 
JSYOLT F I* "000SA2 PFPI CD C R*8 N.R.. eEADIN SPA C R*8 000800 RTAPE4 SF XF R*8 000000
 
I SNECF Sr. F- P*8--C"I000------ -L,4-AE4- SF-".'-f*-O O0-.--
-- - -.-- ---- - -
NAME CF CCORCN BLCCK * * SIZE OF BLOCK 001024 IEXDECINAL BYTES 
VAR. NAMF TYPE REL. ADOR. 
 VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADOR. VAR, NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADODR. 
ISET 1*4 N.R 
--
-A--
-- L-A Et A tOP -AH EktL-- t-L----*eDR-- "-ILABEL--DOR---­
... .. - ") - ­ F--0006 )RI -70--- 6---0 -, -- - OO6F E---
I 
 00C71a 704 00070C 710 000804 NR 
 20 00080A 
1 -- 3- -C----- ":686--Z 3 
740 OcOSAC NR 23 000882 
 7O 000BE8 NA 24 0008EE
 
- -76-0--0 0-e-I.--NR Sao--- I-A 770 -0 
 C 9 -N- ------ 540--0409a-
­
780 00094C NR 555 000952 400 0009Ca 560 0009DB 
- -565-0-0C-9E4- NG0--OOOA6C--NR­7-O-OoA-3 N; 1
-(----OOA-O 
802 OOCA7A NR 810 O0OAC8 100 O0OACE 150 O00B3E
 
-20P4 N6--4G~r ?20F GOGE 
t4Sn d-T O---. 4 C-T -t-& -NS - ------F - - CU ----- - T- - tS N 0 E V L ,' t t SO -t 14T- - -X E L - -- - ­
-- * S-T-A-'T I-S-T-I C-S*--NC--D-I1-ACNC-S-I-C-S--GENBRAI-e D 
-- ***- EN D- -0 F--fl-N-F-I L 1-N---* ~ 1-O 4--5-Y-T--S--F-CORP--- NOT--USE D 






C PkrCISION FLOATING POINT TAPE WHICH IS ThE INPUT TO THE S/360
 
.... -...-.-- C- --... L-CP3-PROGQAM.-I-N- AGIT-IOt,,P4TAP.--S-CALL -- TO-'CRE TE AN OUTPUT
 




C CALLING SEOUENCa(NON-STANDARD ENTRY POINT "40.1)
 





----- ----- E y C TG- -G -F .......... .
............ . fBC0 OO A--2SS -E:D-N U JiE B G-EAr TNF--- .. .. . . ..
 
C INPUT CR8SA TAPE.
 
I =-E PRO P -S ............... .. 
C ENCOUNTERED IN READING AN INPUT ORE3A RECORD. 
- - - =----N --6NV-SUAL- GoN 4-I-h C 
... .. ---. .. . -- I NO-1 C4ATR--F LEC I-NC-UNU SU AL-GGNG I-T-IO .. -... -... 
C l.,END-C1F-ILE. 
C VALIDITY IS QUeSTIONABLE. 
C CALL WTAPE4(RECORD) 
C - PECCPD = A 256-WORO ARRAY USED TO STORE A TITLE RECORD OR A DATA 
R A - T A  





C.. N E . .--... .. 





C READY TO Be WRITTEN ON THE OUTPUT ORE3A TAPE.
 
-.. ........ - -. - R: R) - AR -A - - T - - INSL- E CORD-READY .. ..- ..
 
C TO BE WRITTEN ON THE OUTPUT ORBA TAPE. 
c -14CA G~-A-O-R N"HI*% 
C IWSNECF WRITES 1 SENTINEL ITEM RECORO,2 SENTINEL
 
~~~-TP------
2.WSNECF WRITES 2 SENTINEL RECORDS AND AN EN-OF-FILE 















C -.-- REF C)E C PEPEPENCES 
- : ' E O J J b T ' D J P R A R L N
 
. ...... .....-C-- -- -W L 4 .S.A =F'N ... ... 
C CONTRACT NAS .5-117-35.MOD3,REVISED I MAY 1970
 
-C r'ACI(AGE.*ZCT-fr II,PACCZ 2ZS,2ZS2 
-C-----ep# - ER-LCCG/-Aw--T RARN:. 'CA.D ZfAC PLC TC.....LZ.4Ar-C





--- c------Fe--E-eH-RcnzTB BE Q-CflMT2 TRlACK CINARY~ INPUT GR13ZA
 
C TAPE CCNTAINING SIN"GLE PRECISION FLOATING POINT DATA,.TT IS
 
C RWTAP4.AFTER ENTERING AT RTAPE4 THE FOLLOWING STEPS ARE EXECUTED
 
C 	 I.A CALL IS- NAOETC THE SPECIAL PURPOSE-FCRIRAN LIBRARY 
- C-- Su~nT4~&eef4.sE '1-T flEgEfENCE ADO~E) OBRFQf A.-;~ A. -
C 7-TRACK FORTRAN TAPE TO BE READ ON A-S/360 SERIES COMPUTER 
-- C-.-.....--AN PR --- -V+&---1'C LOGICAL ...... IN P.ER-FRMAT FeO
 
C PPCCESSING ACCORPING .TG STEP 2 BELOW.
 
C-"-'-----2-A-AbL-I-S-*AE--TGC THE SPECIAL PU...SE FRZ.AN L!RARV--

C SUBROUTINE CNVRT(SEE IST REFERENCE ABOVE) IMMEDIATELY AFTER
 
--_- ---- THE-EA-L---fO DCPeR.TT. CNVT. UDfOUTE CNVERTS THE SINGLE
 
C PRECISION 7094 FLOATING POINT DATA IN TFE LOGICAL RECORD
 
C STRUCTURED DATA AND PLACES THE RESULTS IN THE 256-WORD ARRAY 
-- C- - -NANED-- -.--
C 
-C_ F-CR--ACHRECORe TE BE, WITTEj O. TlE 7 TRAC BINARY OUTPUT ,ISRA 
C TAPE CONTAINING SINGLE PRECISION FLOATING POINT DATA.IT IS 
- C----N~E-SS*R---e--A-g A ALLTO NTR PONT--WTAP-t OF C-B---N-E--
C RWTAP4.AFTER ENTERINC AT WTAPE4 THE FOLLOWING STEPS ARE EXECUTED 
r I.A CALL ISNADE TU DATCON(SEE 2ND REFERENCE ABOVE) WHICH 
---CNSISTS N SXZZTI;C .... F .- ASOLFR LUAZ 
C SUBROUTINES MODIFIED FOP TELOR3 PROGRAM PLRROSES TO OMIT-THE 
VFOLLOWING 	 WORD 5/360
NANIFULATION.D'ATCON CONVERTS TFE DOUBLE 
---C------- FLCATC.4C - -I -t.... T'It: A RECR SINCLE PRECISION 
C 7094 FLOATING POINT DATA. 
-GC-- ;;.A SECONfl CALL IS M!AETC:F DATOOGN WHICH WRITSTECtETD 
C DATA(SINGLE PRECISION 7094 FLOATING POINT) AS 1 LOGICAL 
-- --. . R&-OR9-N THE 7- INAPX OUJTP'UT OR10A TAPE 
C 
---C ..-.- I-ORDER---6-'F R-ITC TI ,AT: NO. OF---SN-N--1-EE- IA-- A;4O/O 
C SENTINEL RECORDS AND AN END-OF-FILE ON THE 7-TRACK OUTPUT ORB3A 
X
-G----- TAPFIT IS EECESSYAR TO 4AKE PNE C'LL T-Q W_ Y PflNZ "qNG-F OR: 
C SLBROUTINE RWTAP4.THE -PRINCIPLE OF WRITING THESE SENTINEL TYPE 
-- -- R&-R0---fI 	 :AE-AGE 
C REQUIRED SUBPROGRAMS
 
C ------- u;U4E-U-~-nAS--_____ 
C CNVRTDATCOIN.eOFOR
 




C RVTAP4 HAS BEEN CCMPILED UNCEF FORTRAN IV.LEVEL H.OPTIMIZATTON
 





R CEEAT 14 £CHL!ErIXNCGf 




GCCDCAI2D SrACE FLICHT CEPITER 
C NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
 
C - ...... EL .. . . 1A QD 
C CONTRACT NUMBER AND COMPLETION DATE
 
G..A 5 f170,CT(SK 72SUETASK IH 
C 
 COMPLETED ON 7 MAY 1971
 
C **START PROGRAM********t***S***t********** 
ISN 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-U,W-Z) 
ISMI 0001 "IMT-S'_rR0(~
 
ISN 0005 DATA JOUTEN / 15 / 
* TeO FAII-A E-4TIE-tU$E--F--PEEVQGIN-G-4LC.A*LL44G O CALtzbtC 'I 

C 
 STATEMENTS WHICH WERE NOT REFERENCED INITIALLY HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED
 




IIIITIIAL:ZATI9Pr CtLL WII CAUES THlE OUTPUT Cf1Dat TAPS 7O BE 
C GENERATED BY OATCON TO ACTUALLY HAVE A UNIVAC 1107 
C - TYPE FQAR-T 
ISN 0006 700 CALL DATCCN(97) 
C WHICH OUTPUT CRE3A WILL BE WRITTEN AND SPECIFYING NO. OF 36-BIT 
ae---- -Renc 1N a nocoo or: OUTPUT T.APEC25 BATA WeZP.ZCNTPCL4 W1CRDC ARE 
C NOT TO BE COUNTED). 
-I-Cl 7----AL--AT--GN-4GU e ,253)
3307 

ISN 0008 720 GC TO 999
 
-+SN0049 E41T-4-AP "Ef-RI n i
 E4RE 

C THE FOLLOWING 2 CALLS TAKEN TOGETHER READ I RECORD FROM INPUT
 
C = &PaA TAPS' ANO PLACE RSS"'Z't TMPA~lnRCOR
 
is 0010 730 CALL OBFOP(256,IADD.IEFPR)
 
ISN 0012. 750 GO TO 999
 
C THE FOLLOWING 2 CALLS TAKEN TOGETHER WRITE I TITLE CR DATA RECORD
 
IS 0014 760 CALL DATCON(47.RECORD.253.JOUTBN)
 
ISN 0016 780 GC TO 999
 
C IF LAST DATA RECORD TO BE WRITTEN ON OUTPUT ORB3A HAD LESS THAN 11
 
C OUTPUT ORO3A(IWCRD=2).CTHERWISE.WRITE 1 SENTINEL ITEM RECORD2
 






C TE FOLLOWING 2 CALLS TAKEN TOGETHER WRITE 1 SENTINEL ITEM RECORD 
- C------GN-n UT4T--G04B3A pa SIMG-DAA-Th.-ARRfAY-f CCI 
IN 0020 790 CALL CATCON(47.RECORD,253.JCUTBN)
 




e IF 1 cicwpiT R.-ZIIEL.,RIWCCBDZ IDA ENZ Er riLE EN OtJTPUT----
C 0P83A. 
C- THE.FOLLOWING 2CAL.LS TAKEN TOGETHER WRITE,I SENTINEL RECORD ON 
;e OUTPUT OflOJM-TArE USING DATA 'EN AfR\ RCRO1i 
ISN 0023 810 CALL DATCON(47.RECRl,25,3,JOUTBN) 
18 10;54 Z82 CALL DATGENfJCUT-tL 13 
C - THE .FCLLGWING 2 CALLS TAKEN TOGETHER WRITE I -SENTINEL RECORD ON 
.. TU CflCZ3A TAFZ -tzrzz BATA IN ARRAY flECRC1.v 
ISN 0025 ::-830 CALL DATCON(47,RECRDl.253,JOUTBN)­
-jSN-O2 io AL- AATCO~i(JOLTUFL-' 1) 
C" THE FOLLOWING CALL WRITES AN END-OF-FILE ON OUTFUT. CREJA TAPE. 
E50 CALL DAT--eN-(-JUTCN. 2% 
C REWIND OUTPUT OR83A TAPE. 
--­ *-032C - CIB JCJTON 
ISN 0029 999 RETURN 
C-'61
 
- .ttttl ,fl . .f:: fE ccz I T? rt 
gypMIR 
IA0D 






























































999 0029 CCO 0012 0016 
,C-63
 
/A r2T~riIZC~r rz~c~t~p~3 ruXAtr!tMA D3YTtZ PAGE 00?7
 
NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. NAME 
 TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. 
KLEE :rA ri*4 ll XSRrA *A~ 000114 jErr EPlA Ir1000110 
- ZNRFlfT ER )W fl* 000000900140 

DBFOR SF (F R*8 000000 IWORD 1*4 00011C DATCON SF 
 XF R*8 000000 IBCOM= F, XF 1*4 000000
 
RWGAOs 1R. 000120 ECCOFA R* 000 APEC RB
R4-aA- 000128
 










750 0001D6 NR 
782 000208 
810 00023C NR 
-O& e-----
L AfiE-Lr------Af-lR - -­
,-ao )I4 ----­oep P7-3-0000-1-8A-­
760 OOlDC 
790 000216 
820 00024A NR 
9 99 
AL-A-A R -
770 OOQ1EA NR 
800-0----oO-a2 4--Np­
830 000262 NP 
"-- P-ION- F S--E(3-'-R- - NA4- 4- GF -eO---R4-0- S-E - ICEO 5 
--- A--I-STI CS*---N ---D C-E-S-T-A'6- E-NR/9 PRO R 





IEF2ETI VOL SEP NCS= GISCRA.
 
IEF2,eSI-- y Suc c : 3 - - oz sOL 

IEF28eI VOL SEF NCS= GISRA.
 
IEF285I VOL SEP NCS= CISCP2.
 
IEF2EEI VOL SEP NCS= GISCRA. 
IEF2SSI VOL SEP tKCS= CISCRI. 
IEF2eS VOL SEP NCS= CISCRI. 
------ JOB AAl-CAD--M -- 11 ION-IME=|l ,27.06 0P4Df4DA;rE=06-07---7-L-­
CPU=O00.1 1/0=000.1 CORE=O00O.1 CHARGE 0O0.10 STEP-01 SOURCE TERMINATION TIME=I.44.14.? DATE=06-07-71
 
STEP RECI-CN SIZE=O300K MAXIMUM REGION SIZE USED=O0OOK RERCENT OF REGION USED=99
 
IEF2EEI VOL SER NCS= GSCRA.
 
IC TIME EY CEVICE. 0ISK*****1.7l.RUM5*****I.9,TAPE******.OOCELL***4**.OO.OTHR=****t*.0
 
